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You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. 
Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. 
Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
ONE HuNDRED EIGHTEENTH CoMMENCEMENT AND 
THE INAUGURATION OF }AMES p CLEMENTS, PHD 
9:30A.M. 
FRIDAY, MAY 9, 2014 
LITILEJOHN COLISEUM 
2:30P.M. 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
6:30P.M. 
(Please remain standing for the processional, posting of colors, and invocation.) 
PosTING oF CoLoRs 
Pershing Rifles 
Marcus Anderson Michael Knowles 
Aaron Durham Matthew Spearman 
INVOCATION 
Emily Catherine Watt, Student Representative (9:30 A.M. ceremony) 
Michael Allen Keane, Student Representative (2:30P.M. ceremony) 
Diem Hong Nguyen, Student Representative (6:30P.M. ceremony) 
INTRODUCTION OF TRUSTEES, 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS AND AcADEMic DEANS 
Alumni Distinguished Professor Sydney A Cross 
PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION 
Chair of the Board of Trustees 
The Honorable David H Wilkins 
INAUGURAL ADDRESS 
President James P Clements 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND DELIVERY OF DIPLOMAS 
President James P Clements 
RECOGNITION AND PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Alumni Distinguished Professor Sydney A Cross, University Marshal 
CEREMONIAL Music 
Prelude 
Voluntary on "Ein Fest Burg"- Gordon Young 
Prelude in Classic Style- Gordon Young 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Processional 
Rondeau- Joseph Mouret 
Various Marches 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
National Anthem 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Music attributed to John Stafford Smith 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Musical Interludes 
Thanks be to Thee - George Frederick Handel 
Prelude in C Major- Johann Sebastian Bach 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Closing 
Clemson University Alma Mater 
Words by A C Corcoran, Class of' 19 
Music by Hugh H McGarity and R Hawkins 
Arranged by J Butler 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
Recessional 
Trumpet Tune and Air- Henry Purcell 
Various Marches 
Ms. Becky Bowman, Organist/Soloist 
BoARD oF TRUSTEES 
David H Wilkins, Chair ............................. Greenville, SC 
John N McCarter, Jr., Vice Chair. .............. Columbia, SC 
David E Dukes ............................................ Columbia, SC 
leon J Hendrix, Jr ................................ Kiawah Island, SC 
Ronald D Lee ..................................................... Aiken, SC 
Louis B Lynn ............................................... Columbia, SC 
Patricia H McAbee ...................................... Greenville, SC 
E Smyth McKissick III ................................ Greenville, SC 
Robert L Peeler ........................................... Lexington, SC 
MarkS Richardson ..................................... Charlotte, NC 
William C Smith, Jr .................................... Columbia, SC 
Joseph D Swann .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Kim Wilkerson ................................................... Cayce, SC 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P Batson, Jr. ....................................... Greenville, SC 
John J Britton ................................................... Sumter, SC 
Fletcher C Derrick, Jr. ............................... Charleston, SC 
Harold D Kingsmore .................................... Clemson, SC 
Thomas B McTeer, Jr .................................. Columbia, SC 
D Leslie Tindal ........................................... Pinewood, SC 
Allen P Wood ............................................... Florence, SC 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Angie Leidinger 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James P Clements ............................................... President 
Nadim M Aziz .......................... Interim Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost and 
Associate Provost for Faculty Development 
George R Askew ............. Vice President for Public Service 
and Agriculture 
John M Ballato ...................................... Vice President for 
Economic Development 
A Neill Cameron, Jr. ...... Vice President for Advancement 
Brett A Dalton ...................................... Vice President for 
Finance and Operations 
Gail DiSabatino ........... Vice President for Student Affairs 
R Larry Dooley ......... .lnterim Vice President for Research 
W C Hood ................................................. General Counsel 
Dan Radakovich ................................... Director of Athletics 
Leon E Wiles .................................... Chief Diversity Officer 
PRESIDENTIAL BIOGRAPHY 
James Patrick Clements 
President, Clemson University 
Today, Clemson University is proud to install James Patrick Clements as 
the University's fifteenth president. 
Just as each of today's graduates receives a diploma, symbolizing years 
of academic work and achievement, President Clements will receive the 
academic regalia and other official symbols of office. These include the 
purple robe with velvet bars and University seal; the presidential chain 
and seal; a copy of the will of Thomas Green Clemson; and the Act of 
Acceptance establishing the University in 1889. 
Jim Clements officially assumed the office of president on December 31, 
2013, after serving nearly five years as president of West Virginia University. He is also a professor in 
the School of Computing, College of Engineering and Science, at Clemson. 
A native of Virginia, he holds a B.S. degree in computer science and M.S. and Ph.D. in operations 
analysis from the University of Maryland Baltimore County, and an M.S. in computer science from 
Johns Hopkins University. He has published and/or presented more than 75 papers in the fields 
of computer science, higher education, information technology, project management and strategic 
planning. He also served as principal investigator or co-PI on more than $15 million in research grants. 
During Clements' tenure at WVU, the university set records in private fundraising, enrollment, 
research and patients served through the health system, and reached 95 percent of its $750 million 
capital campaign goal two years ahead of schedule. 
Prior to his service at WVU, Clements served as Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
Vice President for Economic and Community Outreach, and the Robert W. Deutsch Distinguished 
Professor of Information Technology at Towson University, the second largest university in the 
University System of Maryland. He also led the Center for Applied Information Technology, which 
was a strategic, entrepreneurial initiative for the university, chaired Towson's Department of Computer 
and Information Sciences and was a consultant to numerous private-sector companies. His Successful 
Project Management book is now in its 6th edition and is published in multiple languages and used in 
numerous countries. 
Clements is a nationally recognized voice in higher education who currently serves as chair-elect of 
the APLU Board of Directors; co-chair of APLU's Energy Forum; chair of the American Council 
on Education's Commission on Leadership; and member of the Business Higher Education Forum 
and the Council on Competitiveness. He previously served on the U.S. Department of Commerce 
Innovation Advisory Board. 
The son of Joseph Harvey Clements Jr. and the late Geraldine Grace Clements, our new president 
is a devoted family man. He and his wife, the former Beth Smith, have four children. Son Tyler and 
daughter Maggie are students at West Virginia University. Maggie's twin sister Hannah just completed 
her freshman year at Clemson, and Grace attends Robert C. Edwards Middle School. Ties to Clemson 
University run deep, as several members of Beth's family are also Clemson alumni. 
As our fifteenth president, Clements will lead the University in its pursuit of academic excellence and 
international acclaim while striving to promote a happy, healthy environment for students, faculty and 
staff. 
Join us in welcoming President Jim Clements and his entire family as members of the Clemson Family. 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees and most honored guests of the University. 
Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, 
described under University Regalia. The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors 
that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the American Council on 
Education, are listed below. 
Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes of medieval origin. Those 
who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding 
institutions. Academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from institutions in the United States are specified by a 
uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black and are usually mortar boards with 
tassels. Doctors of philosophy wear gold tassels usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also black, are longer than bachelors' 
gowns. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow, while those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. 
Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three 
velvet bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet with velvet in the 
discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding institution. First, degree level is 
signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' the smallest, masters' larger and doctors' quite large and of a different 
shape. Clemson does not award hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. The most frequently seen is 
dark blue, which designates the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the 
awarding institution. The colors are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical or military regalia as set forth by their professions. 
The president of Clemson University wears a purple gown with four velvet bars piped in orange and the university seal 
embroidered on the panels. Each trustee wears a similar gown with three velvet bars piped in orange for doctorates and an 
embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not hold doctorates. Hoods are either from Clemson or from 
the awarding school. They are preceded by the university marshal. Clad in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal 
wears no hood and bears the university mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional 
but are dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
CoLLEGE 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 






















Purple and Orange 





















CANDIDATES FOR THE DoCToR's DEGREE 
Karen J L Burg, Interim Dean, Graduate School 
CoLLEGE oF AGRICULTURE, FoRESTRY AND LIFE SciENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biological Sciences 
Samuel E Crickenberger ............................................................................................ Summerville, SC 
B.S., College of Charleston 
Dissertation: Range Limits, Range Shifts and Lower Thermal Tolerance in the Tropical Barnacle 
Megabalanus coccopoma 
Advisors: Dr. S De Walt and Dr. A Moran 
Carrie Nicole Wells ............................................................................................................. Boone, NC 
B.S., M.S., Appalachian State University 
Dissertation: Range Collapse, Genetic Differentiation, and Climate Change: An Ecological History 
of the Diana Fritillary, Speyeria diana and Projections of its Future 
Advisor: Dr. D Tonkyn 
Entomology 
Nicholas Jacob Seiter .................................................................................................... Greensburg, IN 
B.S., M.S., Purdue University 
Dissertation: Impact and Management of Megacopta cribraria (Hemiptera: Plataspidae) 
Advisors: Dr. J Greene and Dr. F Reay-Jones 
Environmental Toxicology 
Amy Lauren Anderson .................................................................................................. Clarksville, GA 
B.S., Berry College 
Dissertation: The Effects of Indirubin-3'-(2,3 dihydroxypropyl)-oximether (E804) on Inflammation 
Profiles in Macrophages 
Advisor: Dr. C Rice 
Alan John Jones .............................................................................................................. Mosheim, TN 
B.S., Emory & Henry College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Representative Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products, Pesticides, and Metals in 
South Carolina Streams: A Catchment Based Approach to Identify Potential Sources, Impacts, 
and Fate 
Advisor: Dr. E Carraway 
Food Technology 
Angela Elizabeth Morgan .............................................. ................................................ ...... .... Oley, PA 
B.S., M.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Dissertation: Evaluation and Development of Nisin-Containing Packaging for Ready-to-Eat Meats, 
Utilizing Methods Feasible for Future Commercialization 
Advisor: Dr. K Cooksey 
Forest Resources 
John Edward Hatcher, Jr .................................................................................................. Edgefield, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Socioeconomic Predictors of Family Forest Owner Use of Federal Income Tax Provisions 
Advisor: Dr. T Straka 
Genetics 
Kristin Elizabeth Beard ................................................................................................... Anderson, SC 
B.A., Boston University 
Dissertation: Can Very Rapid Adaptation Arise without Ancestral Variation? Insight from the Mo-
lecular Evolution of Herbicide Resistance in Genus Amaranth us 
Advisor: Dr. A Lawton-Rauh 
Rich a Koul .................................................................................................................. Allahabad, India 
B.S., Garhwal University 
Dissertation: Functional Characterization of ZBTB20 and the Role of ZBTB20-dependent 
Transcription Regulation in Autism Spectrum Disorders and Intellectual Disability 
Advisor: Dr. A Srivastava 
Rooksana Elizabeth Noorai ............................................................................................ New York, NY 
B.S., Emory University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Discovery of Variants Underlying Simple and Complex Traits through Genome-Wide 
Association Study and Whole-Genome Resequencing 
Advisor: Dr. L Clark 
Microbiology 
Aaron K Brown .............................................................................................................. Parsippany, NJ 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.S., Clemson Uni-versity 
Dissertation: Cellular Localization of the Catabolic Polyaromatic Hydrocarbon Enzymes of 
Sphingomonas paucimobilis 
Advisor: Dr. T Hughes 
Sujay Guha ..................................................................................................................... Kolkatta, India 
B.S., Sardar Patel Univeristy; M.S., University of Mysore 
Dissertation: Studies of Molecular Mechanisms of Cranberry Mediated Healthspan Promotion in 
Caenorhabditis Elegans 
Advisors: Dr. Y Dong and Dr. M Cao 
CoLLEGE oF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS AND HuMANITIES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Planning, Design and the Built Environment 
Noel Carpenter ................................................................................................................... Milton, GA 
B.S., University of Florida; M.S., Florida International University 
Dissertation: Comparison of Design-Bid-Build and Construction Manager at Risk Project Delivery 
Methods for the Construction of Public Schools 
Advisor: Dr. D Bausman 
Melanie Ale many Duffey .................................................................................................... Auburn, AL 
B.S., M.C.P., Auburn University; 
Dissertation: Assessing Hybrid Spaces: Users' Perceptions of Digitally Mediated Public Space 
Advisor: Dr. M Lauria 
2 
Planning, Design and the Built Environment (continued) 
Niraj Poudel .................. ........... ..... ............... ... ........... ........ ... .. .... ... ......... .... .. .. ........ Kathmandu, Nepal 
B.A., Whittier College; M.S., Politenico Di Milano 
Dissertation: Towards the Development of Design Guidelines of using Phase Change Materials In 
Lightweight Buildings 
Advisor: Dr. V Blouin 
Rhetorics, Communication and Information Design 
Jared Sterling Colton ................................ .. .... ...................................................................... Sandy, UT 
B.A., Utah Valley University; M.A., Washington State University 
Dissertation: The Contagion of Sharing: Rhetorics of Community in an Age of Digital Media 
Advisor: Dr. V Vitanza 
Walter Jaime Iriarte ...................................... .. ........... ... ................... .. .......................... La Calera, Chili 
B.A., Shawnee State University; M.A., Marshall University 
Dissertation: Augmented Poeisis: Spatial Composition in the Age of Rhetorical Delivery 
Advisor: Dr. C Haynes 
Glen Thomas Southergill ........................................................................................... Glastonbury, CT 
B.S., University of Arizona; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Memento of Complexity: The Rhetorics of Memory, Ambience, and Emergence 
Advisor: Dr. D Blakesley 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Caroline Martin Swiger ............... .................... ................................................................... Pickens, SC 
B.A., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Cost, Quality, and the Community College Enrollment Decision 
Advisor: Dr. T Mroz 
Zhixin Wang ................................................. ............. ...................................................... Ezhou, China 
B.S., M.Ed., Central China Normal University 
Dissertation: Residential Energy Efficiency 
Advisor: Dr. F Hanssen 
Ran Xie .............................. ................. .. ..... .. ... ... .............................................. ................ Beijing, China 
B.S., University of Science and Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Application of Modern Statistical Tools to Solving Contemporary Economic Prob-
lems: Evaluation of USDA Forecasting Efforts and Regional Agricultural Campaign Impact 
Advisors: Dr. J Sharp and Dr. 0 Isengildina-Massa 
Economics 
Richard S Gearhart III .............................................................. ... ... .. ... .... ............... Virginia Beach, VA 
B.A., Randolph-Macon College; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Essays on Health Trends and Health Care Efficiency 
Advisor: Dr. P Wilson 
3 
Economics (continued) 
Wesley Ryan Harris ........................................................................................................ Statesville, NC 
B.A., University of North Carolina; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Essays on the Political Geography of the United States 
Advisor: Dr. W Dougan 
Margarita Portnykh .................................................................................................... Voronezh, Russia 
B.S., M.S., Voronezh State University 
Dissertation: Essays on Economics of Adaptation to Climate Change 
Advisor: Dr. T Mroz 
Lyudmyla Tarasivna Sonchak .................................................................................. Kolomiya, Ukraine 
B.S., Lock Haven University 
Dissertation: Essays on the Effect of Early Investments and Interventions on Child's Well-Being 
Advisor: Dr. T Mroz 
Human Factors Psychology 
Nathan D Klein ................................................................................................................. Smyrna, GA 
B.A., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Understanding and Improving Pedagogical Aspects of a General Education Eportfolio 
Advisor: Dr. B Stephens 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Kyle Ryan Stanyar .................................................................................................. Burlington, Canada 
B.A., University of Windsor; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Impact of Physical and Psychosocial Workplace Hazards on Employee Health: An 
Irish Tale of Civil Servant Workers 
Advisor: Dr. R Sinclair 
CoLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SciENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Automotive Engineering 
John Lewis Adcox ............................................................................................... Signal Mountain, TN 
B.S., Tennessee Technological University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Adaptive and Robust Braking/Traction Control Systems for Flexible Tires 
Advisor: Dr. B Ayalew 
Kavit Ravindra Antani .................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., University of Mumbai; M.S., Auburn University 
Dissertation: A Study of the Effects of Manufacturing Complexity on Product Quality in Mixed-
Model Automotive Assembly 
Advisor: Dr. L Mears 
Melissa Nicole Bowler ....................................................................................................... Danville, CA 
B.S., Boston University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Battery Second Use: A Framework For Evaluating The Combination OfT wo Value 
Chains 
Advisors: Dr. D Bodde and Dr. T Kurfess 
4 
Bioengineering 
James P Chow .................................................................... ....... ............................... ..... .. Columbia, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Cardiovascular Tissue Engineered Constructs for Patients with Diabetes 
Advisor: Dr. A Simionescu 
Eric M Lucas .................................................................................................................. Chesterton, IN 
B.S., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Clinical, Kinematic, and Kinetic Analysis of Knee Arthrodesis, and the Design of a 
Novel Treatment Alternative 
Advisor: Dr. J DesJardins 
Brittany Ho McGowan ........................................................................................................ Gurnee, IL 
B.S., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Applied Hydrostatic Pressure on Osteogenic Differentiation of Mouse 
Mesenchymal Stem Cells in an In Vitro 3D Culture 
Advisor: Dr. J Nagatomi 
Suzanne Sawicki Parks ................................................................................................... Tallahassee, FL 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Influence of Periostin on Bone Marrow-Derived Cell Contribution to Dermal Wound 
Repair 
Advisors: Dr. M LaBerge and Dr. R Visconti 
Biosystems Engineering 
Arpan Jain .......... ............. ................................................................................................... Sirohi, India 
B.E., Visvesvaraya Technological University 
Dissertation: Pretreatment Development of Lignocellulosic Feedstocks for the Production of Bio-
products 
Advisor: Dr. T Walker 
Chemical Engineering 
Sam Lukubira ................................................................. .. ..... ................... ................ Kampala, Uganda 
B.S., Makerere University 
Dissertation: Processing-Structure-Property Relationships of Bio-based Proteinaceous Materials 
Advisor: Dr. A Ogale 
Andrew Nolan Wilson ..... ........................... ............................................................... Montgomery, AL 
B.S., Auburn University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Drug Delivery using Feedback Control in Bioresponsive Hydrogels 
Advisors: Dr. A Guiseppi-Elie and Dr. M Blenner 
Chemistry 
Ashley Ann Buelt ............................................................................................................... Wausau, WI 
B.S., University of Wisconsin 
Dissertation: Optically Active and Stimuli-Responsive Macromolecules: Photophysics, Morphology 
and Sensor Applications 
Advisor: Dr. R Smith 
Barbara Jeanne Bull ................................................................................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Building Chemistry One Atom at a Time: An Investigation of the Effects of Two 
Curricula in Students' Understanding of Bonding and Periodic Trends 
Advisor: Dr. M Cooper 
5 
Chemistry (continued) 
Ramesh Chandra Dhaka! ................................................................................................. Clemson, SC 
B.S., Prithivi Narayan College; M.S., Tribhuwan University 
Dissertation: New Synthetic Methodologies for Chemo-, Stereo-, and Regioselective 1, 
4-Conjugate Additions of Organometallic Reagents to Michael and Extended Michael 
Substrates and Alkene Halofunctionalization Reactions 
Advisor: Dr. K Dieter 
Mustafa Umut Kucukkal ............................................................................................... Denizli, Turkey 
B.S., M.S., Bilkent University 
Dissertation: CNT Welding through Ar Bombardment using AIREBO Potential and Optimization 
of AIREBO Potential for F atom to Simulate Hydrofluorocarbon Molecules 
Advisor: Dr. S Stuart 
Benjamin T Manard ........................................................................................................... Macon, GA 
B.S., Georgia Southern University 
Dissertation: Miniaturization of Chemical Analysis Tools: Micro-Solid Phase Extraction Tips for 
Protein Extractions and Development of a Miniaturized Glow Discharge Source for Elemental 
Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. K Marcus 
Dulma Erangi Nugawela Pathiranalag ............................................................... Homagama, Sri Lanka 
B.S., University of Sri Jayewardenepura 
Dissertation: Fullerene Collisions: A Computational Study 
Advisor: Dr. S Stuart 
Yanjun Jean Wan ........................................................................................................ Shanghai, China 
B.S., B.A., Shanghai Jiao Tong University 
Dissertation: Assessing College Students' Understanding of Acid Base Chemistry Concepts 
Advisor: Dr. M Cooper 
Civil Engineering 
Kakan Chandra Dey ..................................................... ................................ Cox's Bazar, Bangaladesh 
M.S., Wayne State University 
Dissertation: A Freight Overweight Policy Analysis Framework for Minimizing Bridge and Pave-
ment Deterioration Due to Trucks 
Advisor: Dr. M Chowdhury 
James Michael Grayson ........................................................................................................ Okatie, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Building Resilient Coastal Communities Subjected to Hurricane Wind Hazards 
Advisor: Dr. W Pang 
Fangqian Liu ................................................................................................................... Beijing, China 
B.S., Beijing University of Civil Engineering and Architecture; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Projections of Future US design Wind Speeds and Hurricane Losses due to Climate 
Change 
Advisor: Dr. W Pang 
Farzam Safarzadeh Maleki .................................................................................................. Tehran, Iran 
B.S., Azad University; M.S. Amirkabir Univerity of Technology 
Dissertation: Numerical Investigation of One-Dimensional Shallow Water Flow and Sediment 
Transport Model Using Discontinuous Galerkin Method 
Advisor: Dr. A Khan 
6 
Civil Engineering (continued) 
David Morgan Young ...................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Development of Emprical Models to Predict Energy Utilization and Efficiency in 
Wastewater Collection 
Advisor: Dr. L Klotz 
Electrical Engineering 
Andrew J McDowell ....................................... ..... ..... ... ................ ...... ................................. Lilburn, GA 
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Design and Analysis of Electromagnetic Interference Filters and Shields 
Advisor: Dr. T Hubing 
Raul Ignacio Ramos Garcia ..................................................................... ................... Navojoa, Mexico 
B.S., Higher Technological Institute Cajeme 
Dissertation: Using Hidden Markov Models to Segment and Classify Wrist Motion Related to 
Eating Activities 
Advisors: Dr. A Hoover and Dr. J Gowdy 
Chentian Zhu ..................................... ..... ................................................... .. ... .......... ....... Wuxi, China 
B.S., Zhejiang University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Electromagnetic Compatibility in Power Electronics and PCB Design 
Advisor: Dr. T Hubing 
Human Centered Computing 
Joshua Ime Asukwo Ekandem .......................................... ....................................................... Rex, GA 
B.A., M.S., Auburn University 
Dissertation: Ambient Hues and Audible Cues: An Approach to Automotive User Interface Design 
Using Multi-Modal Feedback 
Advisor: Dr. J Gilbert 
Industrial Engineering 
Kevin AJuang ....................................... ............ ................................................................ Clemson, SC 
B.S., Georgia Institute ofTechnology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Integrating Visual Mnemonics and Input Feedback with Passphrases to Improve the 
Usability and Security of Digital Authentication 
Advisor: Dr. J Greenstein 
Kanchala Sudtachat ................................................................................................. Buriram, Thailand 
B.E., Khon Kaen University; M.E., Chulalongkorn University 
Dissertation: Dispatching Policy Under Multi-Tier Response and Compliance Table Policy Under 
Single Type of Server for Emergency Medical Service (EMS) Systems 
Advisor: Dr. S Mason 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Laura Burka Hill ............................................................................................................. Anderson, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Novel Light Emissive Yttrium-Based Nanoparticles and Composites 
Advisor: Dr. J Ballato 
7 
Mathematical Sciences 
Juliane Golubinski Capaverde .......................................................................... Sapucaia do Sul, Brazil 
B.S., M.S., Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul 
Dissertation: On Complexity Results and Degree Bounds in Polynomial Ideal Theory 
Advisor: Dr. S Gao 
Charles Christopher Johnson ..................................................................................... Mount Airy, NC 
B.S., M.S., Western Carolina University 
Dissertation: lnvolutive Translation Surfaces and Panov Planes 
Advisor: Dr. M Schmoll 
Abhishek Pandey ............................................................................................ Bokaro Steel City, India 
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Modeling Dengue Transmission and Vaccination 
Advisor: Dr. E Dimitrova 
Dewei Wang ............................................................................................................. Jingdezhen, China 
B.S., University of Science and Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Nonparametric and Semiparametric Group Testing Regression Models 
Advisors: Dr. C McMahan and Dr. C Gallagher 
Kirsti A Wash ........................................................................................................................ Dallas, TX 
B.S., University of Texas; M.S., Texas State University 
Dissertation: Identifying Codes and Domination in Graph Products 
Advisor: Dr. W Goddard 
Mechanical Engineering 
Hua Li ......................................................................................................................... Shaoyang, China 
B.S., Hunan University 
Dissertation: Electrostatic and Electrical Transport Analysis ofNanomaterials and Numerical 
Methods Development 
Advisor: Dr. G Li 
Weiyu Ran ...................................................................................................................... Lijiang, China 
B.S., Xi' an Jiatong University 
Dissertation: Experimental Investigation of Particle Scavenging by Ultrasonically Excited Water 
Sprays 
Advisor: Dr. J Saylor 
Mohamed Trabelssi ........................................................................................................... Sfax, Tunisia 
B.S., M.S., Tunisia Polytechnic School 
Dissertation: Numerical Analysis of the Extrusion Of Fiber Optic and Photonic Crystal Fiber 
Preforms Near the Glass Transition Temperature 
Advisor: Dr. P Joseph 
Changxue Xu ............................................................................................................... Qingdao, China 
B.S., M.S., Sichuan University 
Dissertation: Inkjet Printing of Three-Dimensional Vascular-Like Constructs from Cell Suspensions 
Advisor: Dr. R Miller 
Physics 
Radhey Shyam ............................................................................................................. New Delhi, India 
B.S., M.S., Kurukshtra University 
Dissertation: Energy Loss of Ions Implanted in MOS Dielectric Films 
Advisor: Dr. C Sosolik 
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Physics (continued) 
Joshua Daniel Wood ......................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.A., Rutgers University; M.S., Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Dissertation: Multidimensional Simulations of Non-linear Cosmic Ray Production in Supernova 
Remnant Evolution 
Advisor: Dr. D Hartmann 
Polymer and Fiber Science 
Julien Xavier Eric Boyon ................................................................................................ Jougne, France 
B.S., University of Haute Alsace 
Dissertation: Effect of Silicone Finishes on the Burning Behavior of Polyester 
Advisor: Dr. P Brown 
CoLLEGE oF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HuMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Benjamin J Bindewald .................................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.A., Anderson University; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Public School Credits for Devotional Courses in Religion: The Evangelical 
Reconceptualization of Released Time 
Advisor: Dr. S Rosenblith 
Alicia Farr Clinger ................................................................................................................. Easley, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Processes Utilized by High School Students Reading Scientific Text 
Advisor: Dr. M Cook 
Michael Patrick Cook ............................................................................................. Newton Grove, NC 
B.S., Appalachian State University; M.Ed., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Reading Graphically: Examining the Effects of Graphic Novels on the Reading 
Comprehension of High School Students 
Advisor: Dr. L Medford 
Sloan Smith Huckabee ........................................................................................................ Seneca, SC 
B.A., Columbia College; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of Teacher Training on Preservice Teachers' Knowledge, Personal Beliefs, and 
Attitudes 
Advisor: Dr. S Mackiewicz 
William Alan Kerns, Jr ....................................................................................................... Sanford, FL 
B.A., Stetson University; M.Ed., University of Central Florida 
Dissertation: Demonstrating Reflection: A Content Analysis of Reflection that English Teacher 
Candidates Demonstrate in Writing after Conducting Classroom Inquiry 
Advisors: Dr. L Medford and Dr. D Stegelin 
Heather Jo McCrea-Andrews ............................................................................................. Dundee, MI 
B.S., Central Michigan University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Adolescents' Digital and Print Reading Experiences: Does Mode 
Matter 
Advisors: Dr. L Gambrell and Dr. P Dunston 
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Curriculum and Instruction (continued) 
Rhonda Dilmore Miller .................................................................................................... Walhalla, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Story Grammar on the Oral Narrative Skills of English Language 
Learners with Language Impairments 
Advisors: Dr. A Katsiyannis and Dr. V Correa 
Educational Leadership 
Matthew R Della Sala ..................................................................................................... Las Vegas, NV 
B.S., M.Ed., Univeristy of Nevada 
Dissertation: Examining the Effects of School-Level and Classroom-Level Variables on Elementary 
School Students. Academic Achievement: A Multi-level Approach 
Advisor: Dr. R Knoeppel 
Leasa Kowalski Evinger ............................................................................................... Portageville, MO 
B.S., Jacksonville University; M.A., Bowling Green State University 
Dissertation: A Study of Knowledge, Skills and Behaviors in Intergroup Dialogue Facilitation 
Advisor: Dr. T Cawthon 
Edna Martinez ..................................................................................................................... El Paso, TX 
B.S., M.Ed., The Univeristy of Texas 
Dissertation: Growing Pains: Exploring the Transition from a Community College into a Four-Year 
Comprehensive College 
Advisor: Dr. L Gonzales 
Adam Richard McFarlane ............................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S., University of Oklahoma 
Dissertation: An Examination of the Role that Social and Academic Integration Play in the 
First-Year Freshman Student Athlete Experience 
Advisor: Dr. J Satterfield 
Chinasa A Ordu .................................................................................................. Stone Mountain, GA 
B.S., University of Georgia; M.Ed., Valdosta State University 
Dissertation: The Perceptions of Increased Debt on The College Choice and Enrollment of Rural 
Low-Income Students 
Advisor: Dr. P First 
Kenyae L Reese ................................................................................................................... Granger, IN 
B.S., Hampton University; M.Ed., Ed.S., University of Georgia; M.Ed., Harvard University 
Dissertation: Exploring Doctoral Student Experiences from the Perspectives of Mid-Career 
Professionals in Educational Leadership using Photo-Elicitation 
Advisor: Dr. J Lindle 
Lindsey McKinney Ridgeway .......................................................................................... Greenville, SC 
B.S., Clemson University; M.Ed., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: The Role of the Senior Student Affairs Officer in Creating and Sustaining a Culture 
of Assessment: A Case Study 
Advisor: Dr. T Cawthon 
Penelope Landers Vassar .................................................................................................. Anderson, SC 
B.A., Saint Leo University; M.B.A., Florida Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: University Administrators Attitudes and Perceptions of State Authorization for 
Online Learning 
Advisor: Dr. P Havice 
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Educational Leadership (continued) 
Ann-Marie Watson ...................................................................................................... Summerville, SC 
B.S., M.B.A., Charleston Southern University 
Dissertation: Perceptions of Academic and Social Integration of First-Generation College Students 
at a Less-Selective Private Faith-Based University 
Advisor: Dr. R Marion 
Joel Darby Welch ............................................................................................................. Greenville, SC 
B.S., The Citadel; M.S., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Lottery Tuition Assistance as a Predictor of Retention 
Advisor: Dr. R Knoeppel 
Noah Hanstein Welsh ...................................................................................................... Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.A.T., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Computational Model of Memetic Evolution: Optimizing Collective Intelligence 
Advisors: Dr. R Marion and Dr. J Summers 
Meredith Fant Wilson ........................................................................................................... Union, SC 
B.S., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Life After Study Abroad: A Narrative Inquiry of Graduate Student Study Abroad 
Returnees 
Advisor: Dr. P Havice 
Healthcare Genetics 
Mary Beth Wilson Steck ............................................................................................. Simpsonville, SC 
B.S., University of Iowa; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Assessing the Awareness of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 
(GINA) in Nurse Practitioners 
Advisor: Dr. J Eggert 
International Family and Community Studies 
Annah Kamugizire Amani ......................................................................................... Mbarara, Uganda 
B.S., California State University; M.P.H., University of California 
Dissertation: Degree of Self-Determination in Birthplace Choice of Rural Women Western Uganda 
Advisors: Dr. B Holaday and Dr. J Williams 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Jarrett Robert Bachman ................................................................................................... Asheville, NC 
B.S., M.Ed., MNR, University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Using Self-Concept Theory to Understand Event Volunteer Motivation, Satisfaction 
and Intent 
Advisor: Dr. W Norman 
Katherine Elizabeth Evans ................................................................................................. Macomb, IL 
B.S., University of Illinois; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Context of Successful Navigation of Gendered Norms in Outdoor Adventure 
Recreation: The Case of Professional Female Adventure Athletes 
Advisor: Dr. D Anderson 
Susan Lynn Vezeau ..................................................................................................... Crown Point, IN 
B.S., College of Charleston; M.A., Texas A&M University 
Dissertation: Investigating the Influence of Interpretation on Stewardship Behaviors using the 
Elaboration Likelihood Model 
Advisor: Dr. R Powell 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION S PECIALIST AND MASTER'S DEGREE 
Karen J L Burg, Interim Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, fORESTRY 
AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Yahya Saeed Alotibi .............................. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Lisa Watson Smith ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
George Alexander Hamilton ......................... Charleston, SC 
Thomas P Kirby ................................................ Clemson, SC 
James McLeod Short III.. ................................. Lancaster, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Benjamin S Gilbert ...................................... Chapel Hill, NC 
Emily Ann Purcell ....................................... Summerville, SC 
Shuhui Zheng ................................................. Greenville, SC 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
Shivani Bimal Shah ......................................... Gujarat, India 
Biological Sciences 
Elizabeth Anne Baker ........................................ Crandall, TX 
Melissa Elizabeth Buckner ............................ Walterboro, SC 
Lauren Renee Eatherton ......................... Herculaneum, MO 
Kanesha Nix Glenn ..................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Darleen Porter Morris ................................. Indian Trail, NC 
Brian James Nyvall .................................................. Greer, SC 
David Lance Rygmyr ....................................... Kennesaw, GA 
John Stanley Strickland ...................................... Opelika, AL 
Kathleen Sarah Thompson ............................. Kirksville, MO 
Environmental Toxicology 
Katherine Anne Johnson .............................. Goldsboro, NC 
Erica N Linard ................................................ Camarillo, CA 
Rayna A Silva ....................................... North Providence, RI 
Food, Nutrition and Culinary Sciences 
Wesam H Aljeddawi ......................................... Baghdad, Iraq 
Annie Elizabeth Anderson .............................. Greenville, SC 
Ahmet Buyukyavuz .......................................... Konya, Turkey 
Chad Thomas Carter ..................................... Charleston, SC 
Anna Pauline Dover ................ ........................ Columbia, SC 
Genny Rose Komar. ..................................... Bloomington, IL 
Zijin Li ............................................................... Clemson, SC 
Pei-Ching Lin .................................................. Taipei, Taiwan 
Qingchuan Liu ......................................... ... ....... Hefei, China 
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Microbiology 
Brennen Crenshaw Jenkins ................................. Pickens, SC 
Packaging Science 
Gabrielle Theresa Conlon ................................. Wexford, PA 
Matthew Lyle Furr ............................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Julianne Lee Holmes ........................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Mackenzie Rae Lussier. ................................... Hingham, MA 
Raj Prakash Navalakha ........................................ Pune, India 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Makhdora Almuziny ............................ Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
Joshua Dustin Boatwright ................................ Batesburg, SC 
James Daniel Daley ................................................ Provo, UT 
Shawna Leigh Rogers Daley ......................... Castle Dale, UT 
Anja Grabke ............................................... Vel bert, Germany 
Binbin Li .............................................................. Dali, China 
Jedidah Simantoi Nankaya ............................ Kajiado, Kenya 
Colton Heath Sanders ....................................... Barnwell, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Caitlynn Eileen Brig ............................................ Carlisle, FL 
Katie Rose Keck ............................................ Columbus, OH 
Christopher Joel O'Bryan .................... .......... Piney Flats, TN 
Carly Alanna Slack ............................................. Cheraw, SC 
Claire Michelle Stuyck .. ' ......................... West Columbia, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Zinsser ................................... Manchester, CT 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Scott Michael Abernethy ................................ Greenville, SC 
Kimberly Michelle Bandy ................................. .. Duluth, GA 
Jackie Lynn Batanglo ........................................ Windsor, MA 
Katelyn Anne Carter ................................... St Augustine, FL 
John Howard Caveney ...................................... Andover, MA 
Nicholas Arthur Joseph Collins ................. Georgetown, MA 
Ashley Elizabeth Colquhoun ............................... Taylors, SC 
Brian C Duffy .................................................. Earlysville, VA 
Carlos Alberto Gonzalez Aguilar ...................... Clemson, SC 
Brian Wade Gulden ........................................ Columbus, IN 
Wesley Alexander Hassell ...................................... Apex, NC 
Sara Ashley Hawkins ......................................... Newnan, GA 
George Lewis Hughes ...................................... Savannah, GA 
Danielle Marie Jakubowski ........................... Doylestown, PA 
Yuxiang Jiang .............................................. .Shenzhen, China 
Katharine Marie Johnson ........................... Baton Rouge, LA 
Jing Li ............................................................ Yichang, China 
Longqing Liu ................................................... Panjin, China 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE (continued) 
Nicole Rose Miller ........................................... LaGrange, IN 
Sean Daniel Morrissey .......................................... Fishers, IN 
Amanda A Mountcastle .................................. Louisville, OH 
Joy Morgan Newberry .............................................. Mars, PA 
Valerie Or ........................................ Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
Julie Marie Randolph .................................... Woodburn, IN 
Laura Elizabeth Rice ............................................ Akron, OH 
Erwin Jose Riefkohl Hernandez .............. Ponce, Puerto Rico 
Stephen Adam Roark ........................................ Florence, SC 
Mary Mozelle Roberts ..................................... Kennesaw, GA 
Colonel Brandon Rogers ................................ Columbia, SC 
Amanda Claire Mari Seligman ............................. Reston, VA 
Brian Tanner Sharpe ........................................... Pickens, SC 
Kyle Jordan Smith ........................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Haiming Tan ................................................. Luoding, China 
Martha Ellis Taylor ................................ Hendersonville, TN 
Xiao Xiao .................................................... Changsha, China 
Yanwen Xiao .................................................. Jingxian, China 
Bingqing Yang ................................................ Ningbo, China 
Miguel Yon Moll ....................... Guatemala City, Guatemala 
Yaqiong Zhou ............................................. Changsha, China 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Craig Joseph Chandler ............................... Baton Rouge, LA 
Christopher Frederick Clauson .............. South Berwick, ME 
Jacob Scott Elliott ........................................... Charlotte, NC 
Jacoby Edward Elrod ............................................. Hiram, GA 
Gregory Vincent Gordos ............................... Randolph, OH 
Latoisha Yvonne Green .................................. Columbia, SC 
Nathan Andrew McKinnon ................................ Atlanta, GA 
Courtney Elizabeth O'Neill ............................. Loveland, OH 
Leif Eric Otteson ........................................... Milwaukee, WI 
Samuel Garrett Rubin ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Joshua M Tetzlaff ................................................... Pierre, SO 
Qianying Wu ............................................... Chengdu, China 
Julia Catherine Zweifel ................................... Richmond, VA 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND 
MANAGEMENT 
T Justin Brooks ................................................... Central, SC 
Ross Michael Talbot ............................................. Jackson, LA 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Adrienne Leigh Lichliter. ....................................... Dallas, TX 
MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Anthony Charles Aten ....................................... Beaufort, SC 
Yiwen Cui ........................................................ Jiaozuo, China 
James B Goshorn ........................................... Charleston, SC 
Luo Huang ................................................ Fenghuang, China 
Bei Kong ............................................................. Jinan, China 
Michael P Kulik ................................................... Buffalo, NY 
Yanshu Liu ................................................. Shuozhou, China 
Erika Elaine Mueller ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
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MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
(continued) 
Christine Blair Rollins .................................... Kennesaw, GA 
Hong Zhang ................................................... Wuhan, China 
Yuan chi Zhao ..................................................... Linyi, China 
MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT 
(Master of Real Estate Development is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities and the 
College of Business and Behavioral Science.) 
Matthew Clair Alexander ................................... Atlanta, GA 
Andrew Tyler Bristow ............................ West Columbia, SC 
Jeremy Allen Bunner .................................. Morgan City, LA 
Lance Bradford Byars ...................................... Greenville, SC 
John Robert Caldwell ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Stephen Michael Caprio ................................... Cranford, NJ 
Robert Semmes Gilmore III ........................ Spartanburg, SC 
Joshua Legarretta ................................................. El Paso, TX 
Robert Seth Peterson .................................. Summerville, SC 
Gus William Postal ......................................... Columbia, SC 
Sonnetta Shiree Reynolds ................................... Atlanta, GA 
Theodore Anthony Rowland IV ................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Robert Beasley Shortt ......................................... Laurens, SC 
Thomas Rhett Spencer III ................................. Florence, SC 
Daniel Lachicotte Spivey .................................. Pinopolis, SC 
Tori E Wallace .......................................... : ... Champaign, IL 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Communication, Technology and Society 
Meagan Elizabeth Bates ................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Sara Crocker .................................................... Anderson, SC 
Alexander Moe ................................................. Oslo, Norway 
William Roth Smith III ........................................ Seneca, SC 
Megan Amanda Stockhausen ......................... Enterprise, AL 
English 
Catherine Marie Blass .................................... Greenville, SC 
Jacqueline Estel Fetzer ...................................... Palm City, FL 
Joshua Lee Martin .............................................. Denver, NC 
Caleb Andrew Milligan ...................................... Monroe, GA 
Dustin Kyle Pearson .................................... Summerville, SC 
Justyna Anna Pekalak .................................... Krakow, Poland 
Hilary L Richards ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Megan Leigh Roberts ............................. Powder Springs, GA 
Michael Cameron Whiteside ......................... Clemson, SC 
History 
Timothy Robert Anglea ............................... Windermere, FL 
Paul Michael Brown ................................................ Cary, NC 
Maria Nicole Cinquemani .............................. Lexington, SC 
Caroline Catherine Anne Glenn ......................... Seneca, SC 
Joshua Jeremiah Hudak ........................................ Seneca, SC 
Katelyn Karly Tietzen ................................. Kelowna, Canada 
Megan Elizabeth Ulmer. ............................... Lexington, SC 
Professional Communication 
Stephanie Paige Beard ................... ....................... Tifton, GA 
Alyssa Christina Carver ................. ................ Darlington, SC 
Brian Lee Gaines ............................................. Anderson, SC 
Kathryn Elizabeth Harner ................................... Oxford, CT 
Katherine Anne Mawyer .................. ............... . .Sandston, VA 
Kiera Angelique Prince ................................... Eastpointe, Ml 
Laura Ann Smith .......... .......... ...... .. ... ... ....... Charleston, WV 
Michelle Kathleen Tuten ................................ Pendleton, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Architecture 
Robert James Schultz ........................................ Burleson, TX 
Historic Preservation 
(Historic Preservation is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the College of Charleston.) 
Kendanne Marie Altizer ................................ Charleston, SC 
Edith Megan Funk .................................... Elizabethtown, KY 
Kelly Morgan Herrick .................................. Morganton, NC 
Lindsay Dale Lanois .... ........... ......... ........... ...... Maryville, TN 
Lindsay Allison Lee ...................................... Moorestown, NJ 
Valerie Jean McCluskey ................................. Charleston, SC 
Brittany Teal McKee .................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Erin Elizabeth Morton ............................... China Grove, NC 
Melissa Mann Roach ..................................... Springdale, AR 
Leigh Margaret Schoberth ................................. Bay City, MI 
James Wilson Smith ........................................ Richlands, VA 
Julia Anne Tew ................................................ Zebulon, NC 
CoLLEGE oF BusiNEss AND 
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Kristin Lee Allen ............................................. Greenville, SC 
Saeed Mohammed Altimni .................... Abba, Saudi Arabia 
John David Babb ...................... ....... .................. .... Moore, SC 
Dalton Baney Barton ........................................ Camden, DE 
Christopher Ryan Boulware ........................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew M Bowers ................................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Jonathan Paul Briggs ........................................ Newberry, SC 
Jennifer Jill Brown .................... .................... ...... Laurens, SC 
Angela Diane Casale .............................................. Miami, FL 
Kaiti Chen ........................................... .. ......... Taipei, Taiwan 
Mei-Hua Chen ............... ................................. Taipei, Taiwan 
Ronald Edward Churches ........... .................... Greenville, SC 
Robert Brock Cooke ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Hui Dong ................................ .... .................... Beijing, China 
Jennifer Grove Drewes .................................... Greenville, SC 
John Lesley DuBose ............................................... Easley, SC 
Brenna Utsey Farahvashi ........................................ Greer, SC 
Joseph Austin Fidler ............. ..... ..... ...... ........ .. Greenville, SC 
John Christopher Finkenstadt .......................... Walhalla, SC 
Stan L Foggie .............................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Antione Taiwan Ford ...................................... Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
(continued) 
Lael H Hoopes II ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Lesley Brooke Horton ................ ....... .............. Greenville, SC 
Harold Patrick Hughes ... .... ............................ Columbia, SC 
Sijia Li Hughes ................................................. Dalian, China 
Martha Elizabeth Jones .............. ..................... Greenville, SC 
Dolores Ann Kalata .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Michael Russell Kowalski .. ................................... Chicago, IL 
Pamela Anne Latham ................................. Summerville, SC 
Robert Kenneth May ........................................... Lamar, CO 
Holly Lynn McGinness ........................................... Greer, SC 
Spencer Collins McLeod .................. ..... .... ........... McBee, SC 
Lauren Virginia Metts ................................... Greenwood, SC 
Christopher Michael Olson ............................. Piedmont, SC 
Naveen Nath Parti ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Jaimie Elizabeth Piccione ................................ Greenville, SC 
Eric Vincent Slack .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Adam Jeffrey Smith .......................................... Anderson, SC 
Brett James Stafford ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Claire Marie Starn ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Sharon Theresa Strickland ......................... ........ Smyrna, GA 
Alyssa Breanna Sullivan .................................. Greenville, SC 
Tanya Leigh Thompson .......................................... Greer, SC 
Ansel Benard Trotter III ................... Batesburg-Leesville, SC 
Jeffrey Ryan Watts ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Rochelle J Williams ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Wendi Elizabeth Witek ...................................... Brevard, NC 
Harris Steven Worthington .......................... Greenwood, SC 
Fuyu Xie ...................................................... Kunming, China 
Kevin Charles Yancar. ............................................. Greer, SC 
Zhuo Zhang ................. ............................... LiaoNing, China 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Timothy Jay Bacon ..................................... Marlborough, CT 
Richard Alan Cornett ................................. Spruce Pine, NC 
Randall Scott Cragun ......................................... Eugene, OR 
Huseyin Emrah Erpek ................................... Ankara, Turkey 
]in Han ......................................................... Nanyang, China 
Dongqi He .................................................. Shenzhen, China 
Ancira Hiriscau ........................................... Oradea, Romania 
Srinivas Bharavi Kothapalli ....................... Hyderabad, India 
Guo Li ........................................................... Yueyang, China 
David Coltrane May ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Mahjuja Muslima Taznin ................. Chittagong, Bangladesh 
Qing Wei ....................................................... Luoyang, China 
Jing Xue ....................................................... Shanghai, China 
Xu Yang ...................... .................... .................... Xi'an, China 
Le You ............................................................. Beijing, China 
Haowen Zheng .............................................. Beijing, China 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Daniel Theodore Ortiz ............................... ... Jacksonville, FL 
Dian Zhang ................................................ Changsha, China 
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Applied Psychology Bioengineering 
Theresa Patricia Atkinson ........................... Baton Rouge, LA Melissa A Dunphy .................................... ..... .... Florence, SC 
Brock M Bass .......................................................... Salley, SC Somayeh Eskandari ............................................. Tabriz, Iran 
Alice Michelle Brawley ...................................... Keithville, LA Yogender Kumar Gowtham ........................... Chennai, India 
Kristen Suzanne Jennings ...................................... Galax, VA Jacob Elliott Hammers .................................... Lexington, SC 
Michael Lee Wilson ............................................. Killeen, TX Robert Andrew Holman ................................... Naperville, IL 
Applied Sociology 
James Henry Hyde ... ............. ............................... Saluda, NC 
Yang Lei ...................................................... Nanchang, China 
Elizabeth Anne Ficklin ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Hannah Marie Jefferies ................................... Charlotte, NC 
Meichen Lu .................................................. Huizhou, China 
Martin D Maloney ... .................................. Apple Valley, MN 
Adam Michael Yates ......................................... Pheonix, AZ 
Kevin Walter Lybrand ................................. .Spartanburg, SC 
Lee Hoang Mai ....................................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Justin B Nice ................................................... Souderton, PA 
Timothy Ryan Olsen ........................................... Marlton, NJ 
Roy Junius Rusly ... ...... .... ........................ Medan, Indonesia 
Graphic Communications 
Biosystems Engineering 
Hannah Lea Caviness .......................................... Buffalo, SC 
Sisi Guo ................................................... Shenzhen, China 
Jacob Oliver Burkey ......................................... Raleigh, NC 
Gregory Scott Ignatius Lepak ....................... Greenville, SC 
Management 
Chemical Engineering 
Christopher Brian Edwards ................... Hendersonville, NC 
Lizzie Bollmann-Alfaro ................ San Salvador, El Salvadore 
Tianjiao Lu ................................................. Fountain Inn, SC Chemistry 
Varun Sridharan ............................................ Chennai, India 
Riyadh Hamdan Alshammari .............. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Marketing Natasha Khan ......................................... Salt Lake City, UT 
Mei-Hua Chen .............................................. Taipei, Taiwan Civil Engineering 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
Nicole Maria Barclay ............... Siparia, Trinidad and Tobago 
William P Bolger ............................................... Clemson, SC 
Yuting Cheng .................................................... Lu'an, China 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS Trent Houston Dellinger .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mrinal Kanti Dutta ......................................... Balasore, India 
Digital Production Arts Fanfu Fan ........................................................... Xi'an, China 
Brooke Danielle Buckley ....................................... Easley, SC 
Kevin Arnold Coley, Jr .......................................... Aiken, SC 
Timothy J Curtis ........................................... Landenberg, PA 
Mandy L Madigan ............................................ Rochester, NY 
Daniel D McCoy .................................................... Seward, IL 
Amanda Louise Noel Morland ........................... Orlando, FL 
James Benjamin Sledge .............................. Johnson City, TN 
Karen Michele Stritzinger ................................... Newark, DE 
Zhaoxin Ye ...................................................... Beijing, China 
Suraj Goverdhanam .......................................... Clemson, SC 
Wesley Ryan Harrison ..................................... Kingsport, TN 
Jason Christopher Jansante ........................... Bentleyville, PA 
Samuel Ross Johnson ....................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Katelyn Nicole Love ............................................ Chester, SC 
Edgar Angus Mcintosh Ill .............................. Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Eberhart O'Sell ................................ Pittsburgh, PA 
Rohith Kumar Pamraj ................................... Warangal, India 
Matthew William Rekers ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Gregory Myles Roche ....................................... Anderson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE Nathan Alan Schneider ..................... Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
Andrew Charles Sheldon .......................... Downingtown, PA 
Automotive Engineering Michael Dean Willis ...................................... Jacksonville, FL 
Jus tin David Callies ........................................... Waterloo, lA 
Shivam Kranti Gupta ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Mandar Arun Hazare ...................................... Greenville, SC Saiprasad Balachandran ................................ Chennai, India 
Ashish Shrinivas Karve ........................................ Pune, India Christopher Tate Beasley ............................ Robbinsville, NC 
Sriman Kumar Srinivasa Rao ...................... Bangalore, India Oluwakemi Oluwayemisi Hambolu ................. Zaria, Nigeria 
Varun Kumar .................................................... Fazilka, India Satish Ravindran ............................................. Palghat, India 
Rijan Malla ............................................... Kathmandu, Nepal Xiaoyu Ren ............................................... Dujiangyan, China 
Alain P Patrick ................................................ Templeton, CA Jose Luis Reyes ... ............................................ Santiago, Chile 
Parshva Kamlesh Shah ................................... Mumbai, India Guangyan Wang .......................... .......... Zhengzhou, China 
Amrit Singh ..................................................... Greenville, SC 
Craig Stephen Stanfill ........................................ Monroe, MI 
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Computer Science Environmental Engineering and Science (continued) 
Parag Acharya ................................................. Mumbai, India Ayushya Prakash Khanna ............................. Bangalore, India 
Praveen Kumar Ande ................................. Hyderabad, India Mengfei Li ........................................................... Central, SC 
Sakti Aishwarya Arunachalam ...................... Chennai, India Matthew James Millard ........................................ Macon, GA 
Samuel Walker Bryce .............................. North Augusta, SC Benjamin Lucas Rhiner ......................................... Rome, GA 
Steven C Dinger ................................................. Laurens, SC Aniruddha Shekhar Sawant ........................... Mumbai, India 
Brandon M Fuller ................................................. Austin, TX Kata Tisza ................................................ Budapest, Hungary 
Akshay Sunil Galande .......................................... Pune, India Michael D Witmer. ........................................... Lockport, NY 
Nitya Sai Ginjupalli .......................................... Clemson, SC Rui Xiao ....................................................... Zhuzhou, China 
Nicholas Collins Guzzardo ........................... Mt Pleasant, SC Yang Zhou ..................................................... Yueyang, China 
Austen Luke Hayes .............................. North Charleston, SC 
Sugetha Kalyanaraman Ch ............................ Chennai, India Hydrogeology 
Loren Phillips Klingman ......................................... Greer, SC 
Punit Kulkarni .................................................. Clemson, SC 
Aubrey Michelle Lawson ................................. Cleveland, SC 
Jill Lorean Branby ........................................... Zelienople, PA 
Qi Zheng ......................................................... Clemson, SC 
Feng Li ...................................................... YangQuan, China 
Kejun Li .......................................................... Beijing, China 
Industrial Engineering 
Shiwei Liu ......................................................... Clemson, SC Ash ish Nandkumar Bhujbal ............................. Clemson, SC 
Praveen Leo Lobo .......................................... Mumbai, India Sumonthip Chompoodang ..................... Bangkok, Thailand 
Ravi Narendra Mandliya ...................................... Jaora, India Shruti Basgula Devaraj ................................ Bangalore, India 
Elizabeth Anne Matthews ............................ Bellingham, WA Weifeng Guo ................................................ Lanzhou, China 
Santhosh Panneerselvam .................................. Clemson, SC Jon Paul Rayburn Hooks ...................................... Austin, TX 
Gyanasekaran Radhakrishnan ....................... Chennai, India Kristi Michelle King ............................................... Aledo, TX 
Venkata Bhavya Niharika Somisetty .......... Hyderabad, India Yue Kong ................................................... .... Nanjing, China 
Zhengrui Sun .................................................... Clemson, SC Rekha Lakshmanan .................................. Coimbatore, India 
Fred Skyler Switzer. ............................................... Seneca, SC Kyle Henry Lassiter ........................................ Highlands, NC 
Yunhao Wan ............................................... Shanghai, China Chun-Hao Liao ............................................... Taipei, Taiwan 
Yuxiang Wang ................................................. Beijing, China Yunhui Liu .................................................. Urumuqi, China 
Yanxiang Wu .................................................... Fujian, China Gautam Makeshbabu ........................................ Clemson, SC 
Yuan Xiong ...................................................... Beijing, China Caitlin Amanda McCrory .................................... Clover, SC 
Qimin Yao ................................................... Shanghai, China Ganesh Kumar Natarajan ......................... Coimbatore, India 
Binhe Ye ................................................ Danjiangkou, China Seyedeh Sarah Parvini Oskoui ............................ Tabriz, Iran 
Electrical Engineering 
Sagar Shashank Puro ..................................... Mumbai, India 
Sihua Qi ...................................................... Shanghai, China 
Guneet Bedi ................................................ New Delhi, India 
Himanshu Ashok Bihani .................................... Nasik, India 
Klaehn William Burkes ......................................... Aiken, SC 
Prajwal Kumar Gautam ............................ Rupandehi, Nepal 
Ran Huang ............................................... Guangzhou, China 
Xiong Jiao ........................................................ Beijing, China 
Snigdhaswin Kar .................................... Bhubaneswar, India 
Ethan Frederick Miklancic ........................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Prabodh Kumar Mishra ......................... Bhubaneswar, India 
Ajay Padmakumar ...................................... Hyderabad, India 
Harikrishnan Ravikrishnan ........................... Chennai, India 
Li Wang ............................................................ Hubei, China 
Senthil Raja Ramaswamy .......................... Coimbatore, India 
Saravanan Ramdoss .................................. Coimbatore, India 
Aswin Ravindran ....................................... Coimbatore, India 
Susan Nelson Robinson ................................ Charleston, SC 
Is han Umesh Sarno bat ............................... Karnataka, India 
Sushmita Sen ................................................... Kolkata, India 
Dotan Israel Shvorin .................................... Jerusalem, Israel 
Mahesh Sreedharan ............................................ Central, SC 
Siddharth Vedullapalli ................................... Chennai, India 
Yifan Wang ...................................................... Sihong, China 
Tsung-Lung Wu ........................................ Changhua, Taiwan 
Geoffrey R Yeomans ............................................... Avon, CT 
Brian Albert Williams .................................. Woodstock, GA 
Ting Zhan ........................................................ Beijing, China 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Omar Hyder Mohiuddin ........................................ .Irmo, SC 
Artem Trofimov ........................................ Odintsovo, Russia 
Mohammed Abdullah Alzaydan ........... Ghaf Al-Jiwa, Saudia Yuan Yue ..................................................... Huhhot, China 
Arabia 
Semra Bakkaloglu .......................................... Ankara, Turkey 
Mathematical Sciences 
Stephanie Lynn Ely ................................. Corpus Christi, TX Caroline Lee Burch ....................................... Greenwood, SC 
Xiaoyu Feng ................................................. Tangshan, China Audrey Nicole DeVries ..................................... Lancaster, PA 
Benjamin David Huffer ................................... Hartsville, SC Garrett Michael Dranichak ................................. Dublin, OH 
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Mathematical Sciences (continued) 
Luke Martin Giberson .............. .. ................. Strongsville, OH 
Amy Christine Grady ................................... Greensboro, NC 
Phil Grall a ................................................ Dresden, Germany 
Mihidum A Gunasekara .......................... ... Kandy, Sri Lanka 
Zachary Ted Hollifield ....................................... Canton, NC 
Matthew M Keogh ............................... North Attleboro, MA 
William Bowers Lassiter ............. .. .................... Anderson, SC 
Rachel Marie Malinauskas .............................. Rockville, MD 
Lawrence Joseph McCormick ...................... Cambridge, MD 
Tony Thanh Nguyen ................................... Spanish Fort, AL 
Emily Marie Nystrom ................................ Maple Grove, MN 
John William Patterson ............................... Orangeburg, SC 
Srikanth Potukuchi ...................... .... .......... Hyderabad, India 
Andrew Joseph Schwarzer ........................ Jefferson City, MO 
William Robert Shipes ll ..... .... ......................... Williston, SC 
Chelsea Rose Snyder .......................................... . Bel Air, MD 
Elaine Marie Sotherden ........ .... .............................. Enola, PA 
Ninja Werner ............................................ Bremen, Germany 
James Ellis-Robert Wrenn ....................................... Elon, NC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Amit Shivaraj Bendigeri .... .................................. Hubli, India 
Ayan Biswas ...................................................... Siliguri, India 
Vincent James Brown, Jr .. ... ............................ Rockville, MD 
Sri Ram Mohinde Cherkadu Vasala ......... Hyderabad, India 
Venkata Sampath Dangeti .................. Visakhapatnam, India 
John Lesley DuBose ............................................... Easley, SC 
Steven Andrew Fredericks ................................ Missoula, MT 
Ross Daniel Gorman ...................................... Lexington, SC 
Jonathan Lee Hodges ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Heqing Huang ............................................... Anshan, China 
Sathiyamurthy Jagadeesan ................. Tiruchchirapalli, India 
Akshay Shridhar Kale .......................................... Pune, India 
Qi Liu ................................................................. Xi'an, China 
Cheng Luo ................................................. Chaoyang, China 
Mayur Sunil Mohite .. ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Sowjanya Musunuru ......................................... Clemson, SC 
Sudeep Pamulapati .......................................... Guntur, India 
Valerie Nicole Pezzullo .......................................... Selden, NY 
Keith T A Phelan .............................................. Clemson, SC 
Shivaprakash Sivasubramaniam .................... Chennai, India 
Daniel Royce StClair .................................... Charleston, SC 
Rachel Kristen Sundberg ............................... Painesville, OH 
Akhilesh None Surabhi ............................. Hyderabad, India 
Samantha Christine Thoe .............................. Indialantic, FL 
David Hoyt Wafer ....................................... Bennettsville, SC 
Jun Wang ................................................. Chongqing, China 
Qiuchen Wang ......................................... Chongqing, China 
Songkai Wang .................................................. Dalian, China 
Christopher Michael West ...................................... Greer, SC 
Arian Yousefi ............................ .. ........................... Rasht, Iran 
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CoLLEGE oF HEALTH, EDUCATION 
AND HuMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Karen Douglas Harris .................................... Charleston, SC 
James Clinton Nalley ...... ............ ................ Simpsonville, SC 
Stefanie Connelly Smith ........................................ Greer, SC 
Emily S Strickland ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Counselor Education 
Mary Kathryn Allison .......................................... Albany, GA 
Kayla Reve' Arciniegas .................................... Greenville, SC 
Bryan Lee Beeson ........................................ Williamston, SC 
Miriam Magdalene Bernard ........................... Greenville, SC 
Rachel Elizabeth Clyborne ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Julie Anne Coughlin ........................................... Hatfield, PA 
Stacey Diaz ....................... ... ................ .. ....... Los Angeles, CA 
Latresha Rene Drummond ............................. Greenville, SC 
Anna Claire Rachel Freeman ........................... Pinopolis, SC 
Erin Elizabeth Gerard ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Meredith Frances Hallman .............................. Snellville, GA 
Nicole Brooke Harrison .......................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Megan Vanessa Kennedy .................................. Ridgeway, SC 
Christopher F Latsch ............................ ........... Anderson, SC 
Andrea Thomas Luther ..................................... Ashland, VA 
Kelsey I Marshall... .............................................. Gaylord, MI 
Sarah Elizabeth McCormick ....................... Indian Land, SC 
Samantha Anne Monson ............................... Sevierville, TN 
Lisa Denise Parkerson ............................... Lawrenceville, GA 
Brooke Ashlee Simecka ................................. Ft Collins, CO 
Tate Allison Smith .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Bethanie Standridge ....................................... Pendleton, SC 
Michelle Ann Stinehart ......................................... Easley, SC 
Logan Campbell Szubski ........ ...................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mary Beirne Taylor ............................................. Atlanta, GA 
Courtney Jackson Vaughn ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Craig Allen Wells ............................................... Six Mile, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle Level Education 
Vincent Betts Atkinson, Jr ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Amanda Nicole Banks ............................ .. Travelers Rest, SC 
Bill Julian Batson .......................................... Gainesville, GA 
Shelley Jones Burchfield .................................. .. ... Seneca, SC 
Mary Hagen Carmichael... .............................. Greenville, SC 
Kelly M Cattano ........................ .... ......... New Providence, NJ 
David Scott Emkin .......................................... Pendleton, SC 
Alan Bradley Eppinger, Jr ................................. Hartwell, GA 
Amanda Cox Foster ........................................ Cleveland, TN 
Steve Everett Gibson ..................... ..... ................. Central, SC 
Laura Anne Hayes ........................................... Pendleton, SC 
S Paige Heath .................................................. Greenville, SC 
Jeffery Bailey Hennessy ................... .... .......... Annapolis, MD 
Kerry Nelson Highsmith ............................ Glen Burnie, MD 
Middle Level Education (continued) Counselor Education (continued) 
Lee Michael Nelson ......................................... Woodruff, SC Matthew James Kirk ............................ Upper Marlboro, MD 
Linda R Porter ....................................................... Easley, SC Rachel Stacy Zeger Kline ............................... Succasunna, NJ 
Christopher Brandon Poulos ......................... Greenville, SC Lisa Janelle Koenig ......................................... Eau Claire, WI 
Katheryn Hibbitts Powers ............................... Greenville, SC Kate Eileen Koltys .............................................. Macomb, MI 
Marian Elizabeth Proctor ............................... Charleston, SC Christopher F Latsch ....................................... Anderson, SC 
Kara Leigh Pulley .......................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Andrea Thomas Luther ..................................... Ashland, VA 
Cara C Schendzelos ....................................... Charleston, SC Kelsey I Marshall.. ............................................... Gaylord, MI 
Hayley Todd Sells ........................................ Simpsonville, SC David E Matthews ................................................. Union, SC 
Michael David Simpson .................................. Mt Vernon, IL Mandy L McCaslan ..................................... Greenwood, SC 
Ronald Nelson Thompson ............................. Greenville, SC Sarah Elizabeth McCormick ....................... Indian Land, SC 
Emilie Stephens Westmoreland ................ Fountain Inn, SC Joshua Harris McKee ................................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Secondary Education 
Samantha Anne Monson ............................... Sevierville, TN 
Chelsea Lynn Muhlhahn .............................. Greeneville, TN 
Megan Dianne Burdette .................................. Abbeville, SC Lisa Denise Parkerson ............................... Lawrenceville, GA Christopher Shaw Peele ................................ Hope Mills, NC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION Meghan Lyn Elizabeth Peevely .......................... Franklin, TN 
Carolina Perticari ................................................ Orlando, FL 
Administration and Supervision Summer Denae Priddy ...................................... Six Mile, SC 
Jordan Clark Finlay ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Matthew E Irvin .......................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Edward Grey Lancaster lll ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Bradley Martin Rollins ........................................... Greer, SC 
Brooke Ashlee Simecka .............................. Fort Collins, CO 
Tate Allison Smith .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Bethanie Standridge ....................................... Pendleton, SC 
Michelle Ann Stinehart ......................................... Easley, SC 
Logan Campbell Szubski .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Counselor Education 
Mary Beirne Taylor ............................................. Atlanta, GA 
Emily Joan Tipton .............................................. Bel Air, MD 
Mary Kathryn Allison .......................................... Albany, GA 
Kayla Reve' Arciniegas .................................... Greenville, SC 
Caitlin Ann Bailey ......................................... Edgewater, MD 
Melissa Ann Baxter ............................................ Leawood, KS 
Bryan Lee Beeson ........................................ Williamston, SC 
Miriam Magdalene Bernard ........................... Greenville, SC 
te£ah Brook Boyd .............................................. Marietta, GA 
Deanna Catherine Trail... ............................. Chesapeake, VA 
Christopher Alex Trudell ..................................... Chico, CA 
Jenna Jo Tucker ................................................. Clemson, SC 
Courtney Jackson Vaughn ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Erica Renata Wallace ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
Craig Allen Wells ............................................... Six Mile, SC 
Elizabeth Anne Woods ....................................... Lansing, MI 
Emily Sue Bradley .......................................... Van Buren, AR 
Amy Frances Burke .............................................. Livonia, MI Literacy 
Alexander Jon Campagna ...................................... Tampa, FL 
Michael Robert Carroll... ............................ St Petersburg, FL 
Aubrey Nicole Childress .................................... Brevard, NC 
Rachel Elizabeth Clyborne ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Kristin Hope Cleveland ................................... Anderson, SC 
Robert Andrew McKie ........................................... Easley, SC 
Julia Wilkins ........................................................ Easley, SC 
Ariel Elizabeth Cochrane-Brown ............................ Cary, NC Teaching and Learning 
Julie Anne Coughlin ........................................... Hatfield, PA 
Megan Lea Denison ............................... Pleasant Valley, MO 
Stacey Diaz ................................................... Los Angeles, CA 
Latresha Rene Drummond ............................. Greenville, SC 
Andrew Copeland Edmunds ................................ Seneca, SC 
Anna Claire Rachel Freeman ........................... Pinopolis, SC 
Erin Elizabeth Gerard ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Trisha Capistrano Gomez ............................... Oceanside, NY 
Yi - Na Chung .............................................. Kinmen, Taiwan 
Jia-Hong Huang ........................................... Kinmen, Taiwan 
Kimberly Johnson John .................................. Greenville, SC 
Rebecca Deery Joyner ...................................... Lexington, KY 
Amanda Kristin Kuhr ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Maureen Elizabeth McCuen .............................. Mauldin, SC 
Erin Boland Rigot ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Chloe Caroline Greene ................................ Forest City, NC 
Meredith Frances Hallman .............................. Snellville, GA MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Nicole Brooke Harrison .......................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Maria Elisabeth Hartwig .................................... Mequon, WI 
Jennifer Leigh Caldwell .............................. Birmingham, AL 
Quentin Lamar Hodges ............................ Salt Lake City, UT MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Samantha Rene Johnson ................................... Minden, NV 
Meredith Ann Jones .......................................... Raleigh, NC 
Andrew Michael Kane ................................... Milwaukee, WI 
Michael Allen Keane ....................................... Burr Ridge, IL 
Megan Vanessa Kennedy .................................. Ridgeway, SC 
Bernard Richard Brown ........................... Newport News, VA 
Kristen Betsy Cox ........................................... Ann Arbor, MI 
Matthew Charles Hall.. ....................................... Laurens, SC 
Susana Elena Lee-Kiddey ............................... Carrollton, GA 
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MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(continued) 
Brittney LaDawn Riddick ............................ Greensboro, NC 
John Michael Rogers ........................................... Mullins, SC 
Claire Marie Stam ........................................... Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Evelyn LeTeshia Antley ...................................... Barnwell, SC 
Jennifer Landrum Ashley ................................ Greenville, SC 
Jessica Gravely Bell ................................................. Easley, SC 
Krystal Andrews Boggess ............................. Williamston, SC 
Teresa Ann Bowers ........................................... Landrum, SC 
Christopher K Broome .................................... Anderson, SC 
Michelle Brandy Bryant ........................................ Seneca, SC 
Margaret Beth Burton ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Amanda Brooke Cheek ................................... Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Leigh Cheek ....................................... Piedmont, SC 
Guendalina B Chesney ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Tracy Campbell Crawford ................................ Anderson, SC 
Ashley Lynn Decristofaro ....................... Hoffman Estates, IL 
Dorothy Lynn Faulkner .................................. Greenville, SC 
Amy Boggs Garrison ............................................... Pelzer, SC 
Thomas D Godfrey ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Charise Dawn Guidinger. ......................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Kendall Taylor Huguley .................................. Greenville, SC 
Margaret Miller Kelley ............................................ Greer, SC 
Jonathan David Lee ........................................ Columbia, SC 
Elizabeth Joy Nelson ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jennifer Gangemi Nicholson ................................ Seneca, SC 
Tiffany Terase Nobles .................................. .Spartanburg, SC 
Ayesha Shavon Hinton Nutt ........................... Greenville, SC 
Caroline Wickliffe Pike ................................... Lexington, KY 
Francisco Javier Rojo .............................................. Greer, SC 
Nichole Marie Sadowski ..................................... Chapin, SC 
Lydia Grace Seppala ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Megan Lynne Smola ............................................. Inman, SC 
Cory A Starling ...................................... Hendersonville, NC 
Tiffany Leah Stewart .......................................... Six Mile, SC 
Chenille Taylor ............................................... Greenville, SC 
Marisha Browning Trelinski ..................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Jennifer Ferguson Turner ...................................... Easley, SC 
Daniel Wei Huen Wong ............................... Greenville, SC 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Denise Ann Adams ........................................ Springfield, VA 
Christopher Mark Adrian ............................. Schaumburg, IL 
Victoria Jane Allen .................................. Grand Canyon, AZ 
Kristin Hope Brewer ............................................ Liberty, SC 
Travis Taylor Furbee .......................................... Clemson, SC 
Trevian Ashay Glover ................................... Spartanburg, SC 
James E Grainger, Jr ............................................ Conway, SC 
Janet Marie Gunnels .......................................... Newnan, GA 
Rebecca Ann Hammer ................................... Cedar Hill, TX 
April Maxwell ....................................................... Taylors, SC 
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Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
(continued) 
Emily Elizabeth Mesa ........................................... Kenner, LA 
Zachary David Miller ........................................ Roseville, CA 
Karen Renee Moede ..................................... League City, TX 
Catherine Maurer Munroe ........................... Blythewood, SC 
Joseph Rainwater-Cummings ............................... .Seneca, SC 
Jenna Tyler ....................................................... Louisville, KY 
Youth Development Leadership 
Chester William Morse !!.. ........................... Anderson, SC 
Renee P Pascale ................................................. Atlanta, GA 
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
CoLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FoRESTRY 
AND LIFE SCIENCES 
Thomas R Scott, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
William Henry Battiste IV. ....................... Timmonsville, SC 
***Sarah McKella Biggers ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Dakota K Blauvelt ............................................ Mahwah, NJ 
Kinu Shonyale Bradley ..... ................................. Wellford, SC 
Austin Nathan Braver ........................................ Deerfield, IL 
Charlton Huff Brownell .............................. James Island, SC 
William Dean Cantrell ......................................... Clover, SC 
Elliot Jacob Cleveland ............................................ Easley, SC 
Megan Kathleen Cooper ........................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Elizabeth Leigh Creel... ............................... Summerville, SC 
**Chelsea Lyn Cross .......... .......................... Catonsville, MD 
Michael Thomas Czahor IV ...................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
t**Chelsea Danielle Eason ............................. Lexington, SC 
Robert Michael Erno ................ ......... .............. Columbia, SC 
*Anna Nicole Flouras .............................. North Augusta, SC 
Anne Marie Gerstner. ...................................... Columbia, SC 
**Rachel Elizabeth Gillespie ............... Fernandina Beach, FL 
Lindsey Elizabeth Gish ................................ Boonsboro, MD 
*Hunter Kailani Goldsmith ............................ Greenville, SC 
Alison Elizabeth Gottlieb ............................. Greenwood, SC 
Ashley Anne Graham ......................................... Marlton, NJ 
t**Megan Elizabeth Gregory .......................... Lexington, SC 
***Rachel Bishop Hanna ................................. Columbia, SC 
John Patrick Harmon ............................................ Saluda, SC 
tLaura Elizabeth Haselden .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
Heyana Endesia Hawkins ........................................ Irmo, SC 
t**Kendall Warren Headden ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Krysten Danyel Hinton ................................ Williamston, SC 
***Eric Taylor Holberton ................................ Charlotte, NC 
tCarly A Iulo ................................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
James Hunter Jackson ...................................... Nashville, TN 
t*Margaret Hoke Johnson .............................. Charlotte, NC 
Amanda Marie Jones ..................................... Charleston, SC 
Jericha Bayleigh Kent ......................................... Donalds, SC 
Amanda Marie Key ................................................ Aiken, SC 
***Stephanie Alexandra Konruff ................ Simpsonville, SC 
Rachel Krug ......................................................... Bayville, NJ 
*Benjamin Curtis Leach ................................ Charleston, SC 
tDana Ann Leventhal .................................. Doylestown, PA 
*Shea Amanda Levitan ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Cecilia McAlister Lipman .............................. Charleston, SC 
*Lauren Alexandra Looper .................................... Easley, SC 
Caitlin Carrington Lyda ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
Chase Rhoads Lyles ................................ Boiling Springs, SC 
**Jaclyn Elyse Macho ....................................... Randolph, NJ 
t*Ryan Christopher Maddrey ................................ Aiken, SC 
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Biological Sciences (continued) 
Cody Dillon McAlhaney .............................. St Matthews, SC 
Peyton Shuman McElveen ............................... Columbia, SC 
Samantha Jane Mehnert ..................................... Phoenix, AZ 
Elizabeth Leclere Miller. ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Cole Matthew Milliken ....................................... Casper, WY 
Elizabeth Grace Mull ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Anna Leavitt Nafziger ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Raven Alexandria Nesmith .............................. Columbia, SC 
*Victoria Nicole Pearce .......................... North Reading, MA 
Emilie Boyde Pinto .................................... Williamsburg, VA 
Cassidy Jade Poole .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Davis t1artley Powell ........................... ............. Columbia, SC 
Gabriela Sureya Lacey Samour ....................... Greenville, SC 
Caroline Evelyn Sanders ...................................... Dalton, GA 
**Katelyn Elizabeth Schneider. .......................... Chalfont, PA 
Stephanie Elizabeth Sonnenburg ......................... Clovis, CA 
George Pericles Stamatiades III ..................... Charleston, SC 
Stephanie Ann Strasser ............... ..................... Piedmont, SC 
t*Elizabeth Marie Tennant ..... ........ ................ Kingsport, TN 
Kayla Breanne Tilley .............................................. Easley, SC 
*Jonathan Patrick Tillman ............... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Emily Hannah Tyler ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Thai-An Jason Vo ............................ ...................... Seneca, SC 
Lauren Eileen Woodrum ......................................... Irmo, SC 
Todd Garrett Woollen ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Education 
Cory Stephen Cartrett ...................................... Edgefield, SC 
Elise Nicole Griffin ...................................... Mooresville, NC 
Brittany Mixson Jeffcoat .. .................................. Wagener, SC 
Maggie Mahala Moody ............................. Travelers Rest, SC 
Tyler Thomas Outen ........................................ Lancaster, SC 
*Duncan Ashley Pfaehler. ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Katelyn Nichole Simpson ................................. Abbeville, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Patrick Taylor Anderson ................................. Lexington, SC 
Harold Dale Conrad, Jr. .................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Timothy Shayne Faulkner ................................... Clinton, SC 
Robert Brian Holland .................................... Bishopville, SC 
Caleb William Miller ............................................ Saluda, SC 
John Drake Perrow ............................................ Cameron, SC 
Chanse Robert Rayfield ..................... ................. Chester, SC 
Daniel Monroe Ross ............................................ Taylors, SC 
Heath Randall Summer ......................................... Cayce, SC 
Woodrow Wilson Watford Ill ..................... Orangeburg, SC 
Joseph Blake Watkins ............................. ......... Hartsville, SC 
Matthias Allen Wentzky .................................. Anderson, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences Applied Economics and Statistics (continued) 
Jakob Matthew Adkins ....................................... Orlando, FL Mark Spencer McCown ........................................ Lugoff, SC 
Chelsea K Albowicz ......................................... Rock Hill, SC William Ralph Poole, Jr ...................................... Raleigh, NC 
Grace Meredith Beechler ............................... Charleston, SC Lara Elizabeth Schurlknight .................. Moncks Corner, SC 
Arielle Elyse Bierman .................................. Los Angeles, CA Benjamin Charles Tillman ................................. Cheraw, SC 
Elizabeth Byrd Blankenship ............................ Greenville, SC Thomas Drake Yon ..................................... Ridge Spring, SC 
***Kristin Marie Bowers ................................... Ashburn, VA 
*Michelle Elizabeth Brauneis ......................... Stoughton, MA Biochemistry 
t Kayla Jo Broeker ....................................... Orangeburg, SC 
**Chandler Shea Bruening .................................. Sumter, SC 
Ariel Elizabeth Bullock ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Anna Elise Chassevent .............................. Fountain Inn, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Cichocki ........................... Valley Forge, PA 
Jessica Marie Coley ...................................... Westminster, SC 
Jessica Lee Cook ................................................. Gaffney, SC 
Kaitlyn Elyse Davis ................................................. Easley, SC 
Alexandra Christine Drye ....................................... lrmo, SC 
Mariel Gibbes Ebbert ................................. Summerville, SC 
Megan Ashley Eckrich ..................................... Piedmont, SC 
**Jessica Nicole Forbes ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Cara Elizabeth Forde ................................... Cumberland, RI 
Olivia Marie Forrester ................................ Fountain Inn, SC 
Franchesca Danielle Hayward ........................ Charleston, SC 
Rachel M Hite .......................................... Surfside Beach, SC 
Breanne Azona Hook ............................ West Columbia, SC 
Lindsay Shae Hord ............................................ Fort Mill, SC 
*Christina Leigh Kearse ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Ian Alexander Alvey ............................................... York, SC 
Isley Marguerite Arruda ............................. Murrells Inlet, SC 
Alexandra Dawn Blumer ................................... Wexford, PA 
Brady Evan Culbreth ......................................... Florence, SC 
Connie Huyen Dao ................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Cody Levi Dunton .............................................. Seneca, SC 
Alexandra Larae Holliday ...................................... Easley, SC 
Austin Anthony Hughes ................................... Clemson, SC 
Brooke Nichole Ingram ............................. Fountain Inn, SC 
t***Haaris Suwaid Khan ........................ Edmonton, Canada 
t *Andrew Kennedy Morris ........................... Charleston, SC 
t **Mark Neese ............................................... Charlotte, NC 
Allison Marie Nelson ...................................... Greenville, SC 
t ***Christopher Jason Nguyen ...................... Rock Hill, SC 
Mary Brittany Putman .................................... Greenville, SC 
*Dylan Noah Sobin ............................................... Liberty, SC 
t*Jessica Christine Wanthal ................................. Normal, IL 
t***Erin Jean Westerkam ................................ Columbia, SC 
Ali Lara Lefort .................................................... Central, SC 
***Megan Elizabeth Middeke .......................... Jefferson, MD 
Biological Sciences 
Reid McKie Miller ............................................ Edgefield, SC Jamie Michelle Albertson ............................... Greenville, SC 
Madison Erin Nagel... ......................................... Cheraw, SC Courtney Rae Alexander ................................. Columbia, SC 
Kaitlyn Anne Neumann .................................... Bluffton, SC t ***Holly Katherine Alford .............................. Florence, SC 
Maury Janelle Nichols ............................................ Aiken, SC ***Russell Reid Allison .................................... Anderson, SC 
Nicole Jeanette Parks ........................................ Fort Mill, SC Jaine Elizabeth Allran ........................................... Clover, SC 
Samantha Felice Perea ................................ Simpsonville, SC An iss a Rachele Anglin .................................... Greenville, SC 
***Emily Ann Peterson ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC *Michelle Ashley Arms ............................................ lrmo, SC 
Jessica Michale Privett ........................................ Hopkins, SC *Kirsten Elizabeth Barnes ............................... Lexington, SC 
Christine Nicole Rambeau ............................... Marietta, GA t Rajiv Ravindra Bery ....................................... Franklin, TN 
***Caroline Annette Roxon ........................... Charleston, SC **Joseph Preston Bethea ....................................... Dillon, SC 
Sarah Sameh Saad .............................................. Parkland, FL Joseph Hayes Blackwell .................................... Piedmont, SC 
Greta Christine Schelling ..................... Newtown Square, PA Alexandra Dawn Blumer ................................... Wexford, PA 
Kathleen Marie Scibelli .............................. Walkersville, MD Cody Ryan Bly .................................................. Marietta, GA 
Ryan Wesley Spell .......................................... Charleston, SC t**Robert Bruce Borucki, Jr ............................ Columbia, SC 
Theodore Curvous Stauffer ................................... Aiken, SC Colleen Katherine Brand ..................................... Liberty, SC 
Shawn Elliot Stickle ............................................. Sumter, SC Brittany Lee Broome ............................................ Taylors, SC 
Callie Ann Stuart ........................................... Charleston, SC Brian Ethan Brown .............................................. Pickens, SC 
Catherine Alexis Tenenbaum ....................... Bridgewater, NJ Stephen James Byrnes ...................................... Anderson, SC 
***Jacqueline S Thaeder ......................... Kennett Square, PA ***Trinh Mai Chu .......................................... Charleston, SC 
Alyssa Chandler Tomlinson .............................. Camden, SC Nicole Alyssa Clementson .............................. Lexington, SC 
Allie Easterling Trippe ..................................... Columbia, SC t***Caroline Elizabeth Cox ............................ Lexington, SC 
Carolina Scherer Vicente ............................ Mount Olive, NJ *Savannah Paige Cox ................................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
***Lauren Paige Watson .............................. Spartanburg, SC t**Katherine Grace Cunningham ...................... Sumter, SC 
Tarica Tijera Young ............................................ Wellford, SC Shedonia MarleQuaya McDowell-Currence .... Gastonia, NC 
Catherine Elizabeth Younginer .................. Simpsonville, SC Christina deLeon ....................................... Queenstown, MD 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Thomas Joseph Dielmann ................................ Baldwin, MD 
Richard Wyatt Dunn ..................................... Charleston, SC 
John Andrew Bloch ........................................... Prospect, KY 
Austin Bryan Harris ............................................... Cayce, SC 
*Myles Thomas Elliott ............................................ Greer, SC 
Chad Michael Erickson .............................. Goose Creek, SC 
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Biological Sciences (continued) Biological Sciences (continued) 
Kelsey Megan Fandrich .......................................... Easley, SC Elisabeth Hannah Peevy ...................................... Dacula, GA 
Lauren Ashley Frees ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC *Meghan Caroline Phillips ............................. Lexington, SC 
Breana Alexis Gamble ................................. Georgetown, SC Courtney McLean Poston ................................ Columbia, SC 
Kasey Leah Gasparich ............................ Moncks Corner, SC Brandt Elizabeth Quirk-Royal... .......................... Raleigh, NC 
Kenzie Lauren Gaston ................................... Carrollton, GA Michelle Lynne Rock ...................................... Frederick, MD 
Margaret Peronneau Graeber ............................... Marks, MS **Katrina Violet Ross ...................................... Lexington, SC 
*Lindsay Michele Grasso .................................... Oakton, VA Amy Elizabeth Rowley .................................. High Point, NC 
Brandon Thomas Gregory ..................................... Easley, SC Stacey Belinda Scaggs ............................... North Augusta, SC 
t*Lauren Elizabeth Grider ............................. McKinney, TX t***Christine Anne Schalkoff .......................... Clemson, SC 
Emily Peyton Griffin ................................... .Spartanburg, SC Brett Steven Schibler. .................................... Cincinnati, OH 
Jenna Elise Hamill ......................................... Cherry Hill, NJ Angela Mae Schwab ...................................... Greenwood, SC 
Luke Grayson Hamilton .................................. Rock Hill, SC ***Shawn Shaji .................................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Crystal Marie Hamrick ......................................... Inman, SC *Sara Louise Sharp ...................................... Swampscott, MA 
Samantha Kay Hardwick .................................... Conway, SC Whitney Marshall Simerlein ..................... Williamsburg, VA 
***Emily Ann Hatch ........................................ Mahopac, NY Jonathon Thomas Small .............................. Westminster, SC 
Carrie Ann Hemphill ................................ Granite Falls, NC t**Margaret Rose Smith .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Tiffany Dianne Hensley .............................. .Indian Land, SC Ryan Christopher Smith .............................. West Haven, CT 
Wesley Samuel Herndon ................................ Greenville, SC **Olivia Elaine Souther .............................. Summerville, SC 
Brittany Taylor Hewett ........................ Ocean Isle Beach, NC Jeramie Charles Stanley .................................... Varnville, SC 
Sarah Louise Hoffmann .......................................... Boise, ID t***Lydia Lenora Stiffler ................................... Eastover, SC 
Kasey Danielle Holbert .................................... Woodruff, SC *Maxwell Harris Stroebel.. ................................... Sumter, SC 
Craig Edward Holliday ....................................... Six Mile, SC Joshua William Sutton ....................................... Duncan, SC 
Laura Ellen Honnold ...................................... Charlotte, NC ***Andrew William Swartz ..................................... Greer, SC 
Joshua Kyle Howard ........................................ Greenville, SC *James Berry Tankersley lll.. ................................... Greer, SC 
Victoria Lander Hughes ........................................ Easley, SC *Lauren Kathleen Theis .................................. Pittsburgh, PA 
Calley Mary Katherine Huntsinger ................... Fort Mill, SC Laura Elizabeth Timmons ............................... Columbia, SC 
Emily Anne Johnson .......................................... Cheraw, SC Virginia Neely Todd ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Larry Talbert Jones .................................................. Greer, SC **Kelly Anne Tomlin ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
Lillian Shae Jones ....................................... Goose Creek, SC Austin Lee Turner. ....................................... Spartanburg, SC 
t***Ryan Martin Kane ................................... Lake Wylie, SC Ali Suzan Volant.. ............................................ Westwood, NJ 
*** Ashlyn Christine Kelly ........................ North Augusta, SC Emili Victoria Walker ............................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Steven Rodney Knauf ................................... Dunwoody, GA **Sara Elizabeth Webb .................................... Greenville, SC 
Jenna Gail Lay ....................................................... Seneca, SC Max Oniel Welborn III... ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Sadesha Monae Lee ......................................... Holly Hill, SC Henry Cowardin West, Jr ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Stephen William Lee ..................................... Charlotte, NC t**Sloane Ellen Wiggers .................................... Beaufort, SC 
Rebecca Ruth LeMaster ...................................... Gaffney, SC James August Wilkins, Jr. .................................... Chapin, SC 
Kati Elizabeth Lusk ............................................... Seneca, SC t*James Francis Williams ..................................... Lyman, SC 
Charlene Ay Foong Lyon ...................................... Lyman, SC Matthew E Williams .................................... Windermere, FL 
Christina Anna Martin ................................... Bellbrook, OH Adele Pinckney Willis .................................. Charleston, WV 
Martin Phillip Mason .............................................. Ruby, SC t*** Alexandria Nicole Wooten ...................... Greenville, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Maxwell... ............................... Camden, SC Chuxun Xu .................................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Joshua Aiken McKee ............................................ .Seneca, SC Amanda Marie Yates ........................................ Woodruff, SC 
Sadie Louise Mendenhall ............................... Lexington, SC Zachary Marshall Zboch .................................. Charlotte, NC 
t*Michael Anthony Mendes ................................. Seneca, SC Kelsey Jane Zielinski .......................................... Clemson, SC 
Annamonica Miller. ......................................... Anderson, SC 
*Hannah Victoria Milroy ................................. Gastonia, NC Environmental and Natural Resources 
Samantha Leigh Moseley ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Kelsey Marie Moylan ................................... Summerville, SC 
Michael Zachariah Muir ................................... Clemson, SC 
***Avery Nicole Nelson ................................. Cedarburg, WI 
Macon Dale Newcomer .............................. Crystal River, FL 
Quinn Allen Nix .................................................. Pickens, SC 
Ashli Nicole O'Neal... ...................................... Hartsville, SC 
Charles Francis Palmer lll ...................................... Greer, SC 
Christina Mary Paris ....................................... Lexington, SC 
**Chelsey Brennan Patricca .............................. Gibsonia, PA 
Graham Hill Paylor ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Jacqueline Louise Antunes ................................... Clover, SC 
Samuel Reeves Ashmore ................................. Greenville, SC 
Richard Blake Bowen ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Joseph Randall Catoe .......................................... Sumter, SC 
Joshua Jerome Caughman ............................. Bishopville, SC 
Jarrett David Davitte ........................................ Columbia, SC 
tElizabeth Adelaide Devitt ................................. Sarasota, FL 
Ashley Nicole Drew ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Emily Bray Ervin ..................................................... .Irmo, SC 
Kevin Brett Gilreath ........................................ Piedmont, SC 




Environmental and Natural Resources (continued) 
Carson Andrew Langston ............................... Pendleton, SC 
t**Ryan Michael Marosy ......................... East Brunswick, NJ 
Kevin Michael McLeroy ....................................... Taylors, SC 
Madelyn Kay Phillips ..................................... Charleston, SC 
Derek Wayne Poole ................................................ Pelion, SC 
Tyler Gibbs Pope .................................................. Chapin, SC 
Zachary Steven Reinstein ........................................ Greer, SC 
Benjamin Alexander Saragusa .......................... Lafayette, CA 
t**Margaret Rose Smith .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Brandi Leanne Staley ........................ Canal Winchester, OH 
Amanda Lee Voges ............................................... Okatie, SC 
Food Science 
*Bonnie Elizabeth Alexander ............................ Beaufort, SC 
Lindsay Elizabeth Andrews ............................... Belmont, NC 
Elizabeth Ann Bailey ................................. Pawleys Island, SC 
*Mary Margaret Barrow ................................... Columbia, SC 
April Marie Beckett ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Alyssa Ann Bransley ...................................... Crystal Lake, IL 
Tessa Lynn Brinkman ....................................... Post Falls, ID 
Heather Marie Britt ................................... Hackettstown, NJ 
*Jennifer Megan Bromfield ............................. Greenville, SC 
Margaret Dylan Caulder ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Masey Rebekah Childers ......................................... York, SC 
Alexandra Lura Corvese ..................................... Dublin, OH 
Grace Westover Couch ................................. Watertown, NY 
Amber Maria Davis ................................................ Aiken, SC 
**Caitlin Elizabeth Davis ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
Kathryn Frances Davis ...................... Batesburg-Leesville, SC 
***Julia lrby Dean ......................................... Greenwood, SC 
Laura Elena Falconi ....................................... Great Falls, VA 
***Hunter Diane Faulk ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Patricia Anne Fedele ........................ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Colyn Jamson Felch ......................................... Manassas, VA 
*Sally Elizabeth Gooch ................................... Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Michelle Goodman ............................ Newburg, MD 
Charles Louis Griffin, Jr ................................. Greenville, SC 
Alyssa Kathryn Grigg ........................................... Suffolk, VA 
Amy Carroll Haile ............................................. Clemson, SC 
Paten Jessica Hall ............................................. Hartsville, SC 
*JoAnna Leigh Hamrick ...................................... Shelby, NC 
Holly Beatrice Hirsch ........................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Jianhua Huang ...................................................... Seneca, SC 
Megan Elizabeth Martin ............................. Summerville, SC 
Susan Elaine Mathews .................................... Greenville, SC 
Jonathan Paul Mitchell ................................. Blythewood, SC 
Jennifer Lauren O'Brien ............................... Timonium, MD 
Jordan Marie Park ............................................. Branford, CT 
Lauren Marie Piekarski ........................................ Scituate, RI 
**Pamela Scales Ponds ......................................... Sumter, SC 
Hannah Michelle Quinley ...................................... Greer, SC 
Rachel Ann Rushton ................................ Franklin Lakes, NJ 
**Kathleen Ruth Sanders ................................ Columbia, SC 
Nicole Ashlyn Schutte ...................................... Oakland, ME 
Kristin Noell Scott ............................................ Elberton, GA 
*Lyndsay Taylor Shackelford .......... Cranberry Township, PA 
***Mary Ann Sims ............................................ Norcross, GA 
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Food Science (continued) 
Candler Davis Smith ................................. Murrells Inlet, SC 
Virginia Darby Smith ............................................. Tampa, FL 
*Joanna Ruth Guest Smyers ........................... McKinney, TX 
Alison Nicole Squiller ..................................... Rockville, MD 
Stephanie Jane Suhoza ..................................... Newtown, CT 
*Katherine Brooke Thomas ......................... Greensboro, NC 
Katheryn Lorene Watcher ................................... Sumter, SC 
Cassandra Jordan Watford .............................. Hartsville, SC 
Emily Catherine Watt ........................................ Florence, SC 
Kayla LueEllen Waymyers ................................... Cheraw, SC 
Melanie Catherine Wells .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Lauren Lynn Wiseman ............................... Summerville, SC 
Breanna Kerrin Yocum ........................... West Newbury, MA 
Mei Jia Zhu ........................................................... Seneca, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
Robert Mason Blair ............................................. Sharon, SC 
***John Luke Bowers ........................................... Taylors, SC 
Steven Curtis Broom ....................................... Whitmire, SC 
Dustin Thomas Gravley ..................................... Walhalla, SC 
Matthew Eaves Kearse .......................................... Chapin, SC 
Tyler Layton Kelly ................................................ Chapin, SC 
Jonathan Craig Lowman .......................................... York, SC 
*Joseph Hamilton Moore ....................................... Greer, SC 
Richard Gantt Stone IV .............................. .Spartanburg, SC 
Joseph Andrew Vinson .................................... Columbia, SC 
*Andrew David Williams .............................. Gray Court, SC 
Genetics 
Breanna Kierspe Burkes ......................................... Aiken, SC 
Alanna Coury Carlson ........................................... Elgin, SC 
Meghan Marie Conlon ...................................... Nashua, NH 
Benjamin Allen Flanagan ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
t*Mary Austin Fox ........................................ Blythewood, SC 
Laura Marie Gorrell.. ................................. Cockeysville, MD 
Matthew Leonard Huff ................................... Lexington, SC 
Domen Benjamin Jemec ......................................... Greer, SC 
Celeste Langdon J ilich ................................... Charleston, SC 
t Sara Gabrielle Metropol ............................... Columbia, SC 
t*Victoria Reid Nelson ........................................... Greer, SC 
t**Brittany Nicole Pifer ................................ Blythewood, SC 
**Megan Elizabeth Robertson ............................ Marvin, NC 
tJulia Ann Russo ................................... Fort Lauderdale, FL 
t*Jessica Christine Wanthal ................................. Normal, IL 
t**Julie Danielle White .............................. Lowndesville, SC 
Horticulture 
Erik Aldret Bruhjell ......................................... Anderson, SC 
Michael Angelo Colacurcio III ......................... Stanhope, NJ 
*Merritt Allen Gantt ........................................... Shelton, SC 
Matthew Travis Higginbotham, Jr. ............. Leavenworth, KS 
Jeremy Nee! Loadholdt ............................................ lrmo, SC 
Benjamin Morris McElrath ................................ Clinton, SC 
Robert Braden Roth ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Hunter Tillman Warner .................................. Anderson, SC 
Microbiology 
t***Rajan Nilesh Amin ........................... North Augusta, SC 
Aaron Woodard Baker ................................ Huntersville, NC 
*Jessica L Ball ........................................................... Brick, NJ 
*Rachel Emily Bernstein ...................... Hawthorn Woods, IL 
Levi Benjamin Blue ..................................... Green Pond, SC 
Michael Thomas Carpinona ............................. Hamilton, NJ 
t***Carly Ann Dameron ................................ Greenville, SC 
t**Julia Marie Devita ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
Jordan Lynn Elder ................................................... Kent, OH 
Walter William Johnson ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Nathan Pieter Keone Kahue ........................... Greenville, SC 
***Matthew Stirling Kerr ........................................ Greer, SC 
Alexandre Laferriere ............................................. Seneca, SC 
tSamuel Madden Leaman IV ....................... Greenwood, SC 
Brooke Lynn ell Ledford ........................................ Belton, SC 
*Parker Wells Leland ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Benjamin Eli John Levy ........................ West Palm Beach, FL 
Brandon James Lock ........................................ Manassas, VA 
Jessica Nicole Logan ............................................... Easley, SC 
t*Matthew Shawn Mallard .................... Moncks Corner, SC 
Cameron Rashad Martin ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Taylor Lynn Mason ............................................ Beaufort, SC 
**Gwendolyn Brady Morris ............................ Greenville, SC 
t***Cole Garner Murbach .......................... Windermere, FL 
t*** Ashley Hannah Parinella ......................... Greenville, SC 
Katelyn Rae Park ............................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Tyler Matthew Schnell ..................................... Anderson, SC 
t*Katherine Marie Senf.. .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Joshini Emi Simon ...................................... Greenwood, SC 
Christopher Alexander Steele ................................ Elgin, SC 
t**Jessica Lynn Tzeng ......................................... Central, SC 
*Chelsey Elizabeth Waller .............................. Charleston, SC 
Kai Wilson ......................................................... Osaka, Japan 
Packaging Science 
Sean Patrick Carlin ............................ Plymouth Meeting, PA 
*Edward Ramsey Coles ................................... Greenville, SC 
Maegan Elizabeth Day ..................................... Piedmont, SC 
George Alexandar Dobrev .............................. New York, NY 
t**Jillian Lucy Dorr .......................................... Lothian, MD 
Tyler Robert Felt ............................................. Greenville, SC 
*Elizabeth Selvey Howell... ............................ Blythewood, SC 
William Rhett Howell... ................................. Charleston, SC 
Zachary Robert Moser ..................................... Trumbull, CT 
John Davis Selby ................................................ Grayson, GA 
Rebecca Carter Spain ................................... Folly Beach, SC 
Kathryn B Thompson ......................... Cortlandt Manor, NY 
Jesse Douglas White .......................................... Florence, SC 
Brian B Winning .................................. Fort Washington, PA 
Daniel Alexander Zold .................................... Hartsville, SC 
Pre-professional Studies 
Jacob Taylor Price ................................................. Chapin, SC 
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Soils and Sustainable Crop Systems 
Ander Joaquin Alvarez ........................................... Miami, FL 
John Wesley Crider Ill... ................................... Bamberg, SC 
Joseph Vincent Williams ................................. St Helena, SC 
Turfgrass 
Alexander John Craigie ................................... Newbury, NH 
Winston Nickles Mirmow .............................. Lexington, SC 
Michael Andrew Muise ............................... Chelmsford, MA 
Telly Lee Owen ................................................... Clinton, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Courtney Delina Adams .................................... Sanford, ME 
*Rachel N Andrews ....................................... Blacksburg, SC 
Stephen Robert Beaman .................................. Columbia, SC 
Roy Edwin Belser, Jr. ................................... Summerton, SC 
Caitlin Marie Brady ........................................... Beaufort, SC 
t***Rachel Elizabeth Brant ....................... Chattanooga, TN 
Jacob Dalton Brown ........................................ Lexington, SC 
Oliver D Burman ............................................... Mauldin, SC 
Matthew Paul Capelle ............................................. Greer, SC 
Spencer Kevin Clark.. ................................. Johns Creek, GA 
Kristy Ann Durham .......................................... Abbeville, SC 
Savannah Brooke Elliott ................................. Lexington, SC 
Marie Louise Fogle ......................................... Charleston, SC 
Jordan Thomas Harriz ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Jordyn Leigh Kahanamoku ............................. Greenville, SC 
Robert Gilliam Kittrell IV .................................. Raleigh, NC 
***Mark Austin McAlister ............................ Greenwood, SC 
Grant Jeffrey McDonald .................................. Columbia, SC 
Meaghan Kay lee Miranda ........................... Summerville, SC 
Ryan William Moon ........................................ Anderson, SC 
Chanston Turner Osborne ............................... Bamberg, SC 
Robert Allen Rivers ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Victoria Anne Robertson ................................. Fairview, NC 
Ryan Fleming Rodgers ...................................... Phoenix, MD 
Daniel Andrew Sanstrom ......................... Marriottsville, MD 
t***Lydia Lenora Stiffler ................................... Eastover, SC 
Patrick Weber Taylor .................................... St Matthews, SC 
Jared Walter Thompson ........................... Eastern Shore, MD 
*Joshua Richard Vine ............................................ Aiken, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
Richard E Goodstein, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Nicholas Taylor Baldwin ........................................ Easley, SC 
*Ashley Anderson Davis ................................. Greenville, SC 
Tony Ray Fletcher, Jr. ............................................ Seneca, SC 
Tyler L Fortsch .............................................. Creamridge, NJ 
Chi-Chen Lee .......................................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Sarah Gilfillan Phillips .................................. White Oak, SC 
Ryan M Powers ............................................... Charleston, SC 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS (continued) Architecture (continued) 
*Elisabeth Marie Smith ................................... Greenville, SC ***Tyler Nathaniel Silvers ......................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Christian Alexis Wilson ................................... Clemson, SC *Caroline Johanna Smith ............................... Greenville, SC 
Nicklos Bard Tafel... ......................................... Columbia, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE Robert Charles Taylor, Jr ....................................... Easley, SC 
Nicholas Christian Allport .................................. Liberty, UT 
Timothy David Freitag .................................... Greenville, SC 
Katie Dianne Fronek ............................................ Seneca, SC 
Brennan Elizabeth Hansley ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Rodney Daniel Taylor II .......................................... York, SC 
*Alexandra Michelle Ulmer. ......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Sarah Victoria Wilson ............................... Fort Mill, SC 
Francisco Garcia Zambrano .................................. Liberty, SC 
Joshua Landon Robbins .......................................... Irmo, SC Communication Studies 
*Cody Leigh Zanni .................................. ........... Fairport, NY 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Meredith Kathryn Alewine .............................. Anderson, SC 
Kaitlyn Marie Alter ............................................... Seneca, SC 
Architecture 
Margaret Murphy Andrews .................................... Lamar, SC 
Bailey Jensen Booher ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
Mitchell Jacquavius Belk ................................... Lancaster, SC 
Courtnay Madison Bourque ...................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Abby Rene Buckingham ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Samantha Leigh Burnsed ................................... Beaufort, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Nicole Davis ............................ Harrison, TN 
William Leonardo del Monte ................................ Dallas, TX 
**Taylor StClair Dias ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Jacob Millard Doyle ................................................. York, SC 
Nicole Anne Drelich .......................................... Florence, SC 
Vanesa Jeriees Ewais ....................................... Jacksonville, FL 
***Haley Fay Fitzpatrick ...................................... Batavia, OH 
t***Rachel McKenzie Gamble ......................... Columbia, SC 
Abigail Marie Gentry ........................................ Clemson, SC 
**Jordan Kiley Grant .................................. Fort Collins, CO 
Lauren Sherrill Gryder ..................................... Advance, NC 
Marcus Linwood Hebron ................................... Mauldin, SC 
Jordan Ashley Iseler ....................................... Springdale, AR 
Arif Razzaq Javed ........................................... Charleston, SC 
Amandaleigh Petterson Jennings ..................... Columbia, SC 
*Lillian Elizabeth Jones ........................................ Athens, GA 
Marisa Emily Lappin ....................................... Greenville, SC 
t* Alexandra Kalar Latham .................................. Sumter, SC 
*Neely Lynn Leslie ........................................... Rock Hill, SC 
tFielding Lee Lowrance .................................. Greenville, SC 
tJoshua Ryan Mace ........................................ Lake Wylie, SC 
*Marie Natalie Mansueti .................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Michael Christopher Melton ..................... Fountain Inn, SC 
Edgar Antonio Mozo ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Andrew Michael Musulin ................ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Tyler Anne Norton ........................................ Charleston, SC 
Seth Barrington Oliver ..................................... Clemson, SC 
Paul Dean Oveson .......................................... Greenville, SC 
*Jon Ryan Pennington ........................................ Laurens, SC 
Joel Richard Pominville ........................................ Belton, SC 
Emma Lyne Pouch .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Bria Sade Prioleau .................................. West Columbia, SC 
Diane Elizabeth Rosch ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Stacie Victoria Russell ........................................... Aiken, SC 
*S h K h · S · l G d ara at enne etg er............................... reenwoo , SC 
Denver George Sells .............................................. Clover, SC 
***Jonathan William Shaffer .............................. Findlay, OH 
*Victoria Leigh Shingleton .............................. Anderson, SC 
Anne Marie Boswell ......................................... Naperville, IL 
Stephen Ross Bucherati ................................... Snellville, GA 
Anna Brooks Burnside .................................... Columbia, SC 
**Erin Elizabeth Carter. .................................. Greenville, SC 
Sarah Chepregi ...................................................... Dallas, TX 
Rachel Elizabeth Croft .................................... Lexington, SC 
Megan Anne Davis ......................................... Charleston, SC 
***Jordan Brooke Dejong ............................. Folly Beach, SC 
Nicole Jayne Dillon ............................................... Wayne, PA 
Carly Renee Drumm .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Andrew Paul Flowers ........................................... Chapin, SC 
*Alexander Anthony Foster .................................. Seneca, SC 
Adam McKenzie Gardner ................ Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Kelly Frances Gramlich ....................................... Austin, TX 
*Al . C . G . 'T C exta apn revtous ..................................... 1ega ay, SC 
Elizabeth Chase Harrigan .............................. Charleston, SC 
Emily Rose Hart ............................................ Burlington, MA 
Benjamin RHines, Jr ................................... Spartanburg, SC 
*Jessica Sawyer Hovis ........................................ Norcross, GA 
*Emily Hope Johnston ................................... Charleston, SC 
Mary Patricia Kiser .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Anna Krafft Koken ......................................... Greenville, SC 
*Yana Koroleva .............................................. Moscow, Russia 
Carrah Mechell Lingo ...................................... Ridgeville, SC 
Katherine Harriett Littlejohn .......................... Columbia, SC 
Kelly-Katherine Lloyd ...................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Kristina Marie Loughrey ................................. Greenville, SC 
*Janie Elizabeth Walker Marion .................... Charleston, SC 
Jared Philip Mauch ......................................... Pendleton, SC 
Amanda Elizabeth Moore .............................. Wellington, FL 
**Skylan Casey Morris ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Brian Paul Murphy ......................................... Hingham, MA 
t*Haley Katherine Nieman .......................... Columbus, OH 
Lauren Elizabeth Noble ............................ Berkeley Lake, GA 
Alexander Summey Orr. ............................... Dunwoody, GA 
Jessica Lorie Plumer .............................................. Morton, IL 
Ashton Lynn Reeves ............................................. Liberty, SC 
*Nicholas Ryan Rindge .................................. Charleston, SC 
M l . D . R b. D e ame emse o mson .................................. uncan, SC 
Alexander David Rogers .......................................... Loris, SC 
Emanuel Miguel Sanchez ............................. Philadelphia, PA 
Megan Cameron Sherard ..................................... Belton, SC 
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Communication Studies (continued) History 
Moneshia Naomi Simmons ................................. Buford, GA *Jordan Philipp Baer. ..................................... Charleston, SC 
Caitlin Nicole Smichowski ............................. Bethlehem, PA Thomas Spiro Conits ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Katie Leigh Smith .................................... North Augusta, SC Madeline Anne Corydon .................................. Evanston, IL 
t**Rachel Marie Solomon .................................. Atlanta, GA Lacey Michelle Crisler. ................................... Alpharetta, GA 
Mellette Spencer Sutton .......................................... lrmo, SC Yimeng Cui ....................................... ................ Clemson, SC 
Margaret McGann Tehan ................................ Bethesda, MD t**Gregory William Donaldson ...................... Medfield, MA 
Heidi Fallin Thomas ................................... Hagerstown, M 0 t*Mary Emily Gibson .................................... Charleston, SC 
Mary Carrington Truax ..................................... Madison, IN David Thomas Going ...................................... Rosemont, PA 
tSamantha Ann Warren ....................................... Sunset, SC Corey J ohnathan Gray ....................................... Florence, SC 
*Alison Joy Wasilko ...................................... Avon Lake, OH t*Katherine Dunbar Heinssen .................. Garrett Park, MD 
Jacob Webb ...................................................... Knoxville, T"I\J Alexis Rae Hinton .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Stephen Beaty Wilkerson ................................... Roswell, CA James Bissell Hottensen .............................. Stanfordville, NY 
t**Grace Tillman Wilkins ........... ................. Winnsboro, SC Cooper Kennington Jackson .............................. Clinton, SC 
Hope Sullivan Williams .................................. Charlotte, NC Alyssa Lynne Jones ............................................ Ridgeway, SC 
Matthew Scott Zacaroli .................................. Ridgewood, NJ Kent K B Long ................................................... Titusville, NJ 
English 
Michael Blake Madani .................................. Woodstock, GA 
Alexis Nicole Marianiello ................................... Carmel, NY 
Elizabeth Anne Blasi .......................................... Parkland, FL 
Christopher Todd Brown ................................ Arlington, VA 
Andrew Jares Burns ................................. Downers Grove, IL 
Lisa Danielle Camp ............................................. Bonifay, FL 
t Katherine Ellis Clark ..... ............................... Greenville, SC 
tKayla Lorraine Cobb .................... ............... Jacksonville, FL 
Meredith Macleod Davidson ........ .. ... ................... Fairfax, VA 
Robert Pope DiBenedetto ............................. Greenwood, SC 
Sarah McKenzie Eule ...................... ................. Arlington, VA 
Redmond Cody Heath .......................................... Aiken, SC 
t*Jessica Michelle Heim ..................... ............... Beaufort, SC 
tJoseph Smith Hendricks ...................................... Easley, SC 
Eduardo Alfonso Hernandez-Cruz .................... Florence, SC 
Emily Elizabeth Jackson ..................................... Florence, SC 
William Lowell Jacques Ill ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Madison Alisa Johnson ................................ Lumberton, NC 
Carson Ann Kohler .................................... St Petersburg, FL 
Joshua Chalber Kulseth .............................. .Isle of Palms, SC 
Ethan C LaMarche ............................................. Wichita, KS 
Daniel Franklin Lentz ....................................... Clemson, SC 
t**Hillary Claire May ....................................... Roanoke, VA 
Julia Kate Martin ........................................... Clarksville, TN 
t***Sandra Nicole Mokalled .......................... Greenville, SC 
Courtney Lee Morris ......................................... Barnwell, SC 
Courtney Breanne Neal.. ...... ............................. Kershaw, SC 
Austin Chastain Patterson ................................... Pickens, SC 
**Clifton Joseph Powell ............................... West Union, SC 
Stephen Elliott Puckette IV ......................... Johns Island, SC 
Courtney Renee Quinters ....................................... York, SC 
Marion Hannon Reeves .................................. Greenville, SC 
John Richard Richter ....................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Ronald Rex Rodrigue, Jr ................................ Charleston, SC 
Miles Christopher Sanders ................................ Beaufort, SC 
Zachary Randall Setzer. ....................................... Denver, NC 
Joseph John Stefanelli, Jr ............................. Cooper City, FL 
Ashley Virginia Swain ..................................... Charlotte, NC 
Kyle Lynn Tanner. ......................................... Walterboro, SC 
Connor Michael Thompson ......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Patrick Ryan Twomey ........................................ Madison, CT 
Shane Donovan Vanhook ..................................... Easley, SC 
Jamie Lynn Yohn ........................................... Charleston, SC 
Spencer Walton York ........................................ Fairhope, AL 
t*Caroline Cope Mercer ................................. Palo Alto, CA 
Sara Elizabeth Namerow ............................ Poughkeepsie, NY 
Language and International Trade 
Gabrielle Grace Nugent .................................. Oceanport, NJ t**Tara Elizabeth Boudreau ............................... Suffield, CT 
Heather Marie Owens ............................................ Easley, SC Erin Clarke Chase .......................................... Richmond, VA 
Luukas Frazer Pekkala ............................................ Aiken, SC James Jefferson Connor. .......................................... Boaz, AL 
***Emily Taylor Pietras ........................................... Greer, SC t Andrew Arthur Douglas .............................. Columbia, MD 
Sarah Jean Rains .................................................... Aiken, SC *William Harrington Streett Garrett ............... Anderson, SC 
Aaron Michael Ransdell .................................. Newberry, SC Aileen Huylu ................................................... Greenville, SC 
Whitney Marie Rauenhorst ......................... Jacksonville, NC **Leah Kay Johnson ...................................... .Annapolis, MD 
Victoria James Reid ............................................ Stafford, VA Cason Timms Kirby .............................................. Belton, SC 
Jenna Leigh Richard ......................................... Peabody, MA Rebecca Ashley McConnell ...................... Bog Walk, Jamaica 
Keith Brandon Sechrist .................................. Fort Lawn, SC William Thomas Middlebrooks ...................... Snellville, GA 
Brittany Leigh Stephenson .......................... Westminster, SC Demetrius Jayvonne Murray ....................... Wilmington, DE 
Julia Christine Turner ..................................... Anderson, SC t*Samantha Elise Pettigrew ............................... Beaufort, SC 
Amy N ichole Weathers .............................. Fountain Inn, SC Hillary Elizabeth Reichert ................................ Williston, VT 
Sarah Kathryn Wicker ..................................... Prosperity, SC Erin Makenzie Reid .......................................... Richburg, SC 
Donnie James Wilson ......................................... Central, SC Christina Morgan Edwards Rogers .............. Willingboro, NJ 
*Allen DuBose Shuford ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Meagan Elizabeth White ............................... Greenwood, SC 
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Modern Languages Communication Studies and Political Science 
t***Amelia Lane Baker ............................................ York, SC Colby Dillan Thelen .............................. Hendersonville, NC 
*Henry Parker Brookie ...................................... Mauldin, SC 
Erika Teresa Carter ......................................... Charlotte, NC Communication Studies and Psychology 
Joan Ashley Castagno ................................... New Castle, DE *K l R Fl k 
L N th · 1 C b K. TN a it in ose ac ......................................... Greenville, SC ogan a ame om s................................. mgsport, 
Megan Hayes Doherty ................................... Cincinnati, OH English and Philosophy 
Courtney Dean Dunnigan ................................... Boone, NC 
Joshua Franklin Holmes .................................. Piedmont, SC Blake Geoffrey Calamas ................................... Columbia, SC 
Megan Elaine Huggins ....................................... Roebuck, SC 
Ashley Nicole Jamison .................................... Greenville, SC English and Political Science 
t**Allison Marie Kowalski ............................ Blythewood, SC * l b h 
Marq D R b. S SC E iza et Anne Kapopoulos ................................. Cary, NC ues uane o tnson. .. ................................. eneca, 
Hannah Cecile Salberg ....................................... Atlanta, GA English and Psychology 
*Devin Marie Schultze ........................................ Lincoln, NE 
Ashley Ann Webber ............................... Moncks Corner, SC Re'ven Cierra Markitta Smalls ................. North Augusta, SC 
Katie Madison Woods ....................................... Bluffton, SC 
Language and International Trade and Political Science 
Philosophy 
Sara Anne Weber ............................................. Kingston, MA 
Jonathan Hunter Altstadter. ............................. Bellmore, NY 
Nicholas James Barry ....................... ............... .... Central, SC BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
tLaura Elizabeth Haselden .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
Rachel M Hite .......................................... Surfside Beach, SC Construction Science and Management 
*Farris Steele Johnson ..................................... Lexington, SC 
Sean Christopher Keefe ................................. Stoughton, MA 
*Douglas Scott Margison II ..................... West Hartford, CT 
t**Brittany Nicole Pifer ................................ Blythewood, SC 
John Taylor Roy .............................................. Greenville, SC 
N Brock Sherman ....................... .. ................. Annapolis, MD 
Brenden Edward Barry .................................... Lakeville, MA 
Derek James Bindewald .......................................... Greer, SC 
Benjamin Craig Brackett .......................... Pawleys Island, SC 
Tyler Joseph Buck ................................................ Chapin, SC 
Shayne Patrick Buckley ............................... Clifton Park, NY 
Benjamin Baxter Calvin ................................. Greenville, SC 
Production Studies in Performing Arts Christopher Michael Comen .......................... Anderson, SC *Thomas Martin Conners IV ................................. Apex, NC 
**Kelsey Marie Bailey .......................................... Atlanta, GA 
*Terrence John Brannen ..................................... Central, SC 
*Joshua Emory Carter ............................. North Augusta, SC 
tKatherine Ellis Clark .................................... Greenville, SC 
Anthony M Cuozzo ......................... Huntington Station, NY 
t*Bryan Dubose Daniels ................................ Charlotte, NC 
David Joshua Edwards ................................ Summerville, SC 
Gabriella Marie Ide ............................................. Roswell, GA 
t**Meredith Blythe Kidd ...................................... Lugoff, SC 
Lawrence Huntington Livesay ....................... Alexandria, VA 
Elizabeth Anne McClernon .................................... Greer, SC 
Emily Jane Murphy .............................................. Chapin, SC 
tGabrielle Paige Norris ............................. Travelers Rest, SC 
Marie Catherine Rosasco ............................... Baltimore, MD 
Jeremy D Conrad ....................................... ........... Seneca, SC 
Andrew Cole Crawford ................................... Anderson, SC 
Jonathan Shawn Cruz .................................... Tamuning, GU 
John Owen Floyd ......................................... Georgetown, SC 
Zachary Clayton Fowler ......................................... Easley, SC 
***Taylor Alexandra Godfrey ......................... Cumming, GA 
**Christopher Robert Halley ............................ Lancaster, PA 
Grant Ethan Herig ........................................ Greenwood, SC 
Matthew Evan Kolacki ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Andrew Duncan Lewis ............................. Travelers Rest, SC 
Richard Keegan Lynch ................................ .Isle of Palms, SC 
Sam Isaac Parnell ........................................................ Iva, SC 
**Austin Robert Pell ................................................ Irmo, SC 
Dequincy R Reed .... ....... ................................. Greenville, SC 
Hunter Thomas Spangler .............................. Richmond, VA 
t***Katherine Dunn Watson .............................. Oxford, MS 
Matthew Eric Reeves ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Richard Jacob Rucker ............................... Lawrenceville, GA 
Martin Kessler Scott ............................................... Aiken, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR Jordan David Skellie ......................................... Landrum, SC 
Anthropology and History 
Christian Paul Staples ................................. Summerville, SC 
Mitchell Clay Trotter .......................................... Laurens, SC 
Danielle Elizabeth Anderson ........................... Anderson, SC Ramey Walden Underwood ........................ Spartanburg, SC Matthew Alan Weatherford ........................... Charleston, SC 
Communication Studies and English Troy Weymon Wingfield ............................. Powdersville, SC 
**Meredith Christina Head ............................ Greenville, SC 
Lindsey Johnston .................................................. Sunset, SC 
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Language and International Health 
(Language and International Health is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecrure, Arts and Humanities and the 
College of Health, Education and Human Development.) 
**Ali yah Fatima Anjarwalla ............................ Greenville, SC 
Nicole Anne Cooper ................................. Daniel Island, SC 
Thomas Bynum Cotton II .......................... Simpsonville, SC 
t***Elyse Katherine Dengler ..................... Johnson City, TN 
Shelby Leigh Jenkins .................................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Catherine Costa Jennings ............................ Spartanburg, SC 
Caroline Constance Livingston ............................. Dallas, TX 
Katie Stephen Lovett ....................................... Lexington, SC 
Elizabeth Belleau Mead ...................... Upper Arlington, OH 
t*Spenser Meyers Staub ................................ Charleston, SC 
Emily Nicole Winburn ................................... Charlotte, NC 
CoLLEGE OF BusiNESS AND 
BEHAVIORAL SciENCE 
Charles K Watt, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
***Miles Quentin Atkinson .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Brett Hayden Beidel.. .......................................... Roswell, GA 
William Alexander Bello .......................... San Francisco, CA 
Zachary Hunter Blackwell .................................. Kershaw, SC 
Dawnjalice Brown .......................................... Wedgefield, SC 
Kevin James Colson ................................................ Greer, SC 
Jaime Estevez .......................................... Fort Lauderdale, FL 
*Mary Kathleen Gibbs .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Kaylee Ann Harrison .................................... Lexington, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Josephs ................................... Rumford, RI 
Sharosca Maria Mack ............................................... Loris, SC 
Anna Elisabeth Malone ................................... Hampton, VA 
Yuilynn Miao ............................................. Taichung, Taiwan 
***Timothy Michael O'Neil.. ........................ Cincinnati, OH 
t Sean Campbell Pyles .................................. Doylestown, PA 
Jack Ryan Spitz ................................................... Barnegat, NJ 
Qianli Sun ..................................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Lyndsey Danielle Turner ..................................... Modoc, SC 
John Kyle Voss ................................................ Greenville, SC 
Robert Evans Wall II ......................................... Madison, IN 
Political Science 
Stephanie Marie Adams .................................... Clemson, SC 
Eric Conrad Anderson .................................. Richmond, VA 
Rachel Lynn Andrews ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Britney Ann Bernard ....................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Samuel Martin Brock ....................................... Columbia, SC 
Alvin Miguel Chavis ...................................... Fayetteville, SC 
***Katherine Jane Cheney ................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Alexis Ann Clark .............................................. Fort Mill, SC 
Jessica Marie Collins ................................... Darnestown, MD 
Nicholas Joseph Dail... ............................. Virginia Beach, VA 
Keelia McKelvie Faber .............................. Longmeadow, MA 
Sydney Anne Goldstein .................................. Attleboro, MA 
Political Science (continued) 
Dustin Reid Griffin ................................. North Augusta, SC 
Clayton Griswold ............................................... Beaufort, SC 
Juliet Rose Herbert ...................................... Fripp Island, SC 
tCamilla Jeanette Hundley .................................. Vienna, VA 
Andrew Ian Jackson ............................................ Conway, SC 
t***Tabitha Sue Johnson ................................. Nashville, TN 
Maura Shannan Keane .......................................... Easley, SC 
t** Allison Marie Kowalski ............................ Blythewood, SC 
Ashton Caroline Lee .............................................. Salem, SC 
Jeremy Price Long ................................ ......... Greenwood, SC 
*Douglas Scott Margison II ..................... West Hartford, CT 
Wylie Anne McCall ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Hayes Kevin McDowell ....................................... Conway, SC 
Catrina Shan ell McLain .................................... Florence, SC 
Megan Caroline Moody ................................. Charleston, SC 
t Patrick Daniel Morris ................................... Arlington, MA 
Ilsia Elizabeth Muniz ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Morgan Rebecca Nalley ....................................... Chapin, SC 
Nicholas Adam Norris ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Jenna Darlene Olson ........................................ Saratoga, CA 
*Reece John Pelley ............................................... Darien, CT 
*William Shackleton Richmond .............. Pawleys Island, SC 
Jerry Augustus Roberson III ........................... Lexington, SC 
Dustin Levi Roberts ......................................... Piedmont, SC 
Matia Marchej Roberts ................................ Spartanburg, SC 
Neil Montgomery Sawyer .................................... Chapin, SC 
Christopher Jenkins Seear .............................. Greenville, SC 
Harrington Charles Segal ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Carly Elizabeth Shannon ................................ Lake Forest, IL 
*Sarah Jane Sikkelee ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Dennard Jon Small .......................................... Columbia, SC 
Hannah Grace Stender ..................................... Houston, TX 
Braxton Rogers Taylor ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Carrie Marie Thysse .......................................... Ashburn, VA 
t***Jenny Lauren Tumas ............................ Los Alamos, NM 
John K Watkins ................................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Rebecca Elizabeth Watson ................ Batesburg-Leesville, SC 
*Danielle Marie Wheeler ..................................... Powell, OH 
Bilan Esterine Williams ................................. Charleston, SC 
Katherine Thayer Winfrey .................................. Atlanta, GA 
Psychology 
William Grant Accetta ............................... Goose Creek, SC 
Kari Jo Allen .......................................................... Easley, SC 
Nicole Ellen Bauer ......................................... Charleston, SC 
Hillary Virginia Blunt .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Anna Cooper Bokman ....................................... Atlanta, GA 
Jevelle Hadiya Britton ......................................... Atlanta, GA 
Kristina Charlene Brown ................................ Greenville, SC 
Lauren Gabrielle Brown ....................................... Belton, SC 
Marcus Antawan Brown ........................... Gaithersburg, MD 
Madison L Byrd ................................................. Florence, SC 
Sarah Camille Campbell .................................. Yorktown, VA 
Tanner Leah Cantrell... ....................................... Chester, SC 
**Kelsey Elizabeth Carey .................................. Salisbury, MD 
Benjamin Peter Christian ................................ Anderson, SC 
T yrek T ormaine Corry ........................................ Gaffney, SC 
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Megan Leanne Davis ................................... Simpsonville, SC Zackrus Zamar Wilson ............. ........................ Anderson, SC 
Carly Faye Debruhl ......................................... Greenville, SC Mary Kate Wood .......................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Andrew Nicholas Dodds ....................................... Belton, SC **Sydney Morgan Wright ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
t*Elizabeth Ward Dukes .................................. Columbia, SC 
Corinne Tate Duvall ............................. North Potomac, MD Sociology 
*Dakota Alexandra Egglefield ............. ............... Sarasota, FL 
Anna Elizabeth Eubanks ................................. .... Chapin, SC 
Alexandria Lee Farthing ..... ... ... .......... ........ Simpsonville, SC 
**Laura Alexandra Frazee ................................. ..... Dallas, TX 
Kelsey Nicole Gaskins .............................................. Irmo, SC 
Logan Ann Germann ........................................ Bluffton, SC 
**Rachel Elizabeth Gillespie ............... Fernandina Beach, FL 
Caroline Scarborough Gray ............................ Greenville, SC 
Paul Alan Gregory ........... ..... ................................... Irmo, SC 
Brandon Wesley Gwinn ................. .............. Spartanburg, SC 
Danielle Nicole Hein ............................................ Sunset, SC 
Stephanie Marie Henry ........................................ Belton, SC 
Blanche Helen Herlong .................................. Greenville, SC 
Megan Elizabeth Hicks .......................................... Pelion, SC 
t** Anna Lawrence Holleman ......................... Greenville, SC 
Madeline Jane Knowles ....................................... Chapin, SC 
Grace Keenan Barrett ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Briana Danielle Theodora Campbell ............. Wasilla, AK 
Monique Marie Cohen ................................. Greenwood, SC 
Lauren Patricia Galloway ................................ Greenville, SC 
***Katlyn Ruth Gould .............................. Pawleys Island, SC 
Mark Louis Hillegass ........ ..................... ................... Paoli, PA 
Samantha Elizabeth Horton ............................ Anderson, SC 
Emsley Clair Lewis .......................................... Greenville, SC 
Darin Leonard Mattison, Jr ............................. Anderson, SC 
Quinyotta Necole Pettaway ............................... Hertford, NC 
Amanda Nichole Ploetz .................................... Herndon, VA 
Michael Andrew Savino ... ..... ................. ............ Bluffton, SC 
Dante Christian Stewart .................................... Swansea, SC 
Adair Elizabeth Thompson ........................... Lincolnton, NC 
Ayrton Adiputra Wibowo ......................... Jakarta, Indonesia 
Joshua Andrew Lewis ........................ ............ Cincinnati, OH 
Xi nyu Liu ................................ ... ........................... Seneca, SC 
t**Hillary Claire May ....................................... Roanoke, VA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
*Hayley Nicole McConnell ............................. Braintree, MA Biological Sciences and Psychology 
Kelly Anne McDermott ...................... Upper Arlington, OH 
Victoria Blair McNair ............................................ Aiken, SC Patrick Ryan Watson ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Bree Ana Miller. ............................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Annie Josephine Mitchell ................................. Hartland, WI Economics and Political Science 
Matthew Alan Monteith ....................................... Clover, SC 
Jamie Rose Moore .............. .............................. St George, SC 
Charles Patrick Michaels ...................................... Detroit, MI 
Catrina Shanice Morrison ...... ......... .... .. Moncks Corner, SC 
Holly Nichole Nash ................................................. York, SC 
Psychology and Sociology 
Samantha Leigh Nelson .................................. Lexington, SC Megan Eliza Morgan ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Brittany Paige Newsome ............................. Simpsonville, SC *Deana Nicole Sherry ..................................... Hockessin, DE 
Mary Hannah Ogg ........................................ Blythewood, SC 
***Christine Margaret O'Hara ............. Upper Gwynedd, PA BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
*Elizabeth Kathryn Owen ........ .... ...... ............. Charlotte, NC 
Abigail Lee Randolph ................................. Simpsonville, SC Accounting 
Haley Margaret Riddle ........................................... Easley, SC 
Kelsey Jo Robinson ........................... ... .................. Easley, SC 
Morgan MacKenzie Robinson ..... ...... ............ ... .. Gaffney, SC 
Zachary David Robinson ................................ Greenville, SC 
Katherine Nicole Robinson-Duff ........................ Darien, CT 
AnnaMarie Rose ....................................... Lawrenceville, GA 
John Charles Ruch ....................................... Chapel Hill, NC 
Kelly Colette Scanlin ....................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Marina Cabot Scanlon ...... ... .. ....................... Sherman, CT 
Hilary Joanna Shoop ...................... North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Elizabeth Spencer Simmons .... ..... .................. Greenville, SC 
Anna Grace Stoddard ........................................ Beaufort, SC 
Ria Lorraine Sullivan ................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Jordan Tecora Trotter ...................................... Piedmont, SC 
Carly Elizabeth Weber .................................... Greenville, SC 
Kathryn Brennan Stewart Wiley ........... The Woodlands, TX 
Mary Clare Williams .. ........................................... Lyman, SC 
Daniela Baltar ............................................... Boca Raton, FL 
Haden Anderson Barnhart ................... ........ Mt Pleasant, SC 
tBennett William Becker ............................... Kingsport, TN 
Joshua Robert Binsz ........ ....... ....... .................. Greenville, SC 
Joseph Benny Bonito ................................... Wallingford, CT 
**Kathryn Lynn Boysen ................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Christopher Michael Bradford ......................... Hanover, MA 
Jacqueline Tao Brody .................................. .. .. Greenville, SC 
Shanika Janae' Brooks ............................................ Luray, SC 
Christian David Brown .................................... Columbia, SC 
Scott Edward Campbell ............................. Silver Spring, MD 
Caden McRae Carawan ................................ Greenwood, SC 
Brittany Ann Carroll ..................................... Manhasset, NY 
William Patrick Carroll ....................................... Reston, VA 
Grace Jane Carter ......................................... Manchester, CT 
Samantha Navi Chhoun .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Brittany Camilla Chisholm ............. Hilton Head Island, SC 
Courtney Jane Connelly ........................................ Easley, SC 
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W Kirk Crawford, Jr ....................................... Charlotte, NC **Ashley Morgan Devore ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Kensley Lee Drake ........................................... Greenville, SC Michael John Fietkiewicz .................................. Westfield, NJ 
Kyle David Ebinger ...................................... Huntington, NY Nathaniel Joseph Foutch ....................................... Aiken, SC 
Kyle Nijman Fabian ........................................... Beaufort, SC Bianca Consuela Gary ........................................ Clinton, SC 
*Shawn Lee Fitzgerald ................................... Merrimack, NH Joshua McKnight Glenn ...................................... Sumter, SC 
**Joseph Kevin Graver ........................................... Easley, SC Daniel Kenneth Goebel... ................................... Omaha, NE 
Kathleen Maura Hart ................................. Kansas City, MO **John Graham Harris ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Hatcher ................................... Atlanta, GA *Katherine Elizabeth Holba ......................... Sacramento, CA 
Mary Erwin Henderson ................................ Homewood, AL William Bryson Holman .................................... Oakton, VA 
Thomas Green Hobbs ..................................... Columbia, SC Zachary Adam Hrovat ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Andrea LaShana Holmes .................................. Ridgeway, SC Dominic Evan Jones ....................................... Lexington, SC 
David Jus tin Karasik ......................................... Stratford, CT Amanda Rose Klinkatsis ................................. Livermore, CA 
*Joseph Michael Kerrigan ......................... Severna Park, MD Mariah Monique Martinez ............................. Lexington, SC 
Michelle Anthea Kyriakakis .............................. Clemson, SC *Annie Meredith McGuire ............................ Baltimore, MD 
Jennifer Nicole Lane ....................................... Charlotte, NC t*** Alexander Stephen Mcinerney ............ Chelmsford, MA 
**Colette Wells LeClair ................................. Richmond, VA Trenton Daniel Parete .................................... Jacksonville, FL 
James Stuart Mack .......................................... Greenville, SC ***Robert W Pettis, Jr ........................................ Camden, SC 
Catherine Taylor McCarter .................................. Clover, SC Cb.arles Christian Burton Plambeck ................ Princeton, NJ 
Jennifer Amelia McCourt ............................. Eldersburg, MD Rodney James Plemmons ....................................... Greer, SC 
***Marquet Lee Mensing ............................. Wilbraham, MA Pravin Deo Prasad .................................................... Irmo, SC 
John Charles Minich ....................................... Potomac, MD Samuel Jeffery Quinley ........................................... Greer, SC 
Alyssa Grace Moore ........................................... Walhalla, SC Nicholas Paul Ratti ...................................... Haddonfield, NJ 
Ashley Marie Neely ..................................... ... .... Mauldin, SC ***Ryan Walter Richardson .......................... Greenwood, SC 
Colin Jeffrey O'Brien ........................................... Lincoln, RI Davis Cannon Riddle .............................................. lrmo, SC 
Laurel Amanda Orr ......................................... Piedmont, SC Tyler Charles Ridge ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Ronni Rene Parker. ......................................... Greenville, SC Derek Kennedy Riker ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Caitlyn Rose Pennisson .................................... Tega Cay, SC Michael Bradley Sheridan ............................ Winchester, MA 
Jacob James Polson ......................................... Greenville, SC Corey Scott Sheriff ................................................ Liberty, SC 
Carly Elizabeth Price .............................................. Salem, SC Kristen Nicole Starks ...................................... Greenville, SC 
t***Brian Douglas Probst ........................... New Albany, OH Edmund Ravenel Whitehead ............................ Florence, SC 
Lisa Renee Puzzuoli ...................................... Doylestown, PA tSpencer Catherine Wilson ........................... Greenville, SC 
Katie Elizabeth Reed .................................. Fountain Inn, SC Dominic Joseph Young ............................. Gaithersburg, MD 
Travis Sorrell Rice ........................................ Ware Shoals, SC 
*David Domingo Rodriguez ............................ Memphis, TN Financial Management 
Evan Thomas Shields ........................................... Naples, FL 
Marissa Dorothy Skutnik .................................. Clemson, SC 
Matthew Theo Smith ............................. ....... Greeneville, TN 
Sarah Frances Spohr ..................................... Cincinnati, OH 
William Christian Stormer .............................. Columbia, SC 
***Lindsey Sara Strickert ................................ Matthews, NC 
Samuel Satterfield Taylor ............................ Summerville, SC 
Jillian Marie Watkins ........................................... Chapin, SC 
Chelsea Michele Williams ................................ Landrum, SC 
Rion Wallace Williams ......................................... Moore, SC 
*Trevor Hall Williams .............................................. Irmo, SC 
**Brittany Maree Wilson ................................... Beaufort, SC 
Samuel Lee Adams ........................................... Hartsville, SC 
Natalie Benson Anthony ................................. Randolph, NJ 
Jeffrey Scott Antinoro ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Scott Simpson Aron, Jr ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Ryan William Atherley ................................... Lake Forest, IL 
Wilson Reginald Baker ................................... Greenville, SC 
Benjamin Bellinger Barnes III ........................ Port Royal, SC 
William Hazzard Barnwell IV ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Colin Willis Bassett .......................................... Houston, TX 
Shane Lucas Bird ................................................ Raleigh, NC 
Stuart William Blank ............................. Lower Gwynedd, PA 
Katharine Devon Bradshaw .................................. Clover, SC 
Economics **Daniel Joseph Bresciani ............................... Hopedale, MA 
t** Anne Geraldine Buckalew ......................... Arlington, VA 
Alexander Colin Bourg ........................................... Greer, SC William Philip Carson II ............. ............... .... Greenville, SC 
William Carson Brinson ................................. Rock Hill, SC Jesse Andrew Carter. .................................... Williamston, SC 
t*** Andrew Michael Brown ........................ Mooresville, NC Mallory Lynn Cason .................................. Silver Spring, MD 
William Forrest Butler ...................................... Clemson, SC William Spencer Chelton ................................ Columbia, SC 
Patrick Douglas Cain ...................................... Lexington, SC Brendan P Cohen ....................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Stephanie Adele Cameron ............................. Alexandria, VA Siedah Rom on Coleman .................................. Abbeville, SC 
*Brian Christopher Campbell ............................... Aiken, SC Edward Chandler Cox .................................. Burlington, NC 
Patrick Joseph Carey ....................................... Millington, NJ Patrick Joseph Davidson .............................. Greensboro, NC 
Nyjah Imhari Cousar ..................................... Inglewood, CA Logan Steele Davis ......................................... Charleston, SC 
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William Coleman Davis .................................... Bluffton, SC Scott Gardner Ross ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Michael James DesJardin ............................... Columbus, GA Audrey Rose Rotella .................................. Framingham, MA 
Craig Anthony Dillard ................................ .. ........ Liberty, SC Jonathan Michael Sallah ............................... Boca Raton, FL 
Timothy Douglas Dlugolecki ............ .. ...... ... Hopkinton, MA Griffin James Schreader ................................. San Rafael, CA 
***William Hanks Donaldson .............................. Belton, SC Jonathan Silas Schulte ................................. Westminster, SC 
Kens ley Lee Drake ........................................... Greenville, SC Joshua Taylor Schultz ............................................... Irmo, SC 
William Fisher Easterling, Jr ................................ Pauline, SC Ian Phillips Shorkey ........................................ Charlotte, NC 
t*Tara Marie Elkadi ............................................. Chester, NJ Robert Joseph Starnes ........................................ Mason, OH 
Ruth Hobbs Evans ....................................... Spartanburg, SC Kyle James Stinchcomb .......................... New Providence, NJ 
Zachary Carter Farotto ............................................ Greer, SC Braden M Sundt ...................................... West Hartford, CT 
Robert B Fauntleroy, Jr. .......... .. .............. Manakin Sabot, VA **Cameron Taylor Thomas ........................... Springfield, OH 
Robert Andrew Finney, Jr ................................... Roswell, GA Paula Elaine Threlkeld ................................. Williamston, SC 
Morgan Nicole French ............................................. Eads, TN Andrew Averett Trammell .................................... Seneca, SC 
Anthony William Galuchie ..................... East Brunswick, NJ *Anthony Valentini II ............................... New Fairfield, CT 
John Joseph Geraghty ..................................... Pt Pleasant, NJ Peter Ian Vogel ................................................ Charlotte, NC 
David Royall Gregorie ................ .. ......... Sullivans Island, SC *Trevor Hall Williams .............................................. Irmo, SC 
Laura Parker Gulledge ........................................ Raleigh, NC Tyler Scott Williams ....................................... Lexington, KY 
Jennifer Nicole Hagan ................................... Centreville, VA Eric Calaway Williamson ................................. Columbia, SC 
Thomas Thornton Harper. .............................. Anderson, SC Kevin Wei Zheng ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Andrew Nelson Hazle ........ .. ............................ Anderson, SC Hong Zhou .................................................... Ninghai, China 
Patrick Edwin Heaps ...................... .. ........... Simpsonville, SC 
Constance Kelley Henderson ............ .. .. West Columbia, SC Graphic Communications 
John Gill Hendricks ............................................ Atlanta, GA 
Conner Stephen Hodges ............................ Birmingham, AL 
Zachary Adam Hrovat.. .................................... Columbia, SC 
David Robert Hurst ......................................... Scarsdale, NY 
Garrett Edwin Hurst ........................................... Roswell, GA 
Matson Munro Hutchins ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
tPatrick Ross Hutchison .......................................... lrmo, SC 
Daniel Earle Jackson .................................. .. ..... Leesburg, VA 
Paul Joseph Kern ....................................... Franklin Lakes, NJ 
Jonathan David Klett ............................................... Irmo, SC 
Amanda Rose Klinkatsis ................................. Livermore, CA 
Christopher Joseph Krug ................................ Charlotte, NC 
Reid Warren Krugman ....................................... Beverly, MA 
Elliott Chambers Lane ................ .. ............ Chevy Chase, MD 
Parker Joseph Lawson .................. .. ............. Simpsonville, SC 
Charles Lemuel Little III ...... .. ........................ Greenville, SC 
Christopher John Lynagh .... .. ............................ Towson, MD 
Gilbert Arthur Mason IV .............................. Baltimore, MD 
Julia Marie Mathews ................ .. ..................... Greenville, SC 
Deaver Daiten McCraw IV .................................... Easley, SC 
t*Meredith Royce Mixson .............................. Charlotte, NC 
Benjamin Mikell Murray .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
tSamuel Wilkes Murray .................................... Augusta, GA 
Adam Turner Norman .................................... Greenville, SC 
De Anne Renee' Anthony ................................. Beaufort, SC 
*Carrie Ellen Baum .......................................... Roanoke, VA 
Mary Elizabeth Bouknight ............................... Columbia, SC 
**Emily McDonald Bowie ........................... Spartanburg, SC 
Daniel Landon Brainer ................................. Cincinnati, OH 
Jenna Marie Burke ............................................... Chapin, SC 
*Alyssa Nicole Cooke ................................ Downingtown, PA 
Sallie Jane Covington .................................. Orangeburg, SC 
Tyler Jon Deluccia .................................................. Easley, SC 
Alix Chelsea Dye ......................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Kaitlin Ann Edwards .................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Rebekah Lynn Erwin .................................... Winter Park, FL 
***Page Andrea Fulton ................................. Middletown, NJ 
*Blaire Jacqueline Gaddis ............................... Greenville, SC 
Jaclyn Marie Giordano ..................................... Waxhaw, NC 
Robert Ling Graves Ill ..................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
t***Sarah Beth Grosse ............................................. Irmo, SC 
*Jacqueline Claire Hardy ................................ Lexington, SC 
Jacob Heath Hatchette ...................................... Landrum, SC 
Kristen Randall Kelly ....................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Laura Elizabeth Koone ................................. Greenwood, SC 
Byrron LaQwane Mobley ....................... West Columbia, SC 
Mitchell Timothy Morton .............................. Greenville, SC 
Nicholas Thomas O'Connor ............................ . Ansonia, CT Taylor Denise Perry ......................................... Charlotte, NC 
Henry Hunter Odom III ..................................... Suffolk, VA 
Gregory ]ace Olson .................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Philip Illip Park.. ............................................. Greenville, SC 
Josephine Chanthaly Pegues ........................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew Bailey Peterson .. ..................... North Bethesda, MD 
Elizabeth Morgan Rogers ............................. Williamston, SC 
Kathryn Ashley Runge ..................................... Piedmont, SC 
Keosha Lachione Scott ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Caitlin Renee Smith ............................................... Greer, SC 
Kristen Sidney Staudt ............................ West Columbia, SC 
Victor Joseph Pirie Il ............ .. ......................... Columbia, SC 
Patrick Lane Priester ............................ .. ......... Charlotte, NC 
*Elise Anne Stock ............................................ Hartsville, SC 
Keaton Virginia Stroud ................................. Greenwood, SC 
Nicholas Paul Ratti ...... .. .. ............................ Haddonfield, NJ Elizabeth Adickes Sturgis ................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Cody Daniel Redmon .............................. .. .. ... Charlotte, NC Brenna Nicole Theodore ................. Hilton Head Island, SC 
t**Samantha Ann Reynolds .. .. ...... .......... .. ...... Columbia, SC Lindley Erica Wiener ................................ .. . Middletown, DE 
*Claire Marie Riggins .... .... .... .. .. .. .. ................. Charlotte, NC Austin Wade Williams ............ .... .. .. .. ...... . Britton's Neck, SC 
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Jordan James Achterhoff... ........................ ... ........ .. Easley, SC t*Rachel Emily Kania ...................................... Asheville, NC 
Zachary Robert Adamo ................................... Parsippany, NJ Willson Carter Kitchin ................................. Winchester, VA 
Taylor Lee Allen ................................................ Marietta, GA Wesley James Koen ............................................... Salem, MA 
Brandon McCrae Altom .................................. Piedmont, SC Katelyn Gertrude Koll ....................... .. ......... Crystal Lake, IL 
Thomas James Ballard ...................................... Warwick, NY. Christopher Joseph Krug ........... ..................... Charlotte, NC 
Arthur James Barletta .................................. .. Alexandria, VA Bradley Wayne Ledford .............................. Simpsonville, SC 
William Hazzard BarnwelliV ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC Macy Elizabeth Lesher ............................................ Stuart, FL 
Catherine Ann Beaty ........................................... Sumter, SC Corey Heath Long ................................................ Seneca, SC 
*Charles Justin Bishop-Lachanos .................... Greenville, SC Shane Christopher Lovallo ............................. Ridgefield, CT 
Mary Elizabeth Blum .................................. Simpsonville, SC Timothy David Marquedant ........................ Shrewsbury, MA 
Andrew Pete Bodnar. .............................................. .lrmo, SC t*Taylor Victoria Martins .................................... Summit, NJ 
Jason Anthony Bonica ..................................... River Vale, NJ Kateryna Ann Matijkiw ................................. Great Falls, VA 
James Matthew Brashier .. ......................... Travelers Rest, SC Scott Preston Maxwell.. ............................... Boxborough, MA 
William Carson Brinson .... ............ ....... .... ...... Rock Hill, SC Andrew Joseph McCloskey ........................... .. . Columbia, SC 
Kristen Lynn Brown ........................................ Lexington, SC Armando Sean McLaughlin ............................. Andover, MA 
Taylor Kyle Browning ........................................ Clemson, SC Donald Bancroft Meyer II ............ ................. Charleston, SC 
Dylan Lex Burton ................................................. Seneca, SC David Brunson Miller II ......................... ... Murrells Inlet, SC 
Ryan Lee Burton ................................................ Walhalla, SC Evan James Minteer ...................... ... .................. Oldsmar, FL 
***Alexandra Lee Butler ................................ Alexandria, VA Edward Victor Mirmow IV ............................. Lexington, SC 
Matthew Carter Campbell.. ....................... Fountain Inn, SC **Sarah Elisabeth Morris ..... .. ....................... .. ..... ... Greer, SC 
Russell Alexander Clayton ............................... Columbia, SC William Richard Woodman Morse .................... Atlanta, GA 
Thomas Howard Coggins, Jr .............................. Laurens, SC Adam Hill Muse .............................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Jordan Tyler Coleman .......................................... Seneca, SC Madeline Carol Oxendine ... .. ........ ..... ............. Rock Hill, SC 
t*Daniel Lee Conner ..................... .. ...................... Greer, SC Viral Kiritbhai Patel... ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Samuel Lee Cooper ...................................... Brentwood, TN Weston Harmon Peters .......... , ...... ................ .. ....... Aiken, SC 
William Hayden Copeland .............. Hilton Head Island, SC Andrea Cala Ponder .................................... Ware Shoals, SC 
Christopher Bruce Cox ........................................ Seneca, SC Kiera Shamiera Prioleau .................................... Florence, SC 
Brendan Phillip Dasher ................................... Columbia, SC Kevin Joseph Quinn, Jr ................................... Mundelein, IL 
John Belk Daughtridge, Jr .............................. Charleston, SC Todd Louis Raushenberger. ............................ Greenville, SC 
Allison Martini Dempsey ..................................... Chapin, SC Alexandra Kathryn Rea ...... ... ..................... Montgomery, AL 
John Hampton Dickens ..................................... Florence, SC *Lauren McKenzie Reavis ........................................ Irma, SC 
Nicholas George Dilli .................................. ..... . Towson, MD Alexa Renee Reed .............................................. Mentor, OH 
Olivia Hood Dillon ............................................ Fair Play, SC John Mark Renfrow ..................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Ryan Thomas Donnelly ................................... Bethesda, MD Molly Girard Rabine ....................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
Charles Moss Duke IV ................... .. ............... Greenville, SC Eric Glenn Roland ....... .. ....................... .. ............ Oakton, VA 
Michael Edward Dunster, Jr .................. Old Greenwich, CT Austin Taylor Rose ............................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Margaret Jean Ebbott ........................................ Blue Bell, PA Cody James Rose ............................................. Lexington, SC 
Derek Lee Ekaitis .......... ....... ........... ................. Anderson, SC Kourtney Jevon Royster ................................ Burlington, NC 
Danielle Taylor Elliott ........................................ Hopkins, SC Timothy Blane Russell, Jr .................................... Sumter, SC 
Coby Ryan Garrett .......................................... Greenville, SC Blakely Charles Schirtz .................................... Rochester, NY 
Sara Catherine Gilliam ............................... .Spartanburg, SC Tyler James Schneider. ................................... Columbia, MD 
Harrison James Brownlee Given .................... Dacusville, SC April Marie Serieno .................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Jaclyn Leigh Glendinning ............................... Greenville, SC Martin John Settler ............................................ Parkland, FL 
Brian James Goff ............................................... Webster, NY Kyle Patterson Simon ........................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Hayes Elizabeth Green .................... .......... Pawleys Island, SC Grant William Sineath .................................. Charleston, SC 
Samuel Dane Grosse ................................................ Irmo, SC Candice Leigh Sinisgalli ............................. Johns Creek, GA 
Bradley K Haider ................................................ Monroe, NJ Heather Nancy Smith .. .. .................................. Duxbury, MA 
Charles Edward Miles Harned ................... Simpsonville, SC Jennifer Nicole Smith ................................. ........ Orlando, FL 
Daniel Lincoln Harris ....................................... Cheshire, CT Taylor Nichole Smith ............... ...... .......... ........ ...... Aiken, SC 
Jennifer Leigh Hill ........................................... Asheville, NC Heyward Hudson Snyder. ................... ........ .. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Marty Dale Hinson, Jr ...................................... Lancaster, SC Devin Todd Solberg ............................................. Sumter, SC 
*Katherine Elizabeth Holba ......................... Sacramento, CA Kaney Lynn Steele .............................................. Camden, SC 
Jonathon Luke Holland .................................... Fort Mill, SC Caleb McCoy Steen ........................................ Charlotte, NC 
Andrew Williams Hunt, Jr. ................................. McLean, VA Blake Austin Stengel.. .......................................... Sumter, SC 
t*Robert John Jacobs ................................... Middletown, NJ Lauren Renee Trahan ............................................ Aiken, SC 
Andrew David Jewell... ..................................... Rock Hill, SC Kelly Ann Tuong .............................................. Hamilton, NY 
William Thomas Joseph ................................. Greenville, SC Krista Anne Vikander. ..................................... Arlington, VA 
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Eva Elizabeth Watts ................................. North Augusta, SC Kyle Brian Ferraioli ......................................... Tewksbury, NJ 
Julia Emma Whirley ...................................... Charleston, SC Ellen Rebecca Fitzgerald ............................... Woodbury, MN 
Jerrodd Sambreon Williams ............................. Clemson, SC Wesley Alan Forbush ................................. Johnson City, TN 
Michael Alexander Wilson .............................. Rock Hill, SC Harrison Alexander Foster ......................... Wilmington, NC 
Brett Sterling Windsor. .............. ................. ............ Greer, SC Sarah Elizabeth Franklin .................................. StLouis, MO 
Kayla Gwenn Womack .......................................... Easley, SC Anna Victoria Frechette ........................... Gaithersburg, MD 
t*Shauna Maria Young ....................... North Charleston, SC Chelsea Lynn Fry .............................................. Clemson, SC 
Wesley Forrest Younts ................................ Fountain Inn, SC Janie Haynie Fulp .............................................. Florence, SC 
Marketing 
Robert Michael Gagliano .............................. Cumming, GA 
Amanda Tierney Gardner ....................................... lrmo, SC 
Bradley Patrick Adams .................. ... ........... ..... Rock Hill, SC 
Matthew Steven Addison ................................. Piedmont, SC 
Dorsey Ann Allison ........................................ Charlotte, NC 
Brianna Leigh Asciutto ................................... ........ .Irmo, SC 
Kristen Elizabeth Baker ................................ Midlothian, VA 
Brian Alan Barbee ............................................. Florence, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Barton ...................................... Chapin, SC 
Alexandria Lynn Bauer ..................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Nicholas Alexander Baz.. ..................................... Lorton, VA 
John Preston Black ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Elizabeth Bridget Blanchard ......................... Doylestown, PA 
Daniel Ryan Boulware ....................................... Florence, SC 
Thomas Samuel Bradshaw ............................... Columbia, SC 
Brady Patrick Brown ...................................... Alpharetta, GA 
Jenna Elizabeth Brown ............................................ Greer, SC 
Marla Paige Brummitt .... ........................................ Easley, SC 
Jess James Bullard III ...................................... Charlotte, NC 
Peyton Nicole Bullard ........................................ Camden, SC 
Adam Patterson Bunn ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Scott Edward Campbell ............................. Silver Spring, MD 
Kevin Thomas Carney ........................................ Raleigh, NC 
Shea Patrick Cashen .................................... Catonsville, MD 
Lauren Amanda Chacon .. ........................ ...... Rockville, MD 
***Katherine Jane Cheney ................................ Fort Mill, SC 
Erica Cinque ..................................................... Katonah, NY 
Kathleen Anise Clarke ........................................ Central, SC 
Ryan Thomas Click ........ ........ .......................... Maryville, TN 
**Shelby Ryan Cohen ............................... Owings Mills, MD 
Michael A Coira .......................................... Hillsborough, NJ 
Gordon Dent Collins III ................................... Newnan, GA 
Matthew Allen Consoli ................................... Methuen, MA 
Carrie Leigh Crowder ............................................ Aiken, SC 
*Lauren Christine Cusimano ........................ Blacksburg, VA 
Nicholas Pierson Dauria ................................. Sherborn, MA 
John Holden Davis ............................................. Cheraw, SC 
Elliott Scott Deangelis ..................................... Anderson, SC 
Brandon Philip Dempsey .............................. Columbus, OH 
***Frank Leo Devine, Jr ...................................... Marlton, NJ 
tAndrew Arthur Douglas ......................... .... . Columbia, MD 
t**Jordan Elizabeth Dowd ........................ Salt Lake City, UT 
Allison Kathleen Doyle ..................................... Marietta, GA 
**Kristen Elizabeth Duke ........... ............ ..... .... Charlotte, NC 
Theresa Mae Ellis ... .......................................... . Fort Mill, SC 
**Jenny Page Erickson ...................................... Potomac, MD 
Leah Roth Esposito ......................................... Greenville, SC 
Mary Dare Evans ............................................... Pinopolis, SC 
Jessica Ray Fabian ......................................... Gainesville, GA 
Annabeth Jewel Garrett. ........................ The Woodlands, TX 
Tanner Lewis Garrity ............................. Cape Elizabeth, ME 
Erin Elizabeth Gerrity ............................ Winston-Salem, NC 
Kaitlin Jeannine Gilliam ............................. Summerville, SC 
Nathaniel John Goldstein ............................ Bellingham, MA 
Stephanie Nicole Gray ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Abigail Smith Hamman ......................................... Aiken, SC 
*Darcy Olivia Hannon ........................................ Roswell, GA 
Sean Matthew Hans ...................................... Larchmont, NY 
Matthew Bradford Hardwick. ....................... Merrimack, NH 
Sarah Elizabeth Hardy .................................... Lexington, SC 
Taylor Amanda Hays ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Jessica Michelle Helton ....................... North Charleston, SC 
Sara Bryn Kathryn Hennings ........................ Baltimore, MD 
Justin Lee Hinson ............................................. Lancaster, SC 
Wilson Brandon Hinton ....................................... Easley, SC 
Dorothy Farabow Holladay ............................. Greenville, SC 
Jacob Donald Hutchinson ....................................... Irmo, SC 
*Emily Copeland James .......................................... Elgin, SC 
Kathryn Elizabeth Karns ................................. Greenville, SC 
Lindsay Catherine Kilpatrick .............................. Covina, CA 
Kyle Alexander Kipping ................................. Alpharetta, GA 
Beverly Grace Kirshe ............................ ... ...... Glenwood, MD 
Jennifer Danielle Kolb .................................... New Bern, NC 
Nicholas Fitzgerald Leavitt .. ......... ................... Greenville, SC 
James Carlough Loeffler. .................. Upper Saddle River, NJ 
*Dominique Denis Maden ...................... Stuttgart, Germany 
Laura Brigid Mahoney ...................................... Peabody, MA 
Mario James Marotta ................................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Chelsea Leigh Marsh .................................. Adamstown, MD 
*Andrew James Martin ..................................... Clemson, SC 
*Jill ian Victoria Massetti ..................................... Duncan, SC 
***Kristin Caroline McLeod ....................... Chelmsford, MA 
Brandy Elizabeth McRae .............................. Orangeburg, SC 
Michaela Ashton Mills ..................................... St Helena, SC 
t*Meredith Royce Mixson .............................. Charlotte, NC 
Kathleen Ferrell Munnerlyn ............................ Columbia, SC 
Skylar Faith Musa ........................................... Neversink, NY 
Mary Ashton Nalley ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Ashlyn Taylor Newsome ............................ Myrtle Beach, SC 
Diem Hong Nguyen ......................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Jarrett Robert Nixon ........................ Hilton Head Island, SC 
James Samuel Thornton Nottingham ............. Arlington, VA 
Samantha Evans Ostman ............................ Baton Rouge, LA 
Anna Elizabeth Owens ................................... Greenville, SC 
Sarah Jane Padva .............................................. Pipersville, PA 
Kyle Frederick Parsons ..................................... Haverhill, MA 
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Grace Ellen Peters ..................................... Basking Ridge, NJ Christian Noel Collins .................................. Charleston, SC 
Camryn Gray Pittman ............................. ..... ... Rock Hill, SC Patrick Thomas Coutu .......................................... Seneca, SC 
Hannah Polan ............................................ Silver Spring, MD Harrison Patrick Teng Cunningham ................. Florence, SC 
Matthew James Radomski .................................. Mason, OH tRachel Elise Doerr ... ..... .... ... ..... ...................... .. Oakton, VA 
***Jordan Ashli Randall... ..... ...... ............. ... ..... Rock Hill, SC **Katherine Ross Doviak ... .. ......... ........................ . Dallas, TX 
Thomas Elliott Reece .................................. Simpsonville, SC Haley Nicole Esau .......................................... Centreville, VA 
Carrie Adell Rhinehart .......................................... Easley, SC Michael Gage Fast ........... ............. ....... .... ......... Rock Hill, SC 
Sarah Caroline Rodelsperger .... ................ ..... Charleston, SC *Hayley Brooke Feigl... ................................... Charleston, SC 
Perry Matthew Rogers ........................................... Seneca, SC Morgan Lorraine Finch ................. .................... Florence, SC 
Kellie Michelle Ros .... .... ... ... ... .... .. ....... ...... .... ........... Katy, TX Aimee Elizabeth Flato ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ashton McKeene Schumpert ............................. . Chapin, SC Anca Elizabeth Ganahl .................................... Anderson, SC 
Leah Marie Shaffer ........................................ Charleston, SC Kiara Symone Glaze ......................................... Anderson, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Shirley .................................. ..... Belton, SC Kimberly Morgan Gray ....................................... Raleigh, NC 
Annabelle Gay Simmons ................................ LaGrange, GA Ashleigh Nicole Hamilton ....................... North Augusta, SC 
William Henry Sipe IV .... ............ .... .............. . Charlotte, NC Sarah Vaughan Hardy ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
*Camden Baxter Smith .................................. Marshville, NC Brittany Nicole Hartman .......................... ... ..... . Decatur, GA 
**Ryan Thomas Sparks ................................. Woonsocket, RI Gregg Wilson Hayden ... .... ............................ Charleston, SC 
Brett Charles Speranzella ........................ Southborough, MA *Elizabeth Anne Henderson ...... ......... .............. .. Atlanta, GA 
**Kathryn Elizabeth Steed ... ..................................... Katy, TX ***Rebecca Brown Hernandez .............. West Bloomfield, MI 
*Kaitlyn Elizabeth Stewart .............................. Sykesville, MD Alyssa Marie Hess ...................... .... ... ........... ..... Lancaster, PA 
Virginia Rebecca Storick .................................. Columbia, SC Melissa Ann Hibdon ........................................ Hanahan, SC 
Robert Cameron Trolinger .................. ........... Greenv~lle, SC Caitlin Reanne Holcomb ................................. Marietta, GA 
Lauren Alexandra Wedemyer .......................... Columbia, SC Brandon Lee Howard ................................. ....... Barnwell, SC 
Amanda Michelle White ......................... Virginia Beach, VA *Emily Elizabeth Howard ..... ............ ...... ........... Newtown, PA 
Lindsay Jeanne White .. ....... .. ............... .............. ..... .lrmo, SC Rebecca Lane Hughes ......................................... Conway, SC 
Rebecca Erin Williams ... ............................... Abingdon, MD Wehme Carolyn Hutto .................................... Holly Hill, SC 
Christopher Blake Williamson ... ....................... Florence, SC Alexa Rae James .................................................. Central, SC 
Sarah Grace Woolley .................................... .. Charlotte, NC Charlene Annette Johnson ......................... Goose Creek, SC 
Eric Wooster ...................................................... Bluffton, SC Scott David Jones ................................................. Akron, OH 
Sarah Margaret Wynne ... ... ........... ..... .... ......... Lexington, SC Philip Edmund Kelly .................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Allison Knight Yeates .......................................... Oakton, VA Hannah Gabrielle Kirby ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Yackel... .. ..... ........ ....... ....... Greenwood, SC Stephanie Elizabeth Kudeviz ............ .... ............. Clemson, SC 
*Julie Nicole Zeitz ................................................. Austin, TX Diana Lee Lansinger ........................................ Rosemont, PA 
Political Science 
Abigail Lee ......................... .... ..... ....... ........ ......... Atlanta, GA 
**Eliza Hibben Leland ............................. McClellanville, SC 
Anna Alexandra Bennett ....................... Port Monmouth, NJ 
Drew Michael Bouchard ............................. Woodbridge, VA 
Megan Michelle Brown .................................... Lake City, SC 
Matthew Thomas Cowan ............................... Ninety Six, SC 
Andrew Jarrad Hensch ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Kristin Elizabeth Lowe ................................... Floral Park, NY 
Ashley Elizabeth Mitchell ........ .......... .......... ..... Leesburg, VA 
Clayton Hunter Reese .................................. Greenwood, SC 
Adam Preston Smith ............................................. Fairfax, VA 
Kyle Ernest Smith ............................................. Bamberg, SC 
Anna Lee Lenderman ................................. .Spartanburg, SC 
Daniel Scott Mack ................................................ Narnia, SC 
*John Henry Martin ................................... ..... Anderson, SC 
Erin Emily Mayor ............... ................... ...... ...... ..... Tampa, FL 
Chelsea Lauren McClain ..................... ................ Chapin, SC 
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Mikes ......................................... Aiken, SC 
Lindsey Jordan Miller ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Hannah Elizabeth Morgan .................................. Taylors, SC 
Anastasia Victoria Morrison ............................. Fort Mill, SC 
Charlotte Glover Morrow .............................. Charleston, SC 
*Kristin Dean Muldowney ................... Santa Rosa Beach, FL 
Psychology Aaron Walter Nathan ..... ....... ...................... ..... Clemson, SC 
Amee Nichole Nation ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Carly Kellett Abercrombie ......................... Fountain Inn, SC Julie Nicole Nielsen ........................................ Hingham, MA 
Alexa Brown Barach ....................................... . Mashpee, MA Bhavina Patel. ................................................. Charleston, SC 
Dana Marie Basso ........................................... Greenville, SC t**Kathryn Jo Payne ............................ ................. ... lrmo, SC 
John Philip Bies, Jr. ..................................... Simpsonville, SC Lauren Marie Piekarski ........................................ Scituate, RI 
Lauren Ashley Bolen ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC ***Bradford Stearns Pierce ............................. San Diego, CA 
Cody Banks Broome ..... ....................................... . Clover, SC Melanie Caroline Poe ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Brotherton ................................. Easley, SC Jordyn Nicole Pouska ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Courtney Jane Buzhardt ............................... Greenwood, SC Courtenay Ware Pruitt ........ ... ...................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Magnus Alexander Charters ..................... Chevy Chase, MD Allyson Marie Ramsey ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
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John Brewton Richardson .................... .... ......... Barnwell, SC Devin Peter Burnes ............................................ Beaufort, SC 
Kaitlin Marie Rivera ............. ............ .. ............. .. ..... Pelzer, SC Steve Angel Higareda ............................................ Lyman, SC 
*Hannah Leigh Rogers .................................... Rock Hill, SC Justin Kelvin McCullough .................................. Atlanta, GA 
t Kaia Chanelle Sawyer-DeForest ................ Simpsonville, SC *Gurtej Singh ............................................... Campobello, SC 
*Kelsey Carolyn Sherck ...... ............................. Charlotte, NC t*Christian Allen Weeks ............................ Summerville, SC 
Meghan Jane Rebekah Sisk ........................... Richmond, VA 
Shannon Elizabeth Smales ............................. Lake Forest, IL Mathematical Sciences 
Natalie Ann Smoot .......................................... Columbia, SC 
Jessica Marie Stephens ....................... Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
Justin Thomas Stephens ................................... Clemson, SC 
Lillian Kalyn Stevenson .......... ..... ... ......... ....... . Townville, SC 
Adina Ungureanu .................................................. Aiken, SC 
Amber Marie Ventola ............... ............................... York, SC 
t*Matthew Thomas Webb .................. ............. Knoxville, TN 
tSarah Elizabeth Wellman ............................. Richmond, VA 
**Elaina Lauren Alcocer .................................. Whitmire, SC 
Daniel Bland Cleveland ........................................ Moore, SC 
Patrick McMillan Jones ................................... Lexington, SC 
t***Stefani Carol Mokalled ..... ....................... Greenville, SC 
***Timothy Michael O'Neil.. ........................ Cincinnati, OH 
Jay Thomas Poggemeyer ............................... Spartanburg, SC 
Qianli Sun ..................................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Danielle Marie Wheeler ..................................... Powell, OH DOUBLE MAJOR 
Sociology Geology and Political Science 
William Edward Allen .................................. Greenwood, SC 
Allison Lynae Auld .... .... .... .............................. Columbia, SC 
Emily Brooke Thompson ............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Laura Katherine Babinski ............................... Matthews, NC BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Kayla Leigh Brown ........................................... Lake City, SC 
Caroline Hill Butler .... ........... .. ...... ....... ....... .. . Greenville, SC Bioengineering 
**Casey A Chazotte ......................... North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Joseph Jeffrey Costigan ......................................... Naples, FL 
Kayla Ann Dickson ........... .................. .......... .. . Columbia, SC 
Melissa Kyley Fostervold .................................... Walhalla, SC 
Kimberly Elizabeth Jones .......................... Timmonsville, SC 
Rebecca Elizabeth Leviner ..................................... Lamar, SC 
Jonathan Gerard McGibbon ...................... Lindenhurst, NY 
Catelin Denise McManus .................................. Camden, SC 
**Daniel Stephen Nagle .................................... Ashburn, VA 
Trevor Windham Norris .. ...................................... Lamar, SC 
Corbin Jamal Pauling ...................................... Matthews, NC 
t**Kathryn Jo Payne ................................................ Irma, SC 
Joseph David Pelicano .................................... Greenville, SC 
Nathan Wesley Pilgrim ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Brittany Chantel Pringley ...................................... Miami, FL 
Edward David Rowley ................... .. ..... ....... Wethersfield, CT 
Reid Austin Smith ............................................ Lancaster, SC 
Allison Desverreaux Stern .............................. Greenville, SC 
Erica Lorraine Tollerson ................................ Charleston, SC 
Zachary Stephen Wardlaw ............................... Anderson, SC 
**Hilliary Gray Adams .................................... Charlotte, NC 
Javier Roberto Ayala ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Erica Davant Baskin ........................................ Columbia, SC 
Donald William Benza ............................ Mechanicsburg, PA 
Alexis Nicole Bertram ...................................... Piedmont, SC 
Alison P Bull ............................................... New Milford, CT 
John Elliott Calvert .................................................. Irma, SC 
Megan Alexis Casco .................................... Summerville, SC 
Erin McClure Casey .................................... Charleston, WV 
tHannah Lynn Cash ................... .. .............. Spartanburg, SC 
Wilson Himson Chan ................................ Summerville, SC 
t***Scott R Cole ........................................ Williamstown, NJ 
Nicole Madeline Cucchi .................................. Asheville, NC 
Mary Eleanor Daly ................................................. Aiken, SC 
Joanna Marie D'Augustine ................................... Acton, MA 
t***Madeline Jane Davis ................................ Kingsport, TN 
Bria Joann Dawson .................. ............. ........... Columbia, SC 
*Victoria Claire DeCroes ................................ Kingsport, TN 
*Charles Alexander Devon ............................. Greenville, SC 
Michael Joseph DiBalsi ..................................... Hamilton, NJ 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SciENCE 
Andrea Nicole Dicks .............................................. Aiken, SC 
Amanda Marie Farley ...................................... . Clemson, SC 
Anand Gramopadhye, Dean 
Christopher Ryan Ferreira ..................................... Bristol, RI 
**Robert Andrew Fields ................................... Memphis, TN 
**Elizabeth Annette Fontaine ....................... Moss Point, MS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS Melissa Danielle Gaillard ............................ Simpsonville, SC 
t*John Ryan Gedney ..................... .................... Boulder, CO 
Chemistry Brian Thomas Golz ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Brittany Leighann Bolin ........................... Montmorenci, SC 
t*Mark Fritz Hendrickson ............................... Barrington, IL 
Emily Jeanne Smith ........................................ Pittsburgh, PA 
*Michael Gar Sing Wong ............................... Windham, ME 
Laura Marie Gorrell... ................................ Cockeysville, MD 
Daniel Conner Grant ............................ Moncks Corner, SC 
t***Nicole Claire Hadley ................................... Clayton, NC 
Ian Terrance Hale ..................................... .. .... ...... Clover, SC 
t***Robert Jordan Hall ...................... ......... Mooresville, NC 
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*Megan Hanschke ................................... Burlington, Canada Katherine Anne Moon .................................. Cumming, GA 
t**Elizabeth Emily Harruff ............................. Columbia, SC Brianna Michelle Noblin .................................. Abbeville, SC 
t**Tyler George Harvey ......................... Moncks Corner, SC Jonathan David Powers ........................................ Lorton, VA 
t**Christopher Millard Hawkins .................... Rock Hill, SC Rachel Caroline Schilling ............................... Lexington, SC 
Howard Dodwell Herbert IV ......................... Charleston, SC Lindsey Shay Smith ................... .......... ...... ..... .. ...... Cayce, SC 
*Nora Mae Hlavac .................. .... ................. ... Charleston, SC William Joel Wier ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Michael Lee Howell ............................... .. ....... Charlotte, NC Lisa Joanne Withey .......................................... Loveland, OH 
*Kirsten Lee Johnson ................... .. ........................ Surry, NH 
Charles Matthew Kerr .................................... Pittsburgh, PA Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
Chelsea Noelle Koch .......... ..................................... Stow, MA 
*Devleena Kale ............... ........................ ...... .... Clemson, SC 
Jacob Verghese Kuruvilla .......................................... Katy, TX 
t***Jessica Winsie Lau ............. Sherborne, United Kingdom 
Parker Tracy Freudenberger ..... .... ...... .. ............. Clemson, SC 
Adam Ryan Harrison ....................................... Woodruff, SC 
Benjamin Michael Hayes ..................................... Chapin, SC 
Charles Curtis Laughlin .............................. Greensboro, NC 
*Andrew Braden Lay ..................................... Greenwood, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Carolyn Michelle Lennon ................................ Piedmont, SC ~Kiah Leanne Baker ................ .................... Summerville, SC 
*Leanne Elizabeth Loper ..................................... Prosper, TX Matthew Deloy Bell ..................................... Georgetown, TX 
Christian Parker Macks ....................................... Duncan, SC Peter Beshay ................................................ Simpsonville, SC 
t***Elliott Dickson Mappus .......................... Charleston, SC Alexandra Jo Brown ........................................... Roebuck, SC 
tNicholas Christopher Marais ............ .......... San Diego, CA tDylan Matthew Bruckner .................................... Aiken, SC 
t*Tyler John Matt. .............................................. Canton, CT *David Robert Carey ....................................... Greenville, SC 
**Rachel Michelle McGuire ................................. Chapin, SC Andrew Scott Casella .............................. ........ Charlotte, NC 
James Frederick McManus, Jr ......................... Lexington, SC Robert John Clark ....................................... .... Scottsdale, AZ 
*Macon Carlisle Morris ..................................... Camden, SC Joy Christina Coats ... ....................................... Anderson, SC 
Jessica Eileen Myers ............................ Cortlandt Manor, NY Michelle Elizabeth Coburn ................... ....... Hopkinton, MA 
Patrick Tyler Ovington .................................... Greenville, SC t*David Chrismon Cooke ............................... Columbia, SC 
t*Taylor Alexander Pate ................................. Kingsport, TN Grace Christine Custer ..................................... Clemson, SC 
t***Jason Joseph Pierce ............. ........................ Florence, SC Davis Leland Cyr ......................................... Georgetown, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Roberts .................................. Greenville, SC Marinesa Carolyn Fabrizio ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
t**Daniel Ruiz.. .................................... .......... Lexington, SC Jacob Robert Johnson ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Elizabeth Cristiana Russo ............................. Cincinnati, OH Kyle Thomas Johnson ..................................... Lexington, SC 
Katelyn Michelle Rye .................................... Glenwood, MD Jayraj Nayan Joshi ................................... New Brunswick, NJ 
*Hirai S Shah .................................................... Clemson, SC tChristopher Joseph Keffer ................ Fernandina Beach, FL 
Eliza Laine Shaw .......................................... Georgetown, SC Thomas William Kelly .................................... Hayesville, NC 
Brittany Blaine Shirley .......................................... Belton, SC Georgia Leigh King .. ... ........................................ Raleigh, NC 
**Kevin Landrum Shores ................................. Rock Hill, SC tBrian Paul Klett ............................................ Melbourne, FL 
tCasey Ryan Shumberger .............................. Charleston, SC Mason Hirsch Leavitt ....................................... Louisville, KY 
Elane Elizabeth Simmon .......... .. ...... .......... ............. lrmo, SC t*Laura Wynne McLean ............................... Cincinnati, OH 
t***Robert Thomas Simrillll ....................... Lake Wylie, SC t**Kayla Dell Murdaugh .......... ....... ................... Smoaks, SC 
Edward James Smolenski ........................... Myrtle Beach, SC Siddharth Sumant Parasnavis ......................... Greenville, SC 
*Christine Margaret Stamer. ........ ......... ........ ... Medfield, MA Alec Robert Patterson ........................................ Hickory, NC 
t Adam Micheal Sturgeon .......................... Simpsonville, SC *Kyle Matthew Perry ....................................... Charlotte, NC 
Joseph M Weed, Jr ......................................... Charleston, SC t***Julie Renee Robinson ...................................... Cary, NC 
Joshua Li Wei ... ............................... .. .............. Greenville, SC Joshua David Dale Rochester ... .............. ..... Westminster, SC 
Colby Winona Williams ......................................... Salley, SC Tyler Allen Scherbarth ............................ Boiling Springs, SC 
Janet Christine Williams ................................... Roebuck, SC Steven Joseph Schofield ..................................... Bluffton, SC 
t*Eric Brandon Wright ..................................... Monroe, NC Cheyenne Michele Simmons ............................... Pickens, SC 
t*Robert Tyler Youngblood ............................. Rock Hill, SC t*Heather Marie Snyder .. ....................................... Greer, SC 
Sean Soorena Zadeh ....................................... Greenville, SC Andrew Charles Tamashunas ...... ...... ........... Eastampton, NJ 
Andrew John Zandecki ...................................... Penrose, NC Luke Enyart Thies ......................................... Forest Hill, MD 
Biosystems Engineering 
Katherine Ray Turner ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Kyle Vassallo ................................................. Sunderland, MA 
Patrick James Bailey ............................................ Roswell, GA 
**Tyler John Barzee ..................................... .Spartanburg, SC 
Amanda Nicole Chura ..................................... Lothian, MD 
Paul Hamilton Watters ......................................... Seneca, SC 
Bradley Steven Weaver. ............................ Peachtree City, GA 
Thomas Walker Welch ......................................... Lyman, SC 
***Allison Theresa DeNunzio .................. Elizabeth City, NC 
VeeAnder Sheldonia Mealing .................. North Augusta, SC 
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Chemistry Civil Engineering (continued) 
Bradley Vincent Blake ........................................... Aiken, SC Kenneth Craig Gearhart ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Michael Edward Brady ............................... Newtown, PA ***Westley Clark Godfrey ..................................... Arden, NC 
***Clinton Bissell Butler III ............................ Columbia, SC tVictoria Graham Golaszewski ........................ Horsham, PA 
Victor Anthony Callahan ................................. Peabody, MA Josh Max Gorman ..................................... Lawrenceville, GA 
*Charles Edward Crane III .................... West Columbia, SC Jacob Daniel Gray ................................................ Chapin, SC 
**Laura Michelle Drbohlav ................................... Inman, SC Shelly Belinda Grimsley ................................. St Stephen, SC 
Samantha Jo Elhomsi ..................................... Eatontown, NJ Eric Nathaniel Hall, Jr ..................................... Columbia, SC 
**Alex Andrew Kellum ....................................... Orlando, FL Taylor Knight Hazlett .................................... Englewood, CO 
t*Lauren Emily Lowery .......................................... .lrmo, SC Omar Denard Hills .......................................... Columbia, SC 
Alexandra Victoria Maitland-Smith ............... Greenville, SC Daniel Thomas Holder Ill .................................... Dillon, SC 
Richard Garth Maree ......................................... Camden, SC Tyler George Hood ................................................ Easley, SC 
Michael David Massey ................................ Summerville, SC Zachary Adam Huffstetler ................................... Chapin, SC 
t**Ryan Joe Murphy ........................................ Concord, NC Derek Robert Hutton ............................................ Cayce, SC 
David Alex Navarro ................................................ Kline, SC BretH Jarotski .......................................... Franklin Lakes, NJ 
Brandyn Collins Orr ........................... North Charleston, SC Corbin Hunter Jenkins ....................................... Conway, SC 
***Chadwick Randolph Powell... ....................... Bluffton, SC Johnathan Simpson Jenkins .............................. Jefferson, SC 
tColby Scott Purvis ................................... Myrtle Beach, SC Margaret Frances Jones ...................................... Florence, SC 
t**Earl Thomas Ritchie .................................. Greenville, SC Alexander William Keelty ...................................... Aiken, SC 
Bobby Antawn Smith ...................................... Columbia, SC Joshua Merrill Kellahan .................................... Kingstree, SC 
Mark Anthony Stanton ............................................ Irmo, SC Taylor Ryan Kirk .............................................. Columbia, SC 
t**Shane Michael Williams .......................... Bay Village, OH Matthew Henry Kunkle ................................... Prosperity, SC 
Civil Engineering 
t*Austin Michael Lake ............................... Summerville, SC 
Bruce Jason Leitner. ......................... Hilton Head Island, SC 
**John Heath Alexander. ........................................ Greer, SC 
Blake Nicholas Allison .................................... Greenville, SC 
Tradd A Anderson ...................................... Summerville, SC 
*James Andrew Attenhofer ............................... Waxhaw, NC 
Sterling Scott Baldwin .................................. Greenwood, SC 
Benjamin Carl Bass ........................................... Kershaw, SC 
Conor Patrick Blaney ....................................... Poquoson, VA 
Yaw Osei Bonsu .............................................. Odenton, MD 
Karuiam Valdys Booker .......................................... Greer, SC 
William Joseph Botts ............................. Sullivans Island, SC 
Troy Robert Brandt ....................................... Woodbine, MD 
John Ambrose Burkhart IV ............................. Naperville, IL 
Jeffrey Donavon Burns ........................................ Sumter, SC 
***Bradley Christopher Buss ........................ Collierville, TN 
Jordan Chandler Cannon .................................... Sumter, SC 
Jason Anthony Cato ...................................... Albemarle, NC 
*Lloyd Austin Chalker ...................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Jonathan Curtis Cochrane ............................. Lexington, SC 
Jared Michael Cooper .............................................. Irmo, SC 
Michael Kacer Corey ........................................... Easton, MD 
*William Burwick Cox III ......................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
David Andrew Creech ............................ Boiling Springs, SC 
Matthew lrby Cureton ................................... Cumming, GA 
**Joshua Michael Davis ........................................ Inman, SC 
Camden B DeVane .............................. Kings Mountain, NC 
Kelsey Elizabeth Dickman ....................................... York, SC 
*Michael Aniello Diorio ........................................ Wayne, NJ 
Stacey Lynn Esse! ............................................ Lexington, SC 
Thomas Jordan Estes ....................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Michael Albert Farwell ......................... Westlake Village, CA 
John Charles Fisher IV ........................................... Apex, NC 
David Jacob Fletcher ................................... Thomasville, GA 
Mick James Francis ............................................... Clover, SC 
t***Kathryn Elizabeth Gasparro ...... Huntington Beach, CA 
Samuel Wistar Lewis, Jr .................................. Savannah, GA 
Timothy Walter Lewis ...................................... Piedmont, SC 
*Christopher Anthony Mann ...................... Georgetown, SC 
Holly Legare Manseau .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ashton Alexander Marshall... ........................ Charleston, SC 
Edward Alan Mason ...................................... Charleston, SC 
Christopher Golden Mattison ......................... Anderson, SC 
Philip Westbury Mauney ................................. StGeorge, SC 
Jonathan David McDonald ............................ Greenville, SC 
Marice! Taburlin McGlauflin .................................. Irmo, SC 
Emily Lynn McNamara ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Brendan Daniel Meegan ................................. Charlotte, NC 
Christopher Matthew Neal... ................. Lexington Park, MD 
Christopher Michael Nelson ......................... Richmond, VA 
**Parker Niebauer ....................................... Simpsonville, SC 
***Taylor Young Nunamaker ........................ Greenwood, SC 
Taylor James O'Dell ....................................... Lake Wylie, SC 
Stephen James Oehrig ......................................... Taylors, SC 
Angela Lynne Painter. ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Dylan Ace Peters ............................................. Charlotte, NC 
Armando William Pigman ...................... Winter Springs, FL 
t**Megan Ann Porter ........................................ Bluffton, SC 
tJohn Thomas Primm, Jr ........................................ Cary, NC 
Vishal Rai ........................................................ Roorkee, India 
Timothy Robert Reinken ........................ North Berwick, ME 
**Benjamin David Rogers ................................. Fort Mill, SC 
John Brookes Ross ................................................ Seneca, SC 
Shaina Sarah Salomon ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Bryanna Joy Saunders ..................................... Charlotte, NC 
Zachary Milligan Senn ........................................ Conway, SC 
Patrick Ryan Smith ........................................ Springfield, VA 
Matthew Brandon Stansell .......................... Spartanburg, SC 
t*Daniel Louis Telsey ........................................... Yardley, PA 
*Kyle Robert Thomas ...................................... Ijamsville, MD 
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Civil Engineering (continued) Computer Science (continued) 
Justin Feridun Uyar ........................................ Greenville, SC William Randall Collins ................................... Clemson, SC 
David Thomas Vliet ....................................... Charleston, SC ***Daniel Scott Dara ...................................... Greenville, SC 
Scott Andrew Wellerson .............................. Seaside Park, NJ James Matthew Davis .............................................. Pelzer, SC 
*Elizabeth Mary Wheeler ............................ .Indian Land, SC Ryan Alex Geary ......................................... Goose Creek, SC 
*Evan Gregory Whisnant ........................ ............. Seneca, SC Kyle Daniel Gehrman ....................................... Clemson, SC 
Herbert W White III ..................................... Charleston, SC Nicholas Scott Harmon .................................. Lexington, SC 
t**Nicholas Robert White ............................. Matthews, NC Benjamin Nick Heatherly ......................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Sullivan Harper Williams ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC Jonathan Lewis Hicks ............................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Matthew Scott Wilson ..................................... Rock Hill, SC Logan Wayne Howard ........................................ Six Mile, SC 
Benjamin Richard Wood ................................... Evanston, IL Richard P Kelly ........................................... Summerville, SC 
Leon Alexander Yard ....................................... Rock Hill, SC tSean Patrick Kelly ..................................... Summerville, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Young ................................ Simi Valley, CA t**Euan Skyler Kemp ................................... Greenwood, SC 
Kyle Allen Zipter ......................................... Summerville, SC Taylor Steven Kimmett .................................... Columbia, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Rahul Maini ................................................ New Delhi, India 
**Joseph Patrick Maley ......................................... Chapin, SC 
t**Megan Violet Becvarik ............................... .. Elmhurst, IL 
*Sergey Pavlovich Belous .................................... Chesnee, SC 
Kenneth Paul Bowers lll .................................. Anderson, SC 
Julian Calvin Coy ........................................... Charleston, SC 
***Taylor Andrew Etcheson ............................ Lexington, SC 
Drishti Gupta .............................................. New Delhi, India 
William Henry Halsey ..................................... Knoxville, TN 
Christopher Brandon Harvey ........................... Williston, SC 
Joseph Bruce Hewitt, Jr ................................... Cornelius, NC 
***James Weston Jernigan .................................... Seneca, SC 
Jeffrey Heyward Johnson ................................. Hartsville, SC 
Jassiem Nantumbu Moore .................... Mountain Home, ID 
Robin Lucas Novak ........................................ Charleston, SC 
Spencer Timothy Patrick ................................. Charlotte, NC 
tJessica Jacqueline Rex ............................... Simpsonville, SC 
Sidharth Sharma ................................................. Delhi, India 
Cooper Malone Sousa ...................................... Ashburn, VA 
t*Peter Tisdale Stewart ................................... Greenville, SC 
*James Allen Wells ............................................. .Six Mile, SC 
Stephen Edward Wells ....................................... .Six Mile, SC 
Edmund Ravenel Whitehead ............................ Florence, SC 
Everett Lee Williams, Jr. ........................ Moncks Corner, SC 
t Andreas M Kasprzok ....................... Altenkirchen, Germany 
Andrew Jay Keller .............................. Long Beach Island, NJ 
Electrical Engineering 
Ashleigh Lorraine Kelley ................................ Jacksonville, FL Eddie Patrick Abreu ..................................... Leominster, MA 
David Jesse Moody lll ................................. .Spartanburg, SC Karim S Alimohammed .............................. Karachi, Pakistan 
Nikhita Sareen ............................................ New Delhi, India t***Ro.ss Cannon Beppler .......................... Johns Creek, GA 
*Austin James Shores ............... .... .... ..... ........... Rock Hill, SC tKeith Preston Berkeley ..................................... Ranson, WV 
Justin Lazarus Simon ................................... Summerton, SC John Marschalk Berry, Jr. ...... ............... ...... ..... ... Florence, SC 
Gregory Michael Smith .............................. Simpsonville, SC Adam Stanley Billingsley ........................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Mikaila Aubriel Smith .................................... Greenville, SC Sean Michael Edwin Bowley ................................ Sumter, SC 
Taylor Denver Steinberg .............................. Spartanburg, SC Alexander Drayton Cantrell ........................... Greenville, SC 
Matthew Joseph Tingen .................................. Lexington, SC t* Andrew Michael Carek ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
John Montjoy Trimble III ................ Hilton Head Island, SC Oliver Michael Carter .......................................... Vienna, VA 
t***Benjamin Elson Ujcich ........................... Champaign, IL Diksha Chawla ............................................ New Delhi, India 
Scott Matthew Winters ........................................... .lrmo, SC t*Laura Noelle Clancy ...................................... Acworth, GA 
Computer Information Systems 
Keith Adam Clapp ....................................... San Gabriel, CA 
t*Patrick Keith Clarke .................................. Blythewood, SC 
Paul F Best ................................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Andrew Keith Davisson ................................... Anderson, SC 
*Carrie Abigail Eisengrein .............................. Greenville, SC 
James Tyler Hipp ............................................. Anderson, SC 
Donald Samuel Reichenbach ........................... Fort Mill, SC 
Simon Zhang ...................................................... Florence, SC 
Emily Nichole Collins ........................... West Columbia, SC 
*Steven Ryan Cox ............................................. Fort Mill, SC 
David Richard Cuculic .................................... Columbia, SC 
Marc Daraban .......................................................... Irma, SC 
Michael Philip Darlington .. ......................... Cumberland, RI 
Prateek Diwan ............................................. New Delhi, India 
William Hawn Edwards ................................. Highlands, NC 
Computer Science Walker Bruce Evans .............................................. Seneca, SC 
Jonathan Mitchell Flowers ............................. Darlington, SC 
Christopher Glen Alston, Jr ............................... Atlanta, GA t***Katelyn Elizabeth Fry .................................... Chapin, SC 
t***Jason W Anderson ..................................... Clemson, SC Christopher Edward Furlong ........................ Charleston, SC 
Matthew David Bauman ............................. Simpsonville, SC Denzel James Hart ........................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Anthony Daniel Bellew ................................... Greenville, SC t*Sean Derek Kantra ...................................... Lexington, SC 
t*Benjamin Paul Bowen ................................. Bradenton, FL Brandon Armando Laserna ........................... Hollywood, SC 
Aishwarya Chaudhary ................................ New Delhi, India *Joseph Michael Lavalliere ........................ Londonderry, NH 
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Electrical Engineering (continued) Industrial Engineering 
t***Jennifer Paige Little ......................................... Aiken, SC James Parker Allison II ................................ Georgetown, SC 
Jesse Zachari Mahn .......................................... Columbia, SC John Adrian Alt II ............................................ Richburg, SC 
Gaurav Marmat ................................................. Clemson, SC Brett Frank Barry .............................................. Newtown, PA 
***Howard Clay Martin III .............................. Eatonton, GA Sara Paige Biega ................................................ StLouis, MO 
Jonathan Charles McGinnis .................................... York, SC Chase Larsen Blatchford .................................. Awendaw, SC 
Catherine Dessie McGough ........................ Charleston, WV Timothy Frank Bobola ........................... Moncks Corner, SC 
Andrew Scott Meller ...................................... Blacksburg, VA Calvin Dean Brown ........................................... Beaufort, SC 
Madison John Montgomery .............................. Radford, VA Kevin Alexander Carlson .............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
t*Kaitlyn Sara Morgan ................................. Cincinnati, OH Brenden Charles Colby .................................. Lynnfield, MA 
Kurt M Nolte .................................................. Pendleton, SC Jami Marie Compton ........................................ Hanahan, SC 
**Robert Thomas O'Brien Ill .................... Goose Creek, SC Wilson Robert Daniels ................................... Charlotte, NC 
Nimesh Reddy Patil ....................................... Mumbai, India Harrison Raines DeMint ................................ Greenville, SC 
Chad York Singletary ............................................ Salters, SC t***Lauren Patricia DeZervos ...................... Mooresville, NC 
Darrell W Smith, Jr ............................................ Walhalla, SC Tyler James Dunn .................................................. Easley, SC 
t***Gregory Mark Stephens, Jr. ............................ Aiken, SC t**Julie Michelle Foecking ................... North Potomac, MD 
Benjamin Thomas Still ................................... Gainesville, FL t***Jacey Rae Gombert .................................. Allentown, PA 
tEmily Grace Todd ......................................... Greenville, SC *Christopher Morgan Greco ............................. Beaufort, SC 
Chia Jung Tsai .......................................... Kaohsiung, Taiwan Christopher Allen Guinn .................................. Beaufort, SC 
Benjamin Hallman Turner .............................. Rock Hill, SC Amanda Jane Hobbs ....................................... Fort Myers, FL 
Daniel Matthew Vanoverstraeten ................ Spartanburg, SC Michela Aileene Hunt ........................................... Cocoa, FL 
John Austin Wiggins ....................................... Lexington, SC Laura Michelle Huxtable ............................... Richmond, VA 
tMichael Benjamin Wooten ........................... Lewistown, PA Jennifer Renee Kahler. ......................................... Gilbert, SC 
Vikas Yadav .................................................... Haryana, India Reed McSwain Kelley .................................... Greenwood, SC 
**Chuanji Zhang ................................................. Zibo, China Jessica Lee Langley ........................................... Newburg, MD 
*Zhongyi Zhou ............................................ Shenzhen, China Michael Francisco Lazaro ...................................... Moore, SC 
Environmental Engineering 
Timothy James Lorow ...................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Melissa Lauren Molony .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Gregory Scott Avery ............................................. Chapin, SC 
Garrett Taylor Davis .............................................. Seneca, SC 
t*** Aubree Lynn Decoteau ............................. Columbia, SC 
*Jennie Marie DeWitt ..... ................................. Columbia, SC 
April Michele Griffith ........................................ Omaha, NE 
*Kingman Cory Hodgkiss ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Trevor Johnston .................................................... Valrico, FL 
Kevin Christopher Kopf ............................... Blythewood, SC 
Jonathan Simpson Locklair ..................................... lrmo, SC 
Paige Marie Lux .......................................... Summerville, SC 
Drew Horton Middlebrooks ........................ Spartanburg, SC 
William Legare Ott ....................................... Greenwood, SC 
Zachary Durham Priester ................................ Charlotte, NC 
Aaron John Ramirez ................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Joshua Gordon Richardson ..................... North Augusta, SC 
Kevin Thomas Roche .................................. Chelmsford, MA 
Jonathan Michael Soukup ................................ Carthage, NY 
***Kathryn Ada Van Valkinburgh ....... Signal Mountain, TN 
ldania Carina Vargas ........................................ Hanahan, SC 
Alec Uwe Wasner. ........................................... Greenville, SC 
Anna Patricia Wells ........................................... La Plata, MD 
Jessica McGregor Whitaker ............................... Beaufort, SC 
Jodi Allison Williams ................................. Murrells Inlet, SC 
*Katelyn Murphy .............................................. Harrison, NY 
Rachel Marie Nadel ....................................... Charleston, SC 
Mariam Ziad Namouz ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Cesar Adan Navarro ......................................... Johnston, SC 
Reid Goodrich Newman ...................................... Bogart, GA 
Lauren Alexandra Pack ......... .................... Severna Park, MD 
Frank G Petroski .......................................... Cedar Grove, NJ 
Richard Walter Porter, Jr ............................... Richmond, VA 
Michael Joseph Reitz ................................... Montgomery, TX 
Ryan Lee Richards ........................................ Blythewood, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Rivera .......................................... Bronx, NY 
William D Rogers III ..................................... Alexandria, VA 
Jaime Andres Sanchez-Julia ...................................... lrmo, SC 
Zachary Laine Schnee ...................................... Lebanon, OH 
**Ainsley Mary Shreve ....................... Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
Marco Ramzy Sidhom ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Christopher Lee Sladek .................................. Greenville, SC 
Samantha Kay-Ann Smith ....................................... York, SC 
Jacquelin Chin Smolinski .................................... Jericho, VT 
Samuel E Smoot ............................................... Waldorf, MD 
John Robert Stallard ....................................... Abingdon, VA 
Kyle Richard Taylor .......................................... Anderson, SC 
tDevin Shane Tiernan ............................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jenny Lynn Trotter. ...................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Geology **Kristin Brooke Vanest .......................... Ormond Beach, FL 
Jose Leonardo Vargas Gonzalez ................ Bogota, Colombia 
Brian Philip Bastian ........................................... Evanston, IL Ross Thomas Wafer .................................... Baton Rouge, LA 
Ashley Anne Coffin ................................. Newport News, VA Steven Edward Walter. ............................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Katherine Anne Hickok ............................ Summerville, SC Jacob 0 Ward .................................................. Rock Hill, SC 
Nolan Matthew Lacy .............................................. Aiken, SC Orddrell Quincy Lee Whitworth III ............... Gastonia, NC 
Caroline Daisy Searcy ............................ ..... Summerville, SC Michael George Ziobrowski .............................. Lewiston, NY 
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Materials Science and Engineering Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Anna Katherine Abbott ............................. Fountain lnn, SC t***Nicholas Bennett Caldwell ...................... Greenville, SC 
Mary Kathryn Burdette .......................................... Easley, SC Ryan Daniel Cobb ........................................... Loveland, OH 
Eric Joseph Cubbage ............................................ Buford, GA t** Alexandria Stoker Cochrane .......................... Chapin, SC 
t*Mitchell Layne Fanning ..................................... Aiken, SC Samuel Dean Connor. ......... ....................... Summerville, SC 
t***Devin Alexander Gordon ......................... Rock Hill, SC t*John Cortes ................................................. Greenville, SC 
*Christopher Steven Gross .............................. Anderson, SC Chestley Benjamin Couch, Jr. .................... Summerville, SC 
Samantha Jill Hallman .......................................... Neeses, SC William Paul Couch ................................... Summerville, SC 
**Sarah Elizabeth Kendrick .......................... ... ...... Aiken, SC Jonathan Franklin Craft ............................... Greenwood, SC 
**Jaclyn Nicole Kovach ................................ Wyomissing, PA tDylan Albert Cronin ................................ Iron Station, NC 
Maclin Currin Lindsay ................................... Charlotte, NC Clifford Thomas Crook .................................. Greenville, SC 
Kristyn Elizabeth Mantia ................... Ponte Vedra Beach, FL Thomas Connor Crumpler ................................ Raleigh, NC 
tCamille Christine McCarthy ......................... Asheville, NC t*** Austin Lance Culberson .................. ........ Kingsport, TN 
*Patricia Sanders Merritt ........................... Myrtle Beach, SC Tyler William Curran ................................................ Cary, IL 
Laura Marie Murphy ........... .. .................................. Greer, SC tMatthew Patterson Dougherty .................... Cullowhee, NC 
Max Montague Nichols ......................................... Aiken, SC Justin Daniel Emerson .................................... Greenville, SC 
Grant Allen Pollard .............................................. Clover, SC Jeffrey Michael Fischer ....................................... Towson, MD 
David Hastings Poyas Sadler, Jr ..................... Charleston, SC James Alyn Foster. ...................................... Johnson City, TN 
Edward Allan Stein .......................................... Anderson, SC Kevin Michael Foster ............................................. Cayce, SC 
Alexander James Taylor ........................... Virginia Beach, VA Levi Tyler Gardner. ............................................... Clover, SC 
Daniel M Turner. ........................................... San Diego, CA Jeffrey Alexander Giezen ............................... Great Falls, VA 
Mathematical Sciences 
t*Dietrich Cale Goble ................................... Charleston, SC 
Melvin Harris Goodwin IV .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Cullen Hansen Baker ............................................. Cary, NC 
t*Benjamin Paul Bowen ................................. Bradenton, FL 
Katelyn Elisabeth Coburn .............................. . Hicksville, NY 
Caroline Elisabeth Cross ..................... ............ Columbia, SC 
Justin Kenneth Crumley ....................................... Liberty, SC 
*Mary Kathleen Gibbs .. ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Nathan Dean Heavner ............................... Greenville, SC 
*Lee Andrew Jenkins .................................... Greenwood, SC 
**Chase Norman Joyner ....................................... Clover, SC 
Charles John Kaminer ...................................... Reading, MA 
t Allen Preston King lll ............................ North Augusta, SC 
Matthew Joseph Lint ................................ North Augusta, SC 
t**Karl Nicholas Lykken ................................ Colleyville, TX 
*Grace Elizabeth Manci ........................... North Augusta, SC 
t*Carson Nicholas Mosso ............................... Columbia, SC 
Kaitlyn Kinzie Patterson ................................. Lexington, SC 
Matthew Samuel Ramsaroop ................. Fort Lauderdale, FL 
t***Brenden Carlisle Roberts ............... West Columbia, SC 
t*Peter Tisdale Stewart ................................... Greenville, SC 
***Kelsey Anna Ulmer ........................................... Aiken, SC 
tSarah Elizabeth Vance .................................. Greenville, SC 
Charles Rommie Gray ........................... ... Pawleys Island, SC 
t*Michael Christian Green ......................... Spartanburg, SC 
Douglas Edwin Greer II ......................................... Aiken, SC 
Christopher Thomas Gregory ........................ Greenville, SC 
Sean William Griffin ....................................... Anderson, SC 
Harold James Guess II ........................ .. ........... Denmark, SC 
Brandon Jerome Guy ............................................. Easley, SC 
t***Robert Joshua Hanlin .............................. Greenville, SC 
t***Christopher Mark Hapstack .................... Greenville, SC 
t*Herbert Monroe Harrison III .......................... Chapin, SC 
Joshua David Haselden ..................................... Gresham, SC 
George Arthur Helm rich, Jr ................................... Greer, SC 
Christopher James Henderson ..................... Cincinnati, OH 
Ryan Bradley Herrick ................................ Marlborough, MA 
Coleman Matthew Heustess .......................... Darlington, SC 
Heather LaKeisha Hill ..................................... St George, SC 
William Cathcart Hopkins ...................... North Augusta, SC 
Edward Garrett Hunt .................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Joshua Eric Jackson ............................................. Gaffney, SC 
**Alexander Dalton Johnson .......................... Charlotte, NC 
David Michael Kent ........................................ Charlotte, NC 
Thomas E Kuckhoff ......................................... Kingston, GA 
Mechanical Engineering Curtis Roy Lamp ................................................ Bedford, NH 
Ryan Hunter Lockaby .......................................... Taylors, SC 
*George Robert Alford III ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC Thomas Edward Looper ........................................ Easley, SC 
Kevin Christian Andreasen ............................... Freehold, NJ t*John C harles Malley ........................................ Bolton, MA 
Jessica Sayaka Anraku ........................................... Liberty, SC Miles Frank McDonald .............................. Chattanooga, TN 
Joseph Franklin Benjock ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC Mitchell Kevin McGaughy .......................... Summerville, SC 
Alexis Jordan Berry .............................................. Chapin, SC Robert F McMican Ill .......................................... Clifton, VA 
Logan Neal Birchfield ..................................... Greenville, SC John Charles Miller ............................................ Duncan, SC 
Isaiah Cason Black ...................................... Lowndesville, SC Joshua Paul Miller ............................................... Duncan, SC 
David Lee Blair ........................................ North Augusta, SC Deanna Theresa Mock ....................................... Sylvania, GA 
Ian Christopher Brown .................................. Lake Wylie, SC *Justin Tharp Moylan ................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Clayton Richard Brzezinski ................................... Oswego, IL **Margaret Anne Murphy ..................................... Berlin, CT 
Joshua John Naylor. .......................................... Clemson, SC 
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Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Eric Thomas Orr. ............................................ Pittsburgh, PA 
Joshua Michael O'Shea ................................... Greenville, SC 
Steven Thomas O'Shields, Jr. ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Corey Michael Park .............................................. Sumter, SC 
Ben Grady Parris ....................................... Travelers Rest, SC 
Josue Paulino .................................................. Greenville, SC 
Hunter Lee Pelham ........................................ Charleston, SC 
James Robert Pennisi .................................... Boca Raton, FL 
Geoffrey Neil Pursley ............................................ Clover, SC 
t*Brian Michael Rahman ................................ Maumee, OH 
Connor James Ritmiller .............................. Millersville, MD 
t*Thomas Wilton Rivell ................................ Colts Neck, NJ 
Adam William Russell ................................ Simpsonville, SC 
Zachary Tyler Satterfield .................................. Anderson, SC 
Kay ley Emma Seawright ................................... Anderson, SC 
*Gabriel Amos Seppala ................................... Greenville, SC 
*Andrew Curtis Shaw ................................. Simpsonville, SC 
Charbel Rachid Sleiman ......................................... Greer, SC 
tBrettThomas Smentek .......................................... lrmo, SC 
Clinton Jarrett Smith ............................................. Aiken, SC 
Mark Sheldon Snyder ..................................... Lake Mary, FL 
Richard Hunter Soaper ................................... Louisville, KY 
t*Dylan Shane Sontag ...................................... Franklin, TN 
t**Christopher Charles Strickland ............... Charleston, SC 
Kyle Jordan Stroud ........................................... Evansville, IN 
Jacob Anthony Suits ............................................. Moore, SC 
t***James Baird Svacha, Jr. ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
Logan Scott Taylor .................................... Lawrenceville, GA 
Jordan Taylor Todd ........................................ Charleston, SC 
Dylan Stuart Tyner ................................. Ormond Beach, FL 
tSarah Elizabeth Waddill ................................ Rock Hill, SC 
Joshua Andrew Wallace .................................. Greenville, SC 
Jeremy Brian Walton .............................................. Aiken, SC 
Brian Lee Watkins .......................................... Eutawville, SC 
***Christopher James Wenner ....................... Greenville, SC 
Zachary Michael Zampogna .......................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Grayson Ronald Zwingelberg .................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Physics 
Atticus Blair ..................................................... Cornwall, NY 
Matthew Brian Burrows ...................................... Gaffney, SC 
Brandon J Campbell ........................................ Anderson, SC 
Marlin Deshawn Carrington ................. Moncks Corner, SC 
Charles Albert Crosby, Jr ................................. Lake City, SC 
Carl James Eichert ........................................ Scaggsville, MD 
Tyler Scott Frazier .......................................... Lake Wylie, SC 
t**Jordan Christopher Gainey ...................... Darlington, SC 
Lee Everett Hall ............................................ Honea Path, SC 
David Patrick Halligan ..................................... Columbia, SC 
Matthew David Hendrix .................................... Murphy, NC 
tTyler Newton Hughes .................................... Columbia, SC 
t**Alexander John Kerr .................................... Barnwell, SC 
t*Carson Nicholas Mosso ............................... Columbia, SC 
Jake Vincent Riffle ....................................... Kensington, NH 
t***Brenden Carlisle Roberts ............... West Columbia, SC 
Yamil Ernesto Ruiz ............................................... Lyman, SC 
Allison Lindsey Setser ................................... Cincinnati, OH 
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tBradley Patrick St John ............................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Charles D Tupper ....................................... Edisto Island, SC 
Wilson David Wylie .................................... Summerville, SC 
Polymer and Fiber Chemistry 
Keegan Milton Rhoades ............................ Myrtle Beach, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND 
HuMAN DEVELOPMENT 
Lawrence R Allen, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Josephine Doris Appleby ............................... Charleston, SC 
*Katalin Morgan Bartz .................................. Greenwood, SC 
Allison Nicole Belch ............................................ Chapin, SC 
Veronica Ann Brandau .................................... Louisville, TN 
*Hannah Elizabeth Starke Brunson .................. Florence, SC 
***Lisa Michele Burgess ......................... West Columbia, SC 
Alisha Therese Cervone ........................................ Closter, NJ 
Emily Nicole Cone ......................................... Lexington, SC 
Rachel Marie Etheridge ........................................ Neeses, SC 
Turner Jennings Fortner. ................................ Greenville, SC 
*Alexa Leigh Gatarz ............................ Monroe Township, NJ 
*Jennifer Grace Hoppe ................................... Lexington, SC 
Jennifer Rebecca Hubbard ............................... Columbia, SC 
*Julia Frieda Killermann-Leach ........................ Clemson, SC 
Alyssa Dene Kinsey ....................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Brittany Leigh Lassiter .................................... Greenville, SC 
Hailey Rose Moore ............................................ Jefferson, SC 
*Hannah Alsye Pennell ........................................... Greer, SC 
Amy Lynn Petrilli ................................................... Sewell, NJ 
Blair Michelle Rowand ..................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Megan Noel Scherbarth .......................... Boiling Springs, SC 
Chelsea Rae Wallace .......................................... Beaufort, SC 
*Hannah Lane Welborn .............................. Spartanburg, SC 
Elementary Education 
Leslie Elizabeth Abell... ................................. Greenwood, SC 
Eric William Bagwell ........................................... Pickens, SC 
Mary Katherine Boyd .................................. Bennettsville, SC 
Lindsey Grace Bronzino ...................................... Berwyn, PA 
**Virginia Catherine Cain .............................. Greenville, SC 
*Christie Elizabeth Cavorsi ....................... Lawrenceville, GA 
***Lydia Elena Ciavarella ............................... Alexandria, VA 
*Julia Margaret Doyle ...................................... Fair Haven, NJ 
**Gentry Ann Earle ........................................ Greenville, SC 
Allison Leigh Elrod .......................................... Anderson, SC 
*Anna Margaret Freeman ............................... Greenville, SC 
**Haley Patricia Gallagher .............................. Millington, NJ 
Jennifer Lynn Haigler .................................. St Matthews, SC 
*Hannah Lynn Hammond ...................................... Starr, SC 
Courtney Lynn Hentz ......................................... Pomaria, SC 
Elementary Education (continued) DOUBLE MAJOR 
**Kai Christopher Hull ...................................... Central, SC Biological Sciences and Science Teaching 
*Megan Nicole Hurt.. ..................................... Greenville, SC 
Erin Conrad Jenkins ....................................... Greenville, SC 
Hannah Nicole Jenkins ................................... Anderson, SC 
Kristin Ann Ambrose ............................................ Easley, SC 
Alexandria Grace Johnson ............................... Marietta, GA 
Kayleigh Marie Komara ..................................... Mt Airy, MD 
**Stephanie Catherine Lyons ..................... Marblehead, MA English and Secondary Education 
**Chelsea Leann Mauldin .......................... Summerville, SC 
**Carlie Danielle Maute ................................ Charleston, SC 
*Morgan Elizabeth Moore .......................... Summerville, SC 
Kelsey Jane Overbeck ......................................... Medford, NJ 
t***Rosaruth Farrar Parton .............................. Landrum, SC 
Morgan Whitney Roper ....................................... .Seneca, SC 
*Julia Patricia Rowland ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Jacquelyn Paige Cole .................................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Jordan Anastasia DeVore .............................. Charlotte, NC 
**Caitlin C Jordan ....................................... Kennebunk, ME 
Meriwether Hammond Joyner. ..................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Haley Brooks Tanner ............................................ Seneca, SC 
Kara Brooke Wylie ................................................. Easley, SC 
*Mary-Catherine Cushman Savant .......... Winter Haven, FL Mathematical Sciences and Secondary Education 
James Steven Steadman .......................................... Greer, SC 
t*Courtney Brooke Stevens .............................. Bradford, VT **Jennifer Lynn Blethen ............................. .Indian Land, SC 
Kathryn Ann Thomason ................................ Greenville, SC 
Marian Lillian Troxler ........................................ Raleigh, NC 
James Shadrach Ulmer Ill ..................................... North, SC 
William Brantley Foxworth ................................. Sumter, SC 
Kathleen Mae Johnson ........................................ Sumter, SC 
Rebecca Jane Kinross ........................................... Taylors, SC 
**Christine Ann Upshur ............................ Summerville, SC *Emily Rae Marks ............................................ Rock Hill, SC 
t*Laura Marie Watkins ..................................... Fort Mill, SC ShyKeia TyShee Smith .................................... Greenville, SC 
Jaime Rose Trainor ................................ Harrington Park, NJ 
Science Teaching Kristen Marie White ........................................... Orlando, FL 
Brittany Leighann Bolin ........................... Montmorenci, SC Physics and Science Teaching 
David Rufus Choate Brandt ............................... Beverly, MA 
*Benjamin Curtis Leach ................................ Charleston, SC Logan Elizabeth Riley ................................. Summerville, SC 
Secondary Education 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Patrick McMillan Jones ................................... Lexington, SC 
t***Stefani Carol Mokalled ............................ Greenville, SC Health Science 
Patrick Ryan Twomey ........................................ Madison, CT 
Dwayne Lamont Allen .................................. Fayetteville, NC 
Special Education Brett Joseph Andresini ................................... Baltimore, MD 
John Clayton Bates .......................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Kaycee Elizabeth Albertson ................................... Easley, SC Ava Carol Bell .................................................... Radford, VA 
Jennifer Leigh Barrett ...................................... Piedmont, SC Caitlyn Suzanne Bobo ................................. Spartanburg, SC 
Alyssa Jaclynn Boyer ............................................ Newton, NJ Leah Susanne Bright ............................................. Seneca, SC 
*Rebecca Louise Burton .................................... Leesville, SC Reagan Bartlett Buie .................................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Anna Manning Frierson .............................. Orangeburg, SC Jacob S Cely ...................................................... Clemson, SC 
**Madison Elizabeth Hagerty .......................... Columbia, SC **Andrew Edward Chan .......................................... Irmo, SC 
Sara Elizabeth Hall... ......................................... Fort Mill, SC Emily Jean Chieco ...................................... Simpsonville, SC 
**Stephanie Raquel Marie Hudson ................... Beaufort, SC Christopher Scott Coats .................................... Kershaw, SC 
**Katherine Elizabeth Inclan ....................... Spartanburg, SC *Cecilia Christina Colon ....................................... Miami, FL 
Erin Bazen Jashinsky ........................................ Columbia, SC *Mary Elizabeth Culbertson ......................... Greenwood, SC 
t***Morgan Lee Johnson ..................................... Chapin, SC Katelyn Grace Dennis ........................................ Beaufort, SC 
**Kara Elizabeth Kusterman ............................. Fort Mill, SC Kathryn Grace Dozier ................................... Biythewood, SC 
Lindsay E McMahan .................................... Westminster, SC Korynn Elizabeth Duke ................................... Columbia, SC 
Kirsten Leah Roof .............................................. Eastover, SC Anaisa D Figueroa Simental.. .................................. Estill, SC 
*Gabrielle Marie Santangelo ....................... Woodstock, MD Kathryn Therese Fountain ......................... Simpsonville, SC 
*Maggie Ann Snider ........................................ Rock Hill, SC Garrett Nicholas Freel .......................................... Dillon, SC 
t**Theresa Marie Wersinger .......................... Greenville, SC Drew Kathryn Friedrichs ............................... Charleston, SC 
Ashleigh DeAnn Williams ..................................... Easley, SC Stephanie Lynne Garner. ................................ Lexington, SC 
**Destiney Shere! Young ............................ Myrtle Beach, SC *Christina Lee Gasparino .................................... Darien, CT 
Cody Lauren Gibson ........................................... Orange, VA 
Austin Robert Graf.. ............................................. Bartlett, IL 
Mabry Alexandra Gray .............................. Myrtle Beach, SC 
Bailey Caroline Hamlett .................................. Columbia, SC 
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Health Science (continued) Nursing 
t***Warren Coggeshall Harvey, Jr .......................... Apex, NC ***Victoria Lynne Alexander ..................... Fountain Inn, SC 
Olivia Anne Huckabee .................................... Rock Hill, SC t*Laura Elizabeth Batson ............................... Greenville, SC 
Jenna Marie Hudak .......................................... Clemson, SC April Lynne Baur ............................................ Greenville, SC 
Kelsey Elizabeth Igo ........................................ Frederick, MD Pamela Neal Birchfield ................................... Greenville, SC 
Christian Alexandrea Johnson ........... North Charleston, SC Camille Louise Bisel ......................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Leah Elizabeth Johnson ................................ Greenwood, SC ***Emily Joyce Carney .......................................... Seneca, SC 
Caroline Willis Jones ......................................... Florence, SC Kyle Thomas Christie ....................................... Edgefield, SC 
Hailey Alexis Karg ..................................... Salt Lake City, UT t**Rebecca Elizabeth Clark.. ........................... Asheville, NC 
Erica Lindsay Kim ............................................ Oak Park, CA Alexia Shivaughn Covington ............................... Sumter, SC 
*Brittany Dawn Lamont ............................ Fountain Inn, SC ***Amy Caitlyn Crisp ..................................... Greenville, SC 
*Caroline Anna Lee ...................................... Mt Pleasant, SC **Haley Marie Cromer ....................................... Conyers, GA 
Averi Nandalyn Looper ................................... Rock Hill, SC *Alice Dargan Ervin ....................................... Darlington, SC 
***Harrison M Luttrell ........................................... Greer, SC ** Alainah Grey Farrell ......................................... Chapin, SC 
Shana Michelle Madden ...................................... Pickens, SC Kaylie Michelle Fehr ................................... Summerville, SC 
Alyssa Lynn Margiotta .............................. Chagrin Falls, OH Sara Elizabeth Galbreath .................................... Central, SC 
*Kathryn Elizabeth Markferding ............... Florham Park, NJ tJessica Marie Genoble .................................... Rock Hill, SC 
Samantha Renee McGowans .............................. Gaffney, SC tCasey Leigh Gooden .................................. Chesterfield, SC 
Grace Marie McLeod .................................... Mt Pleasant, SC Jordan Lee Medina Gumapas ............. North Charleston, SC 
Brooke Elizabeth Miller ................................... Rock Hill, SC Laura Elizabeth Hart ..................................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Alexa Catherine Neiling ............................. Simpsonville, SC Taj Bryant Curtis Heyward ............................ Charleston, SC 
Jennifer Lane Nelson .............................................. Greer, SC Savannah Eleanor-Ruth Hiller ........................ Greenville, SC 
Kasey Renee Netherton ........................................ Moore, SC Jasmin Breonna Ingram ......................................... Aiken, SC 
t***Christina Michelle Nichols ...................... Lake Mary, FL t***Michelle Nicole Johnson ........................... Marietta, GA 
Rachel Joy Patton .......................................... Greenwood, SC Mackenzie Elizabeth Kasle ..................... North Reading, MA 
HopeEllen Holder Philpot ............................. Greenville, SC Rashana Nicole Keller ................................. Ware Shoals, SC 
Jonathan A Rios ............................................... Anderson, SC Marissa Nicole Kerwin ........................................ Central, SC 
**Emily Joy Ruetz ......................................... Spartanburg, SC t*Emily Allison Klug ..................................... Annapolis, MD 
Caroline Elease Schaffer ..................................... Dublin, OH Mikala Rene Loberger ..................................... Woodruff, SC 
t***Paige Alexandra Sheaks ....................... Leavenworth, KS **Cali Nicole Matchunis ................................... Fort Mill, SC 
Maxwell Louis Simons ...................................... Fort Mill, SC **Kay Elizabeth Meyer ............................. North Augusta, SC 
**Ashton Paige Smith .................................... Great Falls, SC Lydia Marie Moon ......................................... Cumming, GA 
Taylor Roberts Smith ...................................... Lexington, SC Hilary Elizabeth Pitts ................................... Spartanburg, SC 
Leslie Annette Spearman ....................................... Easley, SC Jacqueline Bernadette Pusker ......................... Greenville, SC 
Whitney Catherine Stilwell .................................... Apex, NC *Brynne Peyton Reid .............................................. Cary, NC 
Joshua Kershaw Summerford ............................. Boston, MA tLauren Nicole Rhodes ................................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Joel Patrick Szabo ........................................ Simpsonville, SC Rachel Alexandra Riley ............................ North Augusta, SC 
Sarah Browning Taylor ...................................... Florence, SC Paul Alexander Seley ................................. Pawleys Island, SC 
Catherine Grace Terrell .................................. Greenville, SC ***Jennifer Anne Simmons ................................. Pickens, SC 
*Alexander Grey Tomberlin .............................. Hickory, NC Monica Elizabeth Sint ...................................... Piedmont, SC 
*Brett Malcolm van Heyningen ................ Pawleys Island, SC **Kimberly Anne Swoap ............................. Simpsonville, SC 
*Daisy May Walker ....................................... Spartanburg, SC *Kathryn Anne Verzella ............................... Haddonfield, NJ 
Braden Emerson Waters ........................................ Easley, SC Brandi Elizabeth Von Dohlen .................... Summerville, SC 
Julianne Elizabeth Welch .............................. Greenwood, SC Megan Elizabeth Weaver ..................................... Central, SC 
Rebecca Marie Wiesehahn .............................. Columbia, SC ***Annie Eva Elin Westlund .......................... Charlotte, NC 
Alexandra Lee Wiles .............................................. Easley, SC *Tamaura Danielle Wilson .............................. Holly Hill, SC 
Kevin Dwayne Wilson, Jr ................................. Belvedere, SC 
***Michael Cameron Wilson ....................... Mt Pleasant, SC Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Averie Leigh Wood ...................................... Ware Shoals, SC 
t***Leigh Ellen Yarborough ............................ Columbia, SC 
Lauren Marissa Yates ....................................... Anderson, SC 
Dorinda Louise Barnes ........................................ Sumter, SC 
Elizabeth Grey Boroff ......................................... Laurens, SC 
Clark Glemaker Bouguyon ........................... Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mathematics Teaching Hannah Aliece Brenner ..................................... Orrville, OH 
*Timothy William Britton ................................. Beaufort, SC 
Kristin Nicole Manna ................................... Mullica Hill, NJ Samantha Elizabeth Bruce ................................... Taylors, SC 
Matthew Scott Campbell ............................... Alpharetta, GA 
Blair Kimberly Carson .................................... Charlotte, NC 
Alexandra Shelley Cordell .............................. Lexington, SC 
Alexandra Nicole Driscoll ............................ Mt Pleasant, SC 
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Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management (continued) Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management (continued) 
Kaitlin Blake Driver ............................................ Palmyra, VA Hope Katherine Rosenlund ........................ Spartanburg, SC 
Claire Elise Ellender ........................................... Atlanta, GA Brandon Heath Smith ........................................... Easley, SC 
Melissa Sage Fishbein ............................ Flowery Branch, GA *Sally Elizabeth Southwell ............................... Rock Hill, SC 
Madeline Blanche Fitts ................................. Mt Pleasant, SC Daniel Lynn Stack ........................................ Orangeburg, SC 
Oakley McClellan Garrett ......................... Fountain Inn, SC Clayton Alexander Stefan ............................. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Katherine E Gaulin ......................................... Columbia, SC Jeremy Hunter Theall .......................................... Taylors, SC 
Joshua Carroll Genoble .............................. Simpsonville, SC Blaire Virginia Veronee ............................... Westminster, SC 
Margaret Oliver Goodale ................................. Columbia, SC Trevor Ryan West ............................................... Wagener, SC 
Dorothy Estes Grover. .................................... Richmond, VA Haley Elizabeth Wilbanks .................................. Walhalla, SC 
Kinsey Cara Hammond Beyer ............................... Aiken, SC Taylor Hope Wilks .......................................... Lexington, SC 
Stephen Scott Handley ...................................... Florence, SC Georgia Lee Woodard ...................................... Columbia, SC 
Jessica Claire Hayes .............................................. Taylors, SC Paige Nicole Wright ...................................... Folly Beach, SC 
Morgan Layne Hert ..................................... Simpsonville, SC 
Lisa Marie Ivester ............................................. Anderson, SC Secondary Education 
Jessica Nicole Kicklighter ......................................... Irmo, SC 
Joshua Robert Klingenberg ......................... Summerville, SC 
Em my Hamilton McDaniel ........................... Bishopville, SC 
Armando Sean Mclaughlin ............................. Andover, MA 
Michelle Christine Middleton ............................. Chapin, SC 
Emily Cathlyn Moeller ..................................... Hanahan, SC 
Brandon L Nettles ........................................ Hardeeville, SC 
Kaitlyn Ann Odom ......................................... Greenville, SC 
*Hope Alexia Paccione ..................................... Ashburn, VA 
t***Margaret Ann Pautler ............................. Kirkwood, MO 
Cornelius Peeler ................................................. Walhalla, SC 
Matthew Wesley Porter .................................. Charleston, SC 
Kevin Joseph Quinn, Jr. .................................. Mundelein, IL 
Ronald Al Cadorette ........................................... Central, SC 
Patrick Fraser Canterbury ..................... Moon Township, PA 
Matthew Eugene Cheek .................................... Marietta, GA 
David Ray Dunaway ......................................... Woodruff, SC 
Kathryn Caroline Godwin ...................................... Greer, SC 
William Taylor Holbrook ................................ Anderson, SC 
Thomas Michael McBride ....................................... Irma, SC 
Stephen Joseph Nimmer Ill ........................... Greenville, SC 
Cole Tyler Parnell ....................................................... Iva, SC 
Sarah Campbell Rinker ............................ Stephens City, VA 
C~roline Ivy Schill ................................................ Clover, SC 
Julie Lynn Weigand ................................... Myrtle Beach, SC 
Darius Antavius Robinson ................................. Atlanta, GA 
*Cum laude: A grade-point average of 3. 70 
**Magna cum laude: A grade-point average of 3.85 
***Summa cum laude: A grade-point average of 3.95 
tCalhoun Honors College: The graduates so designated in the printed graduation program have completed an enriched 
program of study through the Calhoun Honors College. To earn this distinction, students must maintain an overall 
grade-point average of 3.40 or higher and complete the requirements of General Honors and/or Departmental Honors. 
Students who have earned Departmental Honors appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun Honors College 
Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, 
the late B C Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are 
members of university recognized honorary societies may have the names of those societies embroidered on one side of 




First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the terms of the will 
of the Honorable D K Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating 
student who, on the basis of exceptional scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is judged by the 
University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best all-around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted in the Hendrix Student Center. 
Recipient of the Norris Medal 
Kathryn Elizabeth Gasparro 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually to individuals who possess the characteristics of heart, mind, 
and conduct as evince a spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and women. 
These humanitarian qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
Recipients of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Student Award 
Elliott Dickson Mappus Jenny Lauren Tumas 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished achievements in classroom teaching. The 
faculty recipient is selected by the Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is 
presented permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of twenty-five hundred dollars. 
Recipient of the Alumni Master Teacher Award 
J Russell Madray 
Senior Lecturer, School of Accountancy and Finance 
FACULTY ScHOLARSHIP AwARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson University to the member 
of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the 
bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work 
required for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
Ross Cannon Beppler 
Kristin Marie Bowers 
Michael Edward Brady 
Lisa Michele Burgess 
Bradley Christopher Buss 
Clinton Bissell Butler III 
Katherine Jane Cheney 
Trinh Mai Chu 
Scott R Cole 
Caroline Elizabeth Cox 
Amy Caitlyn Crisp 
Daniel Scott Dara 
Madeline Jane Davis 
Elyse Katherine Dengler 
Recipients of the Faculty Scholarship Award 
Allison Theresa Denunzio 
Frank Leo Devine, Jr. 
Haley Fay Fitzpatrick 
Rachel McKenzie Gamble 
Taylor Alexandra Godfrey 
Jacey Rae Gombert 
Katlyn Ruth Gould 
Nicole Claire Hadley 
Nathan Dean Heavner 
Michelle Nicole Johnson 
Morgan Lee Johnson 
Matthew Stirling Kerr 
Stephanie Alexandra Konruff 
Harrison M Luttrell 
Elliott Dickson Mappus 
Howard Clay Martin III 
Sandra Nicole Mokalled 
Stefani Carol Mokalled 
Cole Garner Murbach 
Christopher Jason Nguyen 
Christine Margaret O'Hara 
Timothy Michael O'Neil 
Brian Douglas Probst 
Ryan Walter Richardson 
Brenden Carlisle Roberts 
Julie Renee Robinson 
Christine Anne Schalkoff 
Jonathan William Shaffer 
Paige Alexandra Sheaks 
Tyler Nathaniel Silvers 
Jennifer Anne Simmons 
Robert Thomas Simril III 
Gregory Mark Stephens, Jr. 
Lydia Lenora Stiffler 
Lindsey Sara Strickert 
James Baird Svacha, Jr. 
Andrew William Swartz 
Jacqueline S Thaeder 
Benjamin Elson Ujcich 
Kelsey Anna Ulmer 
Kathryn Ada Van Valkinburgh 
Leigh Ellen Yarborough 
THE UNIVERSITY REGALIA 
The university mace is the symbolic representation of the whole 
of C lemson University and must be present at any convocation 
where the University, through its delegated members, is acting 
officially. At any official convocation such as commencement, 
the university marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the president 
into the assembly. The mace rests before the president's chair 
or speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal 
from the assembly at the close of a convocation is symbolic of 
the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the close of 
the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the 
ceremonial maces carried by heads of the state and church in the 
Middle Ages. Its basic club-like shape, however, is much more 
ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made of 
walnut wood and silver, with C lemson's seal in gold and the 
university colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South 
Carolina. 
The presidential chain and sea l is symbolic of the authority 
vested in the office of president by the governing body of the 
University. Only the university president may wear it, and while 
wearing it, he speaks for the whole body of the institution. 
C lemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and 
carnelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval 
"staffs of office," which were carried by the senior members of 
departments of state or church. They display the university seal 
and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the college 
belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver 
with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The Clemson University regalia were designed and executed 
by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the 
Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed goldsmiths of our 
era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late 
Professor Marshall C Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by 
the late Mr. C C Wilson of Clemson University. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson 
(1807 -1888), who left the bulk of his estate to the state of South 
Carolina for the founding of the institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and 
educated at the Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). 
His early profession was that of a mining engineer; however, 
circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life 
of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic 
advocate of scientific agricu lture. He had a career as a diplomat 
(charge d'affaires to Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first 
superintendent of agricu ltural affairs in Washington (1860). As a 
scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, 
chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included his 
assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, 
his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina 
after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of John C Calhoun, a 
South Carolina political figure of national importance during 
the first half of the nineteenth century. Mr. Calhoun's home, 
Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson campus as a national 
shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with 
an enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced 
only two four-year curricu la, supplemented by two two-year 
preparatory courses. Today the University has six major academic 
units. These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences; the College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities; 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science; the College of 
Engineering and Science; the College of Health, Education and 
Human Development; and the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges 
of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award the 
bachelor's, master's, education specialist, and doctoral degrees. 
Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, 
Decatur, GA 30033-4097 or call at 404-679-4500 for questions 
about the accred itation of C lemson University. 
Curricula are accredited by AACSB International (Association 
to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business), Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Council 
for Construction Education, American Dietetic Association 
(CADE), American Society of landscape Architects, Commission 
on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), Council for 
Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs 
(CACREP), National Architectural Accrediting Board, National 
Association of Schools of Art and Design, National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education, NRPN AALR Council on 
Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of 
American Foresters. Documentation of accreditation is available 
in the college deans' offices. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged 
not only in its primary academic program, but does extensive 
research at the main campus and at five agricultural experiment 
stations located in the state. The University is also heavily 
committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultura l extension, which has professional personnel 
located in each of the state's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/ arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
0' er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
0' er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified 
graduates. Likewise, academic honors designations are 
based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations 
must come from the Registrar of the University. 
FIRST AID 
A First Aid Station is located at the north entrance. 
EVACUATION SYSTEM 
Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire-alarm 
evacuation system. In the event of activation, as noted 
by sustained horns and strobe lights, please proceed to 
the closest available exit. Remain outside the building 
until fire officials deem the building safe to re-enter. 
NO SMOKING 
Smoking is prohibited in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Today, James P. Clements, Ph.D., will receive the official 
symbols of the Office of the President of Clemson University 
THE RoBE AND HooD 
The wearing of academic regalia is an ancient practice, dating 
to medieval times. The president of Clemson University wears 
a purple robe with four velvet bars, piped in orange, on each 
sleeve and the University seal embroidered on the panels. The 
Clemson University hood is lined in purple with an orange 
chevron. 
THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIN AND SEAL 
The Presidential Chain and Seal are symbolic of the authority 
vested in the Office of the President by the governing body 
of the University. Only the University president may wear 
it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. The president is invested with a chain of office to 
show his civil, rather than his academic, status. 
The Clemson chain is made of silver with a purple amethyst set 
into one shoulder link and an orange carnelian into the other, 
the symbolic colors of the University. The pendant is a silver 
and gold relief of the University seal. The Presidential Chain 
and Seal were presented to President R. C. Edwards and used 
for the first time at the May 1971 commencement ceremony. 
THE WILL OF THOMAS GREEN CLEMSON 
In 1886, Thomas Green Clemson signed his will, leaving his 
814-acre Fort Hill plantation and $80,000 of his personal estate 
to the state of South Carolina to establish a "high seminary 
of learning." That institution, originally known as Clemson 
Agricultural College, opened in July 1893 with 446 students. 
In 1964, the college was renamed Clemson University. 
THE Acr OF AccEPTANCE 
Even after Thomas Green Clemson's death in 1888, the 
establishment of the University was not assured. The South 
Carolina Legislature had to accept the bequest and the 
stipulations placed within it. On November 27, 1889, Governor 
John P. Richardson signed the bill accepting Thomas Green 
Clemson's will, thus establishing the college. That bill has come 
to be known as the Act of Acceptance. 
continued on reverse 
The Presidents of Clemson University 
HENRY AUBREY STRODE, 1890-1893 
EDWIN BoONE CRAIGHEAD, 1893-1897 
HENRY SIMMS HARTZOG, 1897-1902 
PATRICK HUES MELL, 1902-1910 
WALTER MERRITT RIGGS, 1910-1924 
ENOCH WALTER SIKES, 1925-1940 
RoBERT FRANKLIN PooLE, 1940-1958 
RoBERT CooK EDWARDS, 1958-1979 
BILL LEE ATCHLEY, 1979-1985 
WALTER THOMPSON Cox, 1985-1986 
ARCHIE MAx LENNON, 1986-1994 
PHILIP HUNTER PRINCE, 1994-1995 
CONSTANTINE WILLIAM CURRIS, 199 5-1999 
]AMES FRAZIER BARKER, 1999-2013 
]AMES PATRICK CLEMENTS, PH.D., 2013-
Today, the Clemson University Board of Trustees 
will install James P. Clements as our 15th president. 
During the commencement ceremonies, he will 
receive the articles of office, cornerstones of 
Clemson University's mission and legacy to the 
state of South Carolina: academic regalia and chain 
of office, the will of Thomas Green Clemson and 
the Act of Acceptance. President Clements will 
address the graduates and their families and friends 
at each ceremony. 

